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Sunday bicycle riding lies. We should give
one day to work for God; and if the
bicycle
The tifty-tirst annual meeting of the Wal- be used to further this end, then its use on
do County Conference of Congregational Sunday is commendable, but when used for
Churches was held with the church in Bel- mere pleasure on that day its use becomes
fast. Thursday and Friday, June 15th and harmful. Another element in the problem
of Sunday desecration is the Sunday newsl«th. The session opened at 10 30 a. m
Thursday, and the forenoon was devoted paper. The aggressive union of moral forces
is inyincible, and in England, where
to the opening exercises
public
and organizaopinion has united against the Sunday newstion. Rev. Robert G. Harbutt of
Searsport
have been suppressed.Make Sunwas chosen Moderator and Rev.
George S. papers,they
day papers unprofitable from lack of patronMills of Belfast, Scribe anil Treasurer.
The afternoon session was opened at 2 : age and the publication would stop. No class
o’clock with a devotional service of half an | suffers more from Sunday desecration than
hour. Rev. 1>. P. Hatch, Secretary of the | the workingmen. It means six days’ pay
Men are mentally
Maine Missionary Society gave an address for seven days’ work.
and physically better for working six days
cut the methods » f that
society, speaking of
Public opinion must be comthe opportunities for work presented in the than seven.
missionary field. Interest in the broad mis- bined with legal forces and these must be
sionary w ork of the world increases individ- re-in forced by church aud home influence.
FIou. R. F. Duutou of Belfast followed,
ual interest in the more limited local field.
The work of the Maine Missionary Society with an address on the question, “Have we
to maintain ,is effectively as possible any new light on the prohibitory law?”
He
the service of churches in rural communi- spoke without notes, and presented clearly
and forcibly liis views on the
ties. The speaker referred to the statements
subject. lu
"f Governor Iiollins of New
Hampshire in substance be said: The early Prohibitionists
regard to the decline of religion in rural were intense enthusiasts, but it would he
New England.
Some of his statements are strange if. in forty years, we did not have
too true. There are many rural communities more light on the subject than they.
Tlo-y
in New
England where the word of God is stood on the summit of the first great temperance movement, while we have the addnever preached and whore Sunday School is
unknown. The rural church is a power in e<l light of the experience of nearly half a

lie matter of celebratis assured.
The
hands of au executive
»’inii' of Mayor C. O. Pool.
I*
McLellan, \\. P.
p
h■ h. L. T. shales and the world. The city churches are re-inforced
1
Poor is chairman aud from the members of t he rural churches and
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II.
Welch secretary, I from the country Sunday school. The Misires of the celebration
sionary Society is trying to keep up and ex>
ib-committees, who are tend these rural churches. The work of the
:i connection with the
I American Missionary Society among the
resent outlined, but snbj Indians and the Chinese of the West and the
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interesting

lems, but

far

and

highly important prob-

important in its results
is the
work among our home poeple, the
.Youth who are soon to become the bone and
sinew of our New Engl a ml life.
We all
have a personal responsibility, anil should
not rest satisfied until our churches are doThe Maine Missioning all in their power.
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more
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p. Ford,
ary Society asks this year for S1U.OOO from
T. Pankin.
the 20,000 members in tile State.
Waldo
and sports, at the Base
including a game of base county churches are asked for $d00. Last
M. Welch, J. E. Wilson, year the churches responded nobly, many
••Jan.
giving more than the aim unit asked for.
race around the
square I This is specially true of tin* missionary
11. Swift.
churches, which, while receiving help from
Custom House Square
the Society, also contributed nobly to the
Poor.
u cert
in at b, music by home missionary fund.
Lev. C. II. Daniels, D. D., Secretary of the
Band. ,f. s. 1 landman,
ami will be in attendance American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions spoke on the state of religion
< astute will run an
excuriu the county now, as compared with a hun.'•n and
Lineolnvdle, with dred years ago. While it is true that many
«
'‘and. arriving here about
of worship no longer exist, or ex: <
whicli she will run ex- features
ist only iu the rural districts, as the neighborirsiM.n and other points.
lot--works will be shown hood prayer meetings, the school-house Sunno. ui at the ball
grounds. day school, etc., the religious sentiment of
-<
to solicit funds,
consist* the county is better than in the olden
days.
’<
W. 11. .Sanborn, M.
The speaker compared statistics of church
: V
H. Welch have raised
attendance in various cities to-day with the
date about sdtKi.
(>ur
same cities
years ago, and finds au in•} «»nded liberally. espec*
>»ple and workingmen, crease of 40 per cent. A hundred years ago
was raised in the shoe
the Bible was not on sale in bookstores, and
could only be bought at the repositories.
> interested
in making the New the Bible is printed in
nearly 400 lanand great interest andenA hundred years ago
guages and dialects.
11;io-sted in the various featit was not in good form for a college student
s
ho are to take part.
to l>< a Christian ; now one-half the students
itters wen- chosen with
knowh-ng.- of and inter- of Vale, Princeton and other large instituto
which they were tions of learning are professing Christians.
y are heartily soeouded by Many churches suffer because they have not
^•
are interested in the
learned to give; and in illustration of this
it.
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mpared the two classes of churches,
the on*.* with a stagnant pool and the other
with a flowing spring.
Do we believe that
world evangelization is the prime object of
our church work '.’
If so we should labor iu
every way to promote that end.
“Woman's Work 111 the Church was the
s.ibjeet of an interesting paper by Mrs.
The work of the women
Charles M. Craig
he

*u covers the full range of
sp'-rts, and every one can
special interest to assure
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Moutlay evening
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Jesus' day as narrated in the Gospels was
In the early church the comreviewed.
mand of the Saviour to work was given to,
and heeded by, the women as by the men.
Woman has certain work which is essentially hers. The social work is hers—not as an
end of itself, but as one means looking toward the great end and aim of the church,

interesting and
Rose Family."

gives Ik genera of the rose
speaker confined his remarks
.;iion ones, those
represented
rry, the plum, the apple and
npoke of the varieties of the

upbuilding of Christ's kingdom. She
can do more good socially than in any other
way. The poor we have always with us,
the

describing

the three found
In the economy of nature
.if fruit attract birds and

rry

rs

may ever find opportuthe Master.
In the Sunday school her work with the children may
be of great ami lasting importance, and,
finally, women ought to be responsible for
keeping alive the missionary spirit of the

and in them

assist in the propagation of
described the differences bed strawberry and the
cherry
.nty between the cherry and
and also made comparisons
’riuus fruits of the ruse fam■s

v
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Pond's paper on “Bible school,
Children's Church,” was clear and inAfter giving a few statistics
teresting.
about the circulation of the Bible by the
societies for that purpose she spoke of the
Book itself and its study. It must be studied as a whole.
Graduates go out from our
schools well versed m Homer and Plato, but
ignorant of Isaiah. We should use. the best
methods of teaching the Bible in the SunMiss E. M.

etc.

or

whose aim is to preserve the
ghton then spoke of thediffer-

and the hybrid roses
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with few.
He closed with the,
adoption of the rose as the na-
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Thills of his wagon broke, letting
mu on to the horse which became
■-cable and ran away, throwing Mr.
'■'•‘t
He struck on the right side of
" Inch
was badly cut, and his right
■mletely closed. Both hands and
badly hurt and it is feared he is

1

■eternally. Mr. Nealley was
"'lieu picked up and remained

uuconso some

lb. K. I. Holt is in attendance and
"infortable as could be expected.
"1 b-v
is the secretary of the Waldo &
t Agricultural
Society, and one of
itig citizens.
,M
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u

A. K. Bolan, in the yacht AnnieL.,
1
W. Grindle, id his naphtha yacht
\
left Castine last Tuesday morn°f a
triP a^onK the coast as far as

4ie

■it

not for imme-

a

test

of

membership.

Theological

classes should he formed in all the churches
for grounding the members in the faith of
I the church.
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Two
Mr E. H. Nealley in driving
cheese factory, of which he is
tor, met with a very severe acci-

but for

Shall
ence of candidates to the churches.
credal or covenant tests be applied? We
believe in creeds. Churches not grounded
in the creeds are weak, but creed should not

'•'mg
xi

results

away.”
The topic, “Creed or Covenant,” was opened by Rev. Geo. S. Mills, who discussed the
advisability of placing emphasis on the
theological opinions or the religious experi-

meeting

requested

We must aim

broad and general
knowledge of Bible truths. The history of
the church should be taught from beginning
to end, ever having in view the redemption
by Christ. The literature of the Bible
should be studied by older and more advanced students. God grant that this inscription shall be engraved deep on the tablets of all hearts:
“Heaven and earth shall
pass away, but my word shall not pass
diate

*f

'■'ere

for

church.

There is no antagonature and the enemies of the
and insects assist nature in diss and
pollen. The antagonism
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MAINE, THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 18!>0.

highly interesting

addresses

were

at the evening session, both dealing
with matters of importance. The first was
by Miss Frances J. Dyer of Boston on “The
Extinction of Sunday.” After a brief introduction, in which she referred to the propensity of Americans to hurry, she said, in sub-

given

stance, that there is no denying that in some
sections of our country Sunday is becoming
extinct. Open Sundays and open saloons go
together. Some of Gov, Rollins’ statements
New’ Engare questioned in some quarters.
land owes much to the Christian religion. It
leads the world for liberty. This is due to
the inti ueuce of the Christian religion, and
the consequent observance of Sunday. The
common use of the bicycle has led to much
Sabbath breaking. In many ways the bicycle is a great blessing. It is not in the use
of the wheel, but in its abuse, that the evil of

High School Graduation.

;

I
!

field of white, with
delicate sprays at the top and front of the
stage. The prevailing colors in the decorations were the class colors, purple and gold.
The left, balcony, a portion of which was reserved for the Junior class, was decorated

of the decorating, with the
supervision and aid of a few of the Seniors.
The Senior class, teachers, clergy and the
chairman of the School Committee were
seated
the platform. Music was furnished by the Belfast Band, and the exercises
opened with the overture “Raymond,” by
Thomas. Prayer was offered by Rev. R. T.
Capen. The response was a selection from
Reinecke.
The salutatory was by Miss
Edith Dunton.as follows:
Parents and friends: Your presence here
shows your interest in the occasion, and yet
to most of you it means and must mean
only
a recurrence of the annual celebration of
the closing of our school.
As regular as June and roses come, comes
the High School graduation ami ours to you
seems only oue more added to the list of
those that have come and gone.
It will
soon pass from your distinct
recollection
and be lost in the obscurity of the things
which you have forgotten.
Blit we shall
not forget. For to us it has a meaning which

passing prohibitory laws was started. The
first strictly prohibitory law in Maine was
passed by a Democratic Legislature in 1850.
brought about by the
liquor element, who thought that by passing a stringent prohibitory law they7 could
make the movement unpopular. After being
passage

was

words

the statute books a few years the law
repealed and Maine was for two years
a license State.
The Republican party then
took up the matter and m 1858
passed a prohibitory law which, with its amendments,
has been continued to the present time.
the first the prohibitory law lias been
political foot-ball, so to speak, being used
by the politicians to further their personal
or party ends. We are
living in a very practical period ; we expect to accomplish whatever we profess, except in this
respect. We
do not expect to stop the sale of liquors.
There is not a city in Maine in which any
From

To you,

will be eel >reed until it is sustained
by public opinion. He then read an editorial from the Outlook, a magazine which
voices the religious and moral sentiments of
the times, in which the editor takes strong

honest, onininns.

Rev. F. S. Dollilf said all laws are more or
less violated. The blame for the non-enforcemeni of the prohibitory law should be
laid upon the public rather than the law.
The law is better than the public morals, and
the latter should be improved and public

opinion educated.
Rev. C P. Marshall doubted if the majority of people think drinking a crime. The
law is too deal.
H. M. Prentiss believed that druggists
should be allowed to dispense liquors withProhibition is far
out violating the law.
ahead of public opinion. H<* believed in an
arrangmeut similar to the South Carolina
law, whereby liquors may be procured for

legitimate purposes. The question should
be taken out of politics, and prohibition not
be a political foot-ball, as if now is
Mr. Mills again arose and said that, he
considered the South Carolina law preferable to ours; that the South is ahead of the
North in dealing with the liquor traffic. He
would like to see the question re-submitted
to the people, after a full and free discussion.

Rev. R. G. Harbutt said all law is ahead
of the opinions of many. As public opinion
has suppressed the Sunday papers in England so can it suppress the saloon in America.
He was glad of this discussion.
At the Friday morning sessiou, after a
half-hour devotional service, Rev.C. P. Marshall was chosen preacher for the next conference meetiug. The President, Scribe and
the pastor of the church with which the
conference will meet were made a commitRev. Geo. S. Mills
tee of arrangements.
was chosen delegate to the State conference.
The reports of the churches were then
showings in
given, all making favorable
The
membership, interest and finances.
was
topic, “Wanted, a SpiritualF.Religion,”
S DollifT and
discussed; opened by Rev.
sermon
The
was by
Rev. C. P. Marshall.

Rev.
was

R. G. Harbutt from Ps. 42:10, 1. c.. and
followed by communion service and ad-

journment.
Glad to Hear it.

Aroostook is looking well, thank you, at
the present time, fAroostook Republican.

are

our

here to receive at your hands.
We are
proud to have our names enrolled on the list
of High S' liool Alumni and are grateful for
the opportunities that have enabled us to
he counted worthy of this honor. But while
we appreciate your official labors in our behalf we do not forget your personal interest
in our welfare and our words of thanks
shall he your words of welcome.
Teachers, to you we owe a debt of gratitude ; for whatever success we have achieved
in our High School course has been chiefly
due to vour untiring interest and fidelity.
But we will not thank you for doing your
simple duty, we feel that your patience with
us when we were
stupid, your sympathy
w«
when
were
dis<- .raged,
and your
thoughtful care of our feelings, even when
we least deserved it, were not
prompted
solely hv school board requirements. You
have been our friends as well as our teachers,
and as such we shall always most gladly
remember you. \Ve thank you for your unare

never

liquors may be legally bought, to be taken
These places
away in sealed packages.
should be on the most public streets, with
glass fronts, where every customer can be
seen from the street, and every customer
should sign a book that should be open to
public inspection. With such places provided public sentiment would suppress the
saloons, and officers would be supported in
enforcing the law.
Rev. Geo. S. Mills followed Mr. Dunton,
thanking him for his outspoken words, and
expressing the hope that this church may
ever be open for the expression of just such

to

office which you hold. You are here
this evening as representatives of the city
to confer upon us our diplomas which we

Public opinion is not in favor of j

conscience alike forbid the prosecution.
Some place should be provided at which

more

the

prohibition. The officers as a rule would do
their duty by the prohibitory law as they do
by other laws, if they were sustained by
public opinion. Mr. Dnuton then referred
to his own experience as County Attorney.
He went as far as be was sustained by public opinion, but admitted that he did not do
his whole duty under the law. One of Ins
successors went beyond public opinion, and
was soon succeeded by another.
The law

prosecuting rests upon any one of us to
whom a druggist sells a bottle of liquor for
a sick wife or child, but public opinion and

means

Superintendent and members
of tiie school-hoard, attendance upon the
High School graduation comes as a duty of

get all the

grounds against the present form of the prohibitory law, and favors the South Carolina dispensary law. The time has rurne
for a fair and full diseussiou of this question,
We must agitate and educate until public
opinion will close the saloons. The liquor
traffic is upheld by the love of gain on the
one side and self indulgence on the other.
The duty of officers under the law is piain,
but it is the duty of any citizen, who kn.ws
of ail}' law being violated, to make complaint. As law abiding citizens the duty of

It

The last of life for which the first was made.
Not we who are about to die; but we who
about to live salute you.”

liquor he wauls. Why, with a strong law
forbidding the sale of liquors, does this condition exist? There is something that is
stronger than the law, and that is public
opinion.

not express.

with us, and the clock will strike hut twice
at most before our class and school life ends.
Morituri Salutamus. Shall we give you
that sombre welcome? No, we have for you
a better one, for although we stand
upon the
threshold of the dead past, the door that
opens to our touch is the door of the living
future and we go each his separate way to
the new duties of a new and larger life. With
the poet we believe,
••The best is yet to lie,

a

cannot

can

thau the essays, the applause and the
long-wished for diplomas ; it means the dropping of old interests and pursuits and the
severing of ties made dear to us by the
We
happy memory of our school-days.
have long looked forward to its coming, it is

was

who has the money

most

us

on

man

are

usual, did

Americans are a law-abiding peorespect for law is early instilled into
the mind of youth. Hence when the evils
of intemperance become
apparent it was
most natural for the reformers to look to the
law for the remedies, and a movement for

its

on a

yellow bunting (the class
garnet and gold) and a triangle
of peonies with two oughts of
yellow fiowrers in the centre
The design was similar to
that of their class pin. The Junior class, as
colors

;

and

evergreen letters

with garnet and

century.

ple

The graduation exercises of the Belfast
High School, class of ’99, were held in the
Belfast Opera House Friday evening, June
10th. A class of nineteen graduated,one of the
largest in the history of the school, and the
opera house was filled to its utmost capacity.
The hall was very neatly decorated. The
class motto, “Finis est initium,” was shown
in

j
:

j
:

NUMBErIT”
—1

pressed. The parts iu this division of the
program were as follows:
Essay, Home Life in the Homeric Age,
Carrie Frances Kingsbury
Class poem, Achilles’ Wrath,
Cleora Rosa Haney
Essay, The Influence of Greek Poetry upon
English Literature,
Sara Edith West
Recitation, Prometheus, Lowell.
Blanche Rockwell
Essay, A Day at Athens in the time of PeriAda Augusta Marriner
ls.
Essay, The Greek Love af Nature,
Myra Lovell Dodge
Recitation, The Lost Dawn, Woods.
Margaret Louise Keene
The Band next gave a selection of ballet
music from Faust, followed by the Class
Prophecy by Ralph Leonard Cooper and Emery Marden
Heagan. As usual in class
prophecies, the prophets disposed of

the

fu-

the various members of the class acto some real or fancied talent, or in
accordance with some incident or joke of
school life. While these prophecies are al-

interesting, and iu this case possessed
good deal of literary merit, the newspa-

ways
a

the class in the present.
Mias Elizabeth Henrietta Timm read a well
written and patriotic essay on “The Stars
and Strines.”
per

must

leave

The question, “Resolved that capital punishment should be abolished,” was ab’.y

Reginald Hazeltine

class historian,
and we give his paper in full:
The writer of contemporaneous history
has always a difficult task, for to be justly
treated events should be viewed through the
perspective of years. Such is the difficulty
which confronts the historian of the class of
'99. But what seems so scant a tale to chronicle now, w’ould doubtless become a
glorious record fifty years hence.
As we have always been an
extremely
iiuiet class, there are no front seat.. 1
unit.
or like troubles to relate, for which
you are
doubtless grateful.
Had it not been for our Pitcher Pond expedition two days ago, we would not have
had even a class ride to record, and would
have been

guilty

of

was

one more

sin of omission.

The incidents of this ride, though of vital
importance to the class, would not be of interest to the public in general.
Though the class numbered thirty-seven
when we entered, only nineteen have completed the course.
At the beginning of our Senior
year we
were surprised to find that we had lost one
of the ablest and most original members of
the chemistry class.
The reason for liis
absence caused great anxiety until we found
that congratulations were in order.
Some
one suggested that Patterson
preferred being blown up in some other way than in the

laboratory.

have been very forDuring our course
tunate in having teachers who have taken
the greatest interest in us, ami in our work.
It was with regret that, we said good
bye to
Mr. I Is ley at the close of our Sophomore
year,
but he was ably succeeded by Mr. McLellan,
who has been a great favorite, if
auy one
wonders why so many things escaped our
Principal’s watchful eye just after the game
with Rockland, 1 would refer them to
Fogg
& Brown, who furnished the desired cure.
The class is remarkable for one tiling, its
small feet, the smallest shoe being a No. 2
the average o 12; while the largest is only a
No. 10.
The average age of the class is seventeen.
The average height., five feet and six and
we

one-half inches, and the average weight, one
hundred and thirty-oue.
The class pin and colors were chosen during our Junior year, ami the colors, purple
aud gold, have since been made the school
colors.
It has been said,‘‘Happy is the country
whose annals are short.” Happy for like
reason is the class of '00.
The general subject of several of the class

“The Glory that was Greece’s,”
the preparation and delivery the
pupils each showed the results of careful
and diligent study coupled with natural
ability. The poem was indicative of talent
on the
part of its youthful author, and the
recitations were given with ease and grace,
and in clear and distinct voice. The essays
were clothed in well-chosen language, and
ovincea a thorough investigation into the
subject matter. Each dealt with some
phase of Greek life oi art, and the deductions drawn were logical and skilfully ex"
parts

and

was

in

PERSONAL.

Chaa. E. Bicknell of Rockland
spent Sunday in Belfast.
Miss Hattie White went to
Thursday’s boat.

Boston

W. E. Marsh

by

Mrs. H. H. Cobbett is spending the
in Knox.

Surely,

the poet says,
stand before you to-night,

bodings,

as

we

see

ail

have, as we
no gloomy forethings through “rosyconfidently expect to
we

hued glasses,” and
all obstacles. We are not com
pletiug these four happy years without pangs
of sorrow. Some of us may be so fortunate
as to experience the pleasures and
struggles
of college life; others will go forth into the
world at once, and make their own futures
;
but each and all of us will look back, perhaps regretfully, perhaps with only peasant memories, to the years we have
spent
together in the Belfast High School.
Gentlemen of the School Board, and you,
our esteemed
Superintendent, we wish to
express our thanks for the many favors you
have conferred upon us. Text books have
been freely supplied, and what an advantage this is only our predecessors, who were
compelled to furnish their own, can tell;
kindly and sympathetic teachers have been
given us, who have endeavored to make the
overcome

path

of

learning pleasant to our feet; and
other favors, far too many to be enumerated,

have fallen to our lot. We realize that you
have done the best you could for us, and
have encouraged|us to the best of your ability, and we only hope that you may be able
to give the classes of coming years
many
more

advantages,

and still

more

encourage-

It is an old, but true saying, that
“there is always room for improvement.”
May you feel repaid by the results of your

ment.

endeavors,

and

always keep

in

friendly

their own places, and stand or fall by
their own merits, to give some parting words
of advice to their successors.
We realize
all too clearly that we are in a better
position to receive advice than to give
it,
but we would urge you to pursue your
course
earnestly and faithfully, following the instructions given you, rememw

in

bering that your teachers
ted than you to judge of

are

your
do not urge you to follow in our

better

fit-

needs

1

footsteps,

realizing that such a course might not be
conducive to the best results, but remember that, your school-days, if
passed in idleness, can never Vie recalled, but. if you can
truly say to yourselves after you have completed your four years’ course,—“I have
done my best,” it will a, ways he a pleasure
to you to remember those
years of your
lives.
Ami now, my classmates, what shall be
my parting words to you? Our lives are before us, we must choose our several paths
and pursue them to the end. This High
school from which we are graduated to-night
with us attains its majority; we are the
twenty-first, /lass that has goue forth from
its hospitable doors; let us, by our future
attainments, make this annive rsary one ioug
to be remembered, and this class one that
shall never be forgotten. We may lose sight
of each other, hut surely we shall uever forget those with whom we have toiled, with
whom we have surmounted the difficulties
thrown in our way by C;esar, by Wentworth
and by Homer, with whom, for four happy
years, we have shared our school joys and
sorrows.
Let us be true to ourselves, true
to each other, and true to the highest ideals
we have set before us ; for, after all, the “end
is but the beginning.”
Classmates, schoolmates, teachers, officers,
friends, greeting, and farewell.
The diplomas were presented by W. R
Howard, chairman of the School Committee,
who made brief remarks on the work of the
school and the class, and gave a few well
chosen words of congratulation.to the grad-
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Mrs. M. E. Braude of Reading,
Mass., is
guest of Mrs. Geo. 1. Keating.

I-.obert Hart and
tor a short visit
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Boston
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Mrs. NY. K. Koix left
Tuesday to spend tho
summer at.

Presque

Isle.

Mrs. Frank Haskell of Rockland is visiting her sister, Mrs. Gen. R. Doak.

a

Wm. A Hill and son of Rockland called
friends in Belfast
Saturday.

on

Mrs. Joseph Marthon of
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
visiting her brother, Geo. R. Doak.

fs

Misses Grace and Isa Walton left
Saturday
for a visit of two weeks in Boston.

Miss Bertha 1. Bird an.l Mrs.
Tyler H
Bird are visiting friends in Rockland.
Miss Mildred Stater is
spending her vacation at her old home at
Mills.

Hr. F. E. Follett of Rockland
spent SunF. A. Follett.

day with his father,

Cooper's

Peoria, 111.,
his family.

Mrs. Mary A. Libby left
Tuesday t visit
her brother, John Clark of Kennetmnk.

Mrs. M. B. Lawrence and daughter Nita
went to Boston
Thursday for a short visit.
Uhas. Cunningham left Saturday to return

Misses Lena Sanborn and Lilli;1.-.] Spinnev
employed at tin Seaside Inn, Seal Harbor.

arrived last

to

Howard,

Thursday to

R.

of

visit

are

I,, where he has employment.

E. S. Pitcher si ng at the dedication of the
Universalist ebur.b in Pittsfield yes-

Mrs. C. H. Maxfield and daughter visited
relatives in North Belgrade the past week.
A. J. Chalfee of Boston arrived
Saturday
to spend the summer at
Northport Camp-

new

terday.
John

A.

Bruns-

went t<<

commencement

with her

spend

sou

,J ha.

.Mr. an l Mrs. E. M. Davis reb. rued
to
Boston Saturday after a week
visit with
Mrs. C. It Stevens,
w

Mr. and Mrs,

Henry J. Woods *f Orono arTuesday for a short visi: to Mr.
Wood’s brother, Wn. M. Woods.

rived

Mr. and Mrs

Rose,.,

FI

SLir.h.’.m

ytv

Mrs. Williams and daughter f Bargor
guests at W. H. Sanborn’s Tuesday

Mrs. George Plummer of Nevada
formerly residents of Searsmont, spent a
few days of last week in Burnham.

Rev.

E.

a

few

were

A.

Capon wife mother aud
Watertown, Mass are to spend
weeks at Seaside Ian, Seal Harbor.

daughter

Mrs. Geo. A. Quimby and daughter Katherine left by steamer June loth for
Bayonne,
N. J., to visit Mr. and Mrs. T X. Winslow

of

Miss Ellen I>. Townsend left Monday for
Nev
Haven, Ct., accompanied by Miss
Caroline W. F ield, who is t>> be her guest.

Ralph G. Lombard arrived by Saturday
mornings boat from Boston, where he has
been attending the dental college, for the

Mrs. W. B. Kelley and son William Swan"
Kelley, of Minneapolis arrived Tuesday to
spend the summer with her father, Hon.

vacation.

Augusta

Win.

from New York for Naples on the
North German Lloyd line this week. He
will spend ten weeks abroad.
will sail

B. Swan.

Mrs. Helen Jordan, who h is b o-i. -siting
in Boston for some
mmiThs. has arrived
home and is at present v sv
Mr
>irt}
F. I. Wilson.

Mi*s Elena Chase arrived
Saturday from
where she has attended
school, to spend her vacation with her grand
parents, .Mr. and Mrs. Geo. U\ Chase.

Northampton, Mass.,

Mrs. Edward Sihb*y md

*
Hi: hi T.,
st--aunu:p M tuiton June 24r.h, for Europe in th
private
party, conducted by H W. Dunning, I’!., d.
of Boston. The qualiticat e us of Dr. Dun
ning as a condu. tor and the c i m-ra r v ej.su re

sail

Capt. E. A. Richardson, of sell 8. G. Haskel!, which is now at Philadelphia dischargfrom Turk's Island, arrived home
ing salt, to
Tuesday
spend a few days with his family.
[Deer Isle Messenger.

from

New

York

•■.)

most delightful trip.
They su- dire.- : y t,«
London, thenc p-, i.ad
;
;iUlj
! L -Ndberg. Tiespend their Jirst Sunday

a

Among the graduates from the Farmingwere

H

Levi Clay has been appointed Assistant.
Superintendent of Constru tiuu f .r the New
England Telephone Co.

Mr. and

Normal School June lath

ar-

Wilson.

mer

Miss Ida Small, who has been employed
in Tlie Journal composing room, left Saturday for a \isii in Rockland.

ton

vie. \\ si liar

Mrs. Harriet Chapman arrived
Tuesday
from YVorcester, Mass., to
the sum

Alden Robbins and son Earl went to
Lynn., Mass., last week. Mrs. Robbins is to
receive medical treatment.

of

Franklin, Maas.,

Joseph Williamson, Es*p,
Wick yesterday to attend the
of Bowdoin College.

Mrs.

Judge William P. Whitehouse

of

Mrs. C. W. Small age of Castine is in Belfast under the medical treatment uf Dr. E.

Mrs. Freeman Cook and son Russell are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Ames of Unity.

summer

Cunningham

rived Tuesday to visit h:s
Arnold.

interestingly discussed by six members
of the class, who presented strong and well
ground.
arranged arguments in the affirmative and
Charles O. Fernald of North Searsport
negative. The disputants were: affirmative, left by train last Thursday for
Minneapolis
Flora Estelle Blake, Colby Alden Rackliffe, on business.
Frank
Leroy Flanders; negative, Mary
Mrs. Carrie E. Peirce left
Tuesday afterLouise Carter, John Frank Holmes, Ralph
noon to visit her sister, Mrs. H. It. Childs in
Hayford.
Mass.
The valedictory was by Miss Mary Helen Everett,
Clifton
M. Gray was ordained as a Unitaand
was
as
follows:
Bird,
rian minister in Boston
“How beautiful is youth! How bright it
Sunday. He is a
gleams
With its illusions, aspirations, dreams!
Belfast boy and a graduate of Harvard DiAll possibilities art iu its hands,
vinity School.
No danger daunts it, and no toe withstands.”
and

Augusta Tuesday

in

mer

Mrs. Roland Follett of Rockland is visiting relatives in Belfast.

Capt. Joseph S. Tlioinbs

was

business.

Thomas P. Logan's family
spent Sunday
with friends in Union.

ture of

cording

memory the class of ’99.
Our teachers,—to you are surely due the
thanks for much that we have accomplished.
We may be successful or unsuccessful, in
our lives, but whether we meet with success
or failure, we shall never cease to hold in
grateful remembrance you who have endeavored so faithfully to help us onward, “up the
hill of knowledge.” You have made the
rough
I places
smooth, and by careful
| have illuminated the darknessexplanations
at first enshrouding the pathway before us, and made
I it clear and
pleasant. We have not realized
! all the good that
you have done us by your
varying kindness during the years we have kindly sympathy and attentiveness to our
been with you, and although as class and
troubles
ami
trifling
worries, but now, when
teachers
we
to-night part forever, we our school life is nearing its close, we see
earnestly hope that we may still he counted more clearly how much
you have done for
among tlie number of your friends.
us, and how precious your sympathy has
uumoi*,
greet, vim aua weiciime you
been.
to an event in which you have an interest
Ana those other teachers, all who have
secon 1 only to our own.
On our passing
had some part in shaping our lives, shall we
out of school, you will take upon yourselves
them ?
In bidding farewell shall we
forget
the dignity of Seniors, and to this dignity not include
them, also? They, too, have
we trust you will add honor, for with the
lent their energies t<> helping us onward in
class of '!»'.» as a model during three years of
our career; some may be far away from us
your High School life you ought indeed to
now, and some within sound of my voice,
be an ideal class.
In the years that we
but to every one that lias aided us in our
have been together many pleasant friendsearch for knowledge we sincerely give
ships have arisen between the members of thanks, hoping that we may always have a
ninety-nine and those of naughty-zero,so that place in their memories.
we have a personal and friendly interest in
Schoolmates,—it is customary for those
We hope that as Seniors, you
your success.
about to leave the life of school, with its
will continue to he studious, that you will
lessons and discipline, holidays and vacanever whisper behind your books, and that
tions, for the broader life of the world, to
you may always be as well rewarded for
your many virtues as we have been for ours.
And now’ friends, schoolmates, and all who
have assembled here to witness these closing exercises, the last exercises in which we,
as pupils of the High School, will ever have
a part, we thank you for your
coming and
extend to you the cordial welcome of the
class of ’99.

PERSONAL.

Isabelle.

Towle, Belfast: George C. Erskine, Jefferson ; Lima M.Ferguson, East Tr<*v: Laura
B. Sanborn, Yiualhaven.
Capt. John W. Bennett arrived from New
York Saturday.
He is captain of Mr. H.
W. Savage’s steam yacht Gleam, which is
M.

trip of the 1 mile tJ 1 v.-it t
will take several day s
Fro;
the route is

S-.v

i nod

Sw

iand

he spent m
Italy, where three .\-eks a
the Lake region am1 be
f.-Ib .w:ng
ties
FI .reure, I .me.
1 visited: Milan, Y-t
hauled up in New \ ora while her > wner 1 Pisa and (Jem a. L-*a -. ug It a v
v;: •
makes a short, visit in Europe.
proceed direct r Paris. Ten day-* will be
me
Miss Rose Miulgett, who has been clerk in
spent in IL-i'ami, i..- week -. p tr
in London, witb ex irsems to
V*rs lies
Amos CJement’s bookstore, went to Prosb
pect last Thursday to visit Mr and Mrs. : Windsor and H unpt
Geo. O. Grindle.
The store is in charge ot
Alaine Sons of Veterans.
Wilson Ellis and Miss Edna K »ix
■■

-•

■

during

Mr.

Clement's absence.

The

wedding of Miss Edith Sirnouton.
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred J.
Siinonton ot Rockland, and Mr. Bird, son of
lion. Sidney Bird of Rockland, will take
at the home of the
place Thursday, June
bride’s parents

j

!

The annual enoampm-m
t
;...
MaimDivision, Sous of Veterarts.
-*u».! a* Bu •ks1 he e uiiuiitte.' mi
port June 14th.
..»i
tials reported 40present. Th.e reg-i.rtr r
*:ee

| appointments aud reading of rei-.rts
i the day, and a ci.uipliim ntary ball by

u

nied

[i

Im-

Middle, street. Rockland. ; port citizens took place a: uight.
Tin*
second day brought additi na! deieg it.-s
Through an oversight one of the Waldo
the
total
number
with
a
making
51,
genera
County graduates from the E. M. C. Semi- ! attendance of the rank ami ti
f auc
.'oo
The routine .>i business was rescue- 1 Thursnary at Bucksport was omitted from the list
.m

day

given last week. Mr. George C Howard of
Monville graduated ami road an essay or.
Gladstone ami Bismarck.

closing

morning,

officers.

with

dm

elect

ci

of

There were no cou'ests
unv of
places These are ’he dicers
-ted
Commander. Edward II. S m i;:. ■>; Wane
nuncamp, IP, Westbrook: s-nmi •.
City treasurer Sprague has recently re- | der, E. N Coursnu, Appom,itt< x
1
nun,
ceived a tine photograph of his son-in-law, Brunswick; junior vice, Ge >rg>*
J.imiiPascal P. Gilmore uii
ton,
import
Albert
F. Pillsbury of the steamer |
Capt.
division council, Georg/* •' L< igl.c
ShowCity of Sydney, which runs between San 1 began; A. b. Orne,
Ihicklau ; WT A .Spof.
Francisco and Panama.
Capt. Pillsbury 1 f°rd, New Sharon delegate at urge. A <
Thomas, Portland alternate. G. W Gra\
gained his first knowledge of navigation as Gardiner,
ll.c odicers elect wen mstaliei
commander of I. L. Snow & Co.'s well-known by Gen. F. E. Bolton of Boston.
It was
voted
to
the
Gen.
hold
the next, eneainpim-nt at PortHancock.
He
has
since
schooner,
made rapid strides in his chosen profession, land in Juue, 1VKX).
The Ladies* Ai I S«»/ iety met with at; odi
fRockland Courier-Gazette.
/■ers present ami dN /lelegates
Oln.-.-rs were
Welcome R. Snow of Fresno, Calif., was a elected
as
follows: President, Minnie K
recent visitor at Week's Mills
He went Sylvester. South Etna; vice president, Man
from that place to California over 40 years T;nunps u, Brunswick; council, Nina E
j
He engaged m milling for a number of Hobbs. Belfast. Mattie Blanchard, Westago.
brook, Nellie Boothby. S« nth Standish;
years, but at the present time is engaged in I treasure.. Rosa C. White, W al/loboro: secthe

...

■

raising grapes, having a vineyard of about
40 acres.
His wife accompanied him as far
as Hallowell, where she has a
sister, Mrs.
Martha Fuller, and other relatives.

!

retary, Ida M. Hodgkins, W* trren : chief of
staff. Mar Miller, Free pert inspector, Hose
Carson White, Wald.dion
mustering and
installing odicer, Einnie V Chatto. Freeport.

jndg.

adv/

-ate. Orrin J.

Dn kev. Bel-

fast Odi. rs were 'nstailed by Miss Cnc.tto.
The in am;.meat closed with a pain:.
,mp
tire in the evening.

Maj. Sidney Herbert, of Maitland, F a
though old and feeble, writes very interesting sketches of the prominent Confederate veterans now living, and he was a
Union soldier during the Civil War. He
write8 it “Civil War" every time, too: not
“the Rebellior
to grate harshly upor. the
sensibilities ot the Southern people.
Maj.

Farmers’ Institutes

Programs
helil

Herbert either ras a well stored memory m
a valuable
record of
civil war
events.

in

f.

r

in

\\

aldo

County.

the farmers' institutes ti

Waldo County Jun-

lie

_’7,.uul

have been completed, and are as follows.
Grange Mali.. Unity Tuesday, June “7th
Edward B. West of Boston and George
lb *10 a. m
“The Growing and Handling
uates.
Smith of Appleton, veterans of Co. E. 1st of Farm Crops, including Corn for t!,. Silo
Maine Heavy Artillery, were at the State
ami lor Canuing,' by Sec. B. W M< Kirn.
The class ode, published in The. Journal
j
1 -‘‘o v
m.
House, Friday, calling on their former I
“Breeding for Beef and the
last week, was sung, the benediction procomrades of tin same company, Major C. J. j Dairy,” by Prof. G. M. G iwe. of Orono.
nounced by Rev. A. A. Smith, and the gradHouse and Daniel W. Pettingil!. This was j
7.80 p. m. “The Farmers' Opportunities,”
the first time that Mr. Smith had met these
uation exercises of the Belfast
j by See. B W. Mi Keen.
High School, comrades since their
discharge, at Bangor, | Grange Hall, Jackson, Wednesday, Jun*
class of ’99, closed with the gavotte, “DaughSept. 20, 1865 All four of these men carry
ters of the Revolution,”
:28th.
l-.y R. P. Chase, battle scars, Smith having been wounded
at Spottsylvania, May 11', 1864, House and
10.80 a m. “Breeding for Beef and the
played by the, full Belfast Band.
1 at Petersburg, June 18, 1864, and
Pettingil
Dairy,”
by Prof. G. M Gowell.
The ’99 class pins bear the figures ’99 with
West in the Petersburg lines, March 'll,
1 80 p. m.
“The Crowing and Handling of
a little gold ribbon
across
them
on
1865.
Journal.
Farm Crops," by Secretary It. W M< Keen.
running
[Kennebec
which are the letters B. H. S.
7 80 p. m. “Sheep Husbandry," by Prof
The delegates and members of the Sons of Gowell, followed by a general discussion of
Veterans and Ladies’ Aid Society of this the questions of the day.
A Card from Mrs.
flclntyre.
city who attended the annual encampment Northern Light Grange. Hall, West
W in ter port, Thursday, June doth.
To the Editor of the Journal :
at Bucksport Wednesday and
Thursday, reAs a citizen I feel it my duty to defend the
Same program as at Unity.
turned home Friday morning. They were
It. Walker McKern, Se- 'y.
leading people of Orland against the late
Past Capt. W, S.
Hobbs
and
Charles
A.
attacks of discourtesy.
I have been a resiAugusta, June 17, 1899.
dent of this pretty little village for three Hobbs of Brooks; Capt. Orrin J. Dickey,
years. During this time I have had dealings delegates W. J. Clifford and Thos. A.
Yachts and Boats.
Young,
with the leading people of the place, finding
them kind and obliging, showing me the Belfast; Rev. H. I. Holt of Lincolnville,
greatest respect possible. I believe the peo- chaplain of the Maine Division; Mrs. Nina
W. H. H. Beebe of Castine has a new
ple with whom I deal to be honest and wor- and Mrs. Rose Hobbs, Brooks; Mrs. A. C.
boat, 30 feet over all, built by John 8.
thy of all due respect. Of the recent referMosmau, Mrs. Martha Carter and Miss Blake of Brooksville.
ence made to myself I care little, but am
unwilling that the public should judge Ethel Wise of this city. Among the honors
Orland as a whole, by the late sentiment in conferred
Four handsome row boats arrived by
upon Belfast members by the divithe Bangor News.
sion was the election of Mrs. Nina Hobbs of steamer City of Bangor Tuesday morning
Mrs. M. A. McIntyre.
Brooks as first member of the division trus- for W. II. Folwell and were towed to lsola
Miss Alice Thorndike went to Corinna yestees, and that of Orrin J. Dickey as judge Bella by his new yacht, the Viking, yesterday to spend hei vacation.
advocate of the Maine Ladies’ Aid

| Jacksonville, Fla., Metropolis.

1
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The Journal did not

over

from New Vo: k with pencil

them this much detail: “A

I wonder where some spacewriters go when they die? If Peter is not
very careful they will doubtless lie their
way in.
damn lie!”

Only

few years ago I was in N'ew York
and about, to sail on a cool, cross-sea win-

an

the brilliance of the

up the rigging and
the vessel became

unmanageable
happily drifted
think

rough—gave

L had a desire to see how
Mona Passage.
old Spanish island may now look under
the American tlag, and so we kept straight

am! the shad, ws of the interior

so

the remarkable occurrence, rapt. (Higgs,
my old, old friend,—a sea-diamond in the

Caribbean, along the south
liico, and out through the

down the

run
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start-

and camera to get pictures of : lie vessel
and captain and to wiite more details of
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copy the sensational tale, but many other
respectable papers did so. Two reporters
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or more
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On my last voyage 1 mentioned in
The Journal the absurdity of that old

Sea.
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smooth sea, ami no more than a three or
four knot breeze, we drifted lazily along

hair may look as it did at B
fifteen.
It thickens the hair R
also; stops it from falling
out; and cleanses the scalp
Shall we
from dandruff.
send you cur book on the
Hair and its Diseases?
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The first part of our homeward passage
was moderate and monotonus.
With a

a

what

a

building has the away from St. Pierre for Porto Rico—fol- ter passage, when my brother-in-law of•■oi:-.;
sing appearance of being deserted. lowing down along the south side and up fered t*> give me a hog that had been raisThis alone, from the anchorage, destroys the west end—not going very closely, be- ed on his vessel, and was so friendly with
filer beauty that the city might cause these parts aie dangerous and not the crew that li me of them would ever
any
ever, well surveyed
The mountains look- ! butcher him or think of
eating his liesh.
< >n the afternoon before
l Maui'.dyne is a character ed dull and blue in the distance, and the
I in- bc dr
sailing the hog
:f
a particular
(too large to be longer a pet) was brought
pe, and might now nearer lanes appeared lonesome and grey,
the same as of old.
1 was a little disap* j to my vessel.
re: 11jt*<i almost a d-s* T.--t race—certainly
At ten o’clock that night a young man
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Ernest O. Patterson,
“Belfast Boy,” was apnaval architect in the U. S. En-

26th, Capt.

well known

pointed

a

The successful op-

gineer’s department.

first work given him under his

pointment

was

new

get up drawings

to

1

by
hog. The next morning on
the front page of the paper, under darning
the

came

i headlines,
1

were

two

columns of “Educat-

ed Pig.”
It was so ingeniously written
that a reader would believe it to be nearly

j
j true, though he would notice that in
places it must be somewhat colored. “The
j pig was well known in most all sea-ports;
!
he understood several languages and could
| sweat in English; he allowed no one near
j the galley door excepting the cook, and
; always guarded the cabin doorway against
the footsteps of strangers.” “On reaching
my vessel—where he had come in order to
make a voyage better foi his health, to see
of the world and for further education—he had chased my dog into the cabin
more
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Alter centuries of misrule
and destiny.
ami the immoral examples of the white

pose and it must be admitted that we go
to sea rather for gain than chances to scat-

this untutored progeny cannot help
to govern itself successfully and is sure to
degenerate at fiisi, though it may work

ter
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do
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mi a n

he l«,d
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;•> other government,
aving inthan peopies

blood, such
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far

more

to
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ment builds the public roads, supports the
schools and courts, and does all things

that

a

to.

our

municipalities

The collector of

or

State

customs is

enough

for mankind

an

preacher),

attend

police

A

sea-life

is

of

course

made

up
the

of

exchanges, and no matter how long
peri ence, every voyage offers something
new, something remarkable. .So bright, so
smooth, and so pleasant a trip as this one

\Ye arended I never made before.
rived in the Delaware on the seventh inst.,
without the loss of the usual rope-yarn,
having been gone two days less than two
months, which, considering the quantity
of cargoes handled in West Indian ports,
was good time.
And now with the vessel
safely in dock your correspondent grips
his grip and mingles with the moving
throi>*g of summer visitors, all steeringfor
the coast of Maine—where he promised to
be when the buttercups should be ripe.
Rich AitnsoN.

now

yet 170,000

people

live and in-

room; ;us.> asn ejectors lor each boiler, which saves hoisting
ashes.
There, will also be a condenser,
circulating pump and engine, feed, lire
and bilge pumps.
The propelling engine
will he fore and aft compound, 24 inch by
48 inch by 30 inch, with a 10 inch bronze
propeller. There will be two .Scotch boilers, 13 feet diam. by 12 feet long with three
3b inch corrugated furnaces in each boiler.
There will be a condenser, circulating
pump and engine, feed, lire and bilge
pumps; ash ejector auil an exhauster.
There will be four steel tanks to cany
10,000 gallons of water. The steamer
will have a steam windlass f«-r
3-4 inch
chain, two 3,000 pound anchors, two
steam hoisters and one steam capstan aft.
She will be schooner rigged, with two
pole masts, fitted with derricks and sails:
two smoke stacks. four boats, three of 20
feet and one Is i< at gig, finished in macxnausts in me

conditions

which

invariably

All of these islands are

accom-

exceedingly

The accommodation plan of the steamer calls for a crew of 30 men.
The forecastle has accommodations for six sailor.-,
eight firemen and two coal passers, as.a is
finished bright in cypress and varnished.
Back of the forecastle is the bathroom for
the sailors ami firemen and fitted for hot
and cold water.
Aft, on the same deck,
are 3 rooms fmi.-.hed in sycamore for the
steward and mess boy, carpenter and two
quartermasters; officers bath, finished in
sycamore, and fitted for hot and cold water.
There is also a refrigator, 7x12, on
this deck. On the main deck is the crew’s
washroom, set bowls, crew's toilet and
officers’ toilet, and sleeping rooms for
two oilers and two (assistant engineers,
finished in sycamore; one galley, fitted
complete, and two mess rooms, all finished in sycamore; one large spare room,
12x14; one room for chief engineer and
one for the two mates, all finished in mahogany, with oak floors, running water,
clotkespresses, brass wire screen doors
and windows, steam radiators, writing
desks and drawers under each berth.
The captain’s room and pilot house are
finished in mahogany, with oak floors.
The pilot house will have hand and steam
steering gear, two large brass binaries
with compasses, and all the necessary
racks and shelves, bells and speaking
The captain’s
tubes to engine rooms.
room is 12x14 with mahogany finish and
oak floor, has a large locker, chart table,
desk, dressing room, toilet and bath,
with electric bells to all parts of the ship.
The steamer has two large bins for sand,
with a capacity of 850 cubic feet, in bo.h,
or about 1,400 tons
weight. The coal
Her
bunker has a capacity of 250 tons.
Speed will be about 12 knots. The blue
joints will be lithographed and then put
Tlie dredge is t-> work
into book form.
ou Charleston bar, and will carry the following crew: Captain, two mates, three
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thirst-quenching,
strengthens the nerAthletes everywhere

system.
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TRUE'S ELIXIR CURES 1

Office

My hat rolled off just as the street sprinkler was going by and my four-dollar lid
1 made another break
is about ruined.
for the other side when live or six girls on
bicycles came along and all rang tlieir
I jumped about nine feet,
bells at once.
and those girls laughed till they ‘most fell
of®—the little dears.”
1 thought my
“That was all right.
troubles were over, but they wasn’t.
About eleven dogs got lighting right
around my feet and while 1 was getting
out of the way a telephone wire sagged
down from somewbeie and caught me
I’ve got the mark
under the chin.
now.”
“This town may be dead,but the funeral

procession

moves

mighty lively,

[Bucks-

port Herald.
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In pursuance with the instructions from the
School Committee, bids on fuel tor the coming
school year beginning September 1. are called for
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Fifty-tive do tons egg coal delivered within
city limits.
Kleveiul l)tons stove coal delivered within city

I

limits.
Six til tons egg eoal, delivered to east side,
Brick School
Four and one hall 4 1-2) tons stove eoal, 3 1 2
tons egg eoal hi livered to Head
Ti le school.

WOOD

5
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Only 50
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CRAIN,

l»e delivered within the city limits: 7 cords
hard wood, stove; ft cords soft, or edgings tor
kindling, 4 cords of coarse m marc wood.
To be delivered at the Brick School 2 c< ids
hard wood for stove, 1 2 cord kindling.
White School —4 cords long wood, 1-2 cm d

kindling.
City Point School.t cords
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Crate wood, cut three times, riot split.
Bids may include the whole or any part of wood,
delivered and housed.
The committee reserve the right, to accept or reF. S. BliK’K,
ject bids.
Secretary School Committee.

A LADIES’ MAti

"5

GROCERIES.

kindling.

re
All bids must be submitted, sead. m >-i
the fifteenth of .luh.
Bids for coal must be at so much per >n.
Wood, unless otherwise specitied. mu-1 la1 hard,
properly seasoned.
By stove wood is meant 4-feet wood cut three
times and split.
By long wood is meant 4-feet wood cut twice,

^

SEEDS and

d

Board Landing School—ft 1 2 cords long w >od.
1 2 cord kindling.
Head of Tide School--! cord stove wood, 1-2
cord kindling.
Poor's Mills School—4 co ds long ..i. 1 -2 cord
kindling.
liayford Scliool--4 cords long wood. 1-2 cord
kindling.
Pilcher School -4 conks long wood, 1-2 cord
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AP

It has been a standard le u'-ei.nld remedy f-.i tv years. Restores health
7m
VS
ttm ii"e us
to adults, nets inn mdia*.
y
diseases
cents
Price
lining ol t to o »\v< Is ami stoma
giver
^
Ask your druggist b.r it. Wrt
i..k s
dr-m ami t heir Diseases”—free.
DR. J. F. TRI E A CO., AT BERN. MAINE.

Capt. Patterson is now at Newport
News looking after the repairs on the
Charleston, wliL h will not be completed
before August.
Capt. J. T. Hubbard of
Wiscassct, Me., is captain of the Charleston.

Toilet

impoverished

primeval races, as we know
them, had been entirely denied the power goes lower and lower. Our present cargo
for the
of producing in partnership a composite was furnished and put on board
a bushel,
cents
of
five
low
been
price
ever
incredibly
that
capaproduct
posterity, or
from that paying their own governble of propagation within itself or by un- and
an export duty of ten per cent, upon
ment
all
the
But
alliance.
limited inter-tribal
ter

to

but above all, it

ers.

low

|

intellect—it must sometimes

a

andey^

accurate eye

obtain ail ot V_>these—drinks Moxie whc sever

engineers, two oilers, two quartermasters,
one carpenter, steward and mess-man, six
sailors, eight firemen and two coal pass-

der that has

panies the life of the half-caste, and noted and barren, with no industries whatever,
that though the fusion of bloods may I excepting the production of salt. Since the
sometimes produce physical strength and U nited States has again placed a duty upon
admirable form, it does not enhance the foreign salt, the islands have become more
powers of

head, an
steady nerves,

of

necessity

hogany.

the

question the laws I judiciously—oue set of officers can well
of nature but—to a t raveller, one who has attend to all things that the government
seen much of the poverty and overcrowdsupports and is responsible for.
ed

clear

me

That's Right, Madam,

is in the basement of the same little
I jail
building. This all works well and

[public

upon it.
It may be unwise to

crease

who realizes the

timated cost,

and all of the customs of-

cling to is not much greater than that | licers are also police, while the custom
of the largest island in Penobscot Bay and house is the police court room, and the
more

player

not’split.

to

or

tennis

to Charleston

justice, Ids deputy is the clerk of the
tranquility. The parts court (and happens to be also the Wesley-

Mai unique level

of

know it,

export taxation are the sole sources
of revenue for all purposes. This govern-

ie Moonsli
the < u:»ul.~ ami tribes of

nkghuueiit and

as we

and

proper assumption
of the liner rules of morality and society,
rather than in insurrection 01 opposition
<

to

municipal government,
and no direct taxation whatever; imports
no

that class: their failure* will he more in
the matters-of cumf<n table finance, general

hope

Their managegovernment of Jamaica.
ment would seem unique to us.
There is

mule

a

we

pari of the latter.
These islands are Knglish, and under the

mural and prosperous civiliza«’ine
in ways of
tion in generations t*
would
or
manage
themselves,
th*y
peace
rut

kindness, though

Champion

specifications for rebuilding and adding
another deck to the U. 8. Dredge Charleston.
The drawings aud specifications
were sent to Washington and came back

people are very poor; a few shil- and taken full charge of the deck upon
Not a Dead Town.
As the facts turned, when two
himself.”
In disposition lings and a few cigars, a little suit beef
to that of the white race.
of
a
free
a
few
and
table,
New
tobawo,
York
there was fresh
plugs
and mental qualities, however, it would
days out from
“Talk about Bucksport being a dead
with kindness and sociabil. y. completely
seem that the strain of inferior blood bad
pork on the table and it continued to be place—”
said an
in-towu-over-night
them
and
bind
them
each
as
conquer
our
most
one of
heid its «.wn; bur that may be partly exacceptable rations nearly drummer, “1 don’t see it.”
and
servant.
It
he
fiieud
the street just
across
•T started to go
may
cyni- all the way across. Had the reporter’s
cused by the faults of environment and your
now and a man yanked me back just in
said that such a policy is “stooping
cally
been
half
the
of
the lack of chance to improve. By repubbutchering
true,
story
time to save being run over by a couple
to conquer,’’ ami rather for gain than
such a prodigy would have been murder, of troth rs which were corning along at a
lican France granting universal suffrage,
natural
kindness,
lie it is so,
through
1 made another start and
and eating bis desli would have been can- 2.40 clip.
they are now (perhaps unfortunately)
but d tail1.\ well serves the double purgot plunked in the ear with a base-ball.
nibalism.
largely the rulers of their own fortunes
tion, in formation and carriage, is equal

A

apaud

unchanged, nor was the esf40,000, changed. This
As we sailed directly northward the was
very complimentary to Capt. Patterdays grew longer and the heat became son, and pleasing to the engineer officer in
less intense.
After summer cruising in
charge of the district. Capt. Patterson
the tropics it is very refreshing and com- was then set at work to design aud make
forting to reach back into cooler zones. all the working drawings for the largest
hydraulic dredging steamFor a short voyage, we this time played self-propelling
er in this country, aud has completed the
around under the sun to a remarkable de- specifications and drawings for a steamer
feet deep,
gree. I am quite sure that I never before 200 feet long, 40 feet beam, 20
and 1,500 tong.
So many new ideas are
had quite such an experience in dodging a
embraced in this boat that Major E. II.
perpendicular sun. The day after our ar- Ruffner sent a number of the drawings to
rival in St. Pierre, the sun passed the ze- Washingtou and had them registered that
nith of that place on its summer migration they might be patented in case they were
successful.
Following is a description of
northward; on our way to Turk’s Island we the new dredger:
the
under
while
at
Salt
sun;
passed
lying
The steamer lias two 18 inch pumps
Cay, the sun continuing its northern swing, with 18 inch suctions, 72 feet long, aud
The pumps
18 1-2 inch discharge pipes.
passed over the parallel of that place, and can
work at a depth of 35 feet.
The enthe day after sailing for home we again
are
horizontal
gines to drive the pumps
and
under
were
to
15
30
inch
18
inch by
ir,
passed
glad
hurry compounds
by
inch,
The engine room fur
onward to lines where its burning rays direct connected.
the pumps and engines is 22x50; aud will
would strike oar base at a more comfortcontain, besides the pumping engines and
All of this time it was unable angle.
pumps, the steam steering engine, elecusually bright and very tiyiug to the eyes, tric light plant,and a refrigeratoring plant
The boilers
to say nothing of its effects on a tender of one ton capacity per day.
for this plant will be of the water tube
and valued complexion.
type, 2.300 II. ]’. each. There will be

delug-

waste

board—and

on

sailed with the prayers of the primicommunity, and scores of particular “God speeds,” all in our favor.

less mod-

down

drawing

friendly reputa-

we

i.

i'

established

an

tive little

me

pleasingly about
Martinique is the running water, coming
i >wn lie mountain through gorges and
ivines and : mining to waste in the open
s
he high land is continually con-

us

tion, hastened the cargo

and

forcibly

the most

uncomfortable, and

are

up
Our tarry at Salt Cay was not long—the
old policy repeated, together with the

Auers

lonesome

the

Capt. Patterson’s

anything but homelike. If eration of the
U. S. Dredge Winyah Bay,
unhappily obliged to live in the tropics, I which
Capt. Patterson designed, also supwould prefer to be where I could occasionerintending her construction at Wilmingally go for the woods, or sometimes get
ton, Delaware, led to his promotion. The
on a hill and “holler.”
would be to

low—half

way down the mountain side—and just
after sundown, so they look dark—they
have

islands,

with

young

but very few trees on these
and with a sun too bright, the
are

conditions of life

to look
the color of
seventy years in your hair.

and when not covered it may be to foretell
a hurricane, an earthquake or some other

No wonder the people

price.

poor!

There

Poor clothes cannot make
Even pale
you look old.
cheeks won’t do it.
Your household cares may
be heavy and disappointments may he
deep, but
they cannot make you look
old.
One thing does it and
never fails.

stranger

sleeping

Pierre, and the highest peak is
than four miles from the city.
weather it is

|

from the rear of St.

directly

rises

cano

A

j

found the

we

American cruiser Montgomery, four other
Ameiieans, and nearly a dozen French
merchantmen.

j

well

were

and the whole outward

beyond Bermuda,
passage
In the

j
j

the French island of j

for

In five

Martinique.

j

are
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Farm for Sale.
I offer for sale my fatm situated on the hack
road from Belfast to Searsport, about three miles
from the city of Belfast, containing three hundred and twenty five acres of laud. There is a
good orchard on the farm, about two hundred
acres ot good woodland, and the remainder con
veniently divided into tillage and pasture land.
There is a never failing supply of living water in
the pastures. The buildings are convenient and
in good repair, and well supplied with water.
This is one of the best farms in the County of
Waldo, both for stock raising ami tillage and will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire of
Mrs. (ieo. W. Cottrell. 20 Nortliport Ave., Belfast.
Belfast, March 21,1899.
12lf
MRS. AMELIA J. COTTRELL.

FOR SALE, HOUSE

three and one half acres land on High St.,
lormerly occupied by J. W. .Tones. For particulars inquire of
OWEN G. WHITE.
aim

Fine farm in

that will not kink at

Grouiul, 135

Northport.
laml,
apples

acres

orchards, 350 bbls.

MASON & HALL'S.

never

failing

water.

\\ ill

tw
in
la-

b»-

**

easj terms,
>1

iiM

,*?}» Miller
WILL <11 YE YOU THE

H. H. LAMSON

m

Old Reliable Yankee Blade

Licensed Audio i*

year as a monthly. Established in 1841, it is
the oldest story paper in America, and lias deghted thousands of ho mes. Semi 25c. to the
one

P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, M*"11

Yankee Blade. Brooks, Maine.

i

Rochester of

(jrarnie,—the
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THE DOCTOR’S MISTAKE.
The doctor ma4e a mistake in the

Cuba.
the Sugar-Proyience of
>Uv-Hlue Town. Charity

I,

ITH'

*

mulence of The Journal.J
!,i:\ni>k, May 20,
i have found in which to
1899.

and
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prospects of
past, depressed

Dsperous
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like it

the
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buildings
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apparent-

are

itile failure has

pity took

a

been

never

Grande.

The

con-

part in the

no

ousequently suffered
portion of Cuba,

less
and

rest of the country, it
.vi.at the pressure of hard

•he

includes

population

sev-

many well-to-do fami-

really suffering,
accurately described

io are

blue picture framed in
blue effect is produced
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of that hue in the
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nnually lavished upon the
public aud private, while
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spokes in a wheel,
stranger as sky-blue, being
tour equal sections, each
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ornamental wooden
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towering palm in
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Each divi-

color.

same

environing
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Flora,
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female—standing
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waist-

Prominent among

flowers.
are
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some

or

the

seen

homely,

faces of our northern sun-

•;

n-para tively recent importa.i
and regarded with exOne whole side of the
tavor.

upied by

the

doors

ai

sky-blue

and

eathe-

towers

and

bright
ai■

green, with a tall
The interior of this

>p.

iuexpeotedly beautiful—all
pearl gray. Above tlie

s

ubl-j

columns

of

the

main

-sud

Virgin appears, soaring
heavenly blue. Beloyal mantle of Spain, of
"U and
ermine, is gathered
town; and overhead, in a
of

ovu

did with

stars, hovers

a

radiating golden light,
.1 with

1

lleecy
:ig

cherub’s head,
clouds.
Tlie side
a

the usual

roses,
;

are

and

drapery

of Spanish crimsurmounted by the royal
utral portion of the church
double

:«s

si

images

each backed

of

rows

of

Saiuts and

pillars,
angels,

blue panels by a masterwalls are hung with quaint
>

ve

each

a

wooden crucifix.

Hus

medi-

are

like the

neeaea.

it

this for the benefit of other sufferers from the
same affliction,” says Mrs. II. A. Alsbrook, of
Austin. Lonoke Co., Ark
I doctored with our
family physician without any good results, so
my husband urged me to try I)r. Pierce’s
cines—which 1 did, with wonderful results. I
am completely cured.
I took four bottles of
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, four of his
Golden Medical Discovery and two vials of his
‘Pleasant Pellet*!.’’'

1

green as the
qdcal scenery. Even the
from which the orderly

ifundings

aavice

medicine is harmless in any condition of the
system and can be taken without the
slightest fearof bad consequences. It contains no whisky or alcohol. There is not
an iota of
anything narcotic in it. The
relief it gives is permanent.
In this it
differs from many preparations which
relief
give temporary
only by deadening
the sense of feeling with narcotics, and
the dangerous stimulants they contain
create an appetite for
strong drink.
When a dealer offers a substitute for
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, remember these facts.
When their diseases are deep-seated
and of long standing, women will find
it to their interest to write to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., who has had wonderful success in curing diseases of women.
He gives advice free, and invites all
to write him.
Prompt, careful and personal attention is
paid to each letter, and
the fullest advice is always given.
‘‘After five months of great suffering I write

Yankeedom,

be times,

la

plementby free

fresh and

.ble financial basis. Such

sup-

ed
meaicai

wider and

as

those of

tion

Colorado

a

are

the

Favorite

New

as a

of

use

its

Habana,

Cienfuegos,

;tcfo,
*ii

no

island,

dilferent from

.is,

this

dozen

a

There is

sea.

humiliating questions or local examinations
the
t
cure is accom\ plished hy the

aristocratic aloofness

mrl

....

lies

which

11111’t,
v

is

possibilities,

uture

num-

ber and called at the
wrong house. No
woman calls a doctor after she is once
acquainted with
the remedial value
of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
in all diseases and
drains common to
the sex.
Without

maiden meeting, so to speak, was to elect
Clara Barton and General Gomez honorary presidents of the Beneflcencia and to
inform them by telegram of the greatness
thrust upon them.
And then, as women
sometimes will, they proceeded, with
the best intentions, to get into
cable snarl with each other, the

an

extri-

orphans,

the government, and all concerned.
It
was to straighten this tangled web that
Miss Barton’s kind offices

| dren and hospital diet.
:
lieve it, cook some in

nothing
the tin,

If you do not bean

else will clean.

When you see

stomach in the same fashion.

A prevail-

ing complaint in Cuba, afflicting young
and old, is akin to gastritis, and nothing
can

earnest-

of

nothing

patients who

babies

and

dysentery

expected to feed on it.
peaches in the Beneficencia store room was rapidly preparing
to wriggle, because nobody knows how to
are

Mi<-st

There is

no

top;

dirt at

trousers, according to sex. Beds and
bedding are also badly needed; often as

white,

the institution

by permitting it to help itwords, by removing the
orphans who do not belong in Sagua.
Fully two-thirds of the 310 were gathered
during reconcentrado days; and if these
are now sent to their
respective villages
and put into orphanages there, Sagua can
easily care for her own.
The Hospital Civil is another group
of large buildings, in a high and pleasant
location at the other end of the city, and
one

of the few in Cuba which

the patients.

This

be sustained

by
by

the city government, assisted just

them

were

useable.

are

Tiendly policeman.

This

asylum

first established

was

ichado, then the
Autonomist governor of Sagua, a most
excellent man and personal friend of Sliss
“boca,” (mouth), is thickly Barton. Now-a-days it unfortunately haprh wooded islets, each “An
pens in most of the asylums of Cuba that
m in
the ring of the wave.”
politics and religion are at war with one
lit-m are dense green solitudes,
another and have well-nigh superceded
i except by sea-fowl, awaitingthe cardinal virtue which “suffereth long

the Sagua river to the sea
i nence to linger in the memory,

Senor

Francisco

SI

•wn

■

<

<

•f

some

Robinson Crusoe.

npied by fishermen, their

A

nets

les beside their straw- thach■

their boats drawn up high and
•My beaches. From thd outer

and is kind.”

The result is about

bad

imagined.

The present
Alcalde is a very different man from Senor
Slaehado, and the sleepy old town has
as

can

well be

as

rung with scandals
and the good-looking

concerning

himself

an

Hardikg-Swett.

At the home of Mr.
Frank Swett in Knox a very
pleasant wedding took place at 3.30 p. m.,
June 8th, when their daughter, Mary

not

follow the

this summer, hut will run the engine
the water works of one of the cottages.

sea

Some wells have recently been bored,
mostly through solid rock, to the depth of

nearly

two

hundred feet.

abundant and of excellent
For a week
men

Frances,

united in the bonds of

holy
matrimony to Walter E. Harding of
Waldo.
“What is so fair as a day in
June—then if ever come perfect days.”
The afternoon was a grand revelation of
was

these familiar lines.

The little home

prettily decorated with cut
potted plants, thus bringing

or

two

The water is

quality.

past,

a

from Boston Lave been

number of

A. I). Thibodeau of Deer

j

tor

of the bride.

Miss Mattie

Isle,

laying

me

mangrove swamp
bar in front; and between the

harybdis of marsh and sand
-experienced mariner has a hard
■

ii-

Such is the northern port of
"a, the richest sugar-producing
11 in
Cuba. Of course only the
aft can make it.

Once inside

you emerge into what seems a
■'ms
ane-field far as the eye can
l!gh which the narrow river runs,

oat-meal

store-rooms

more

foods

anything

than

Uncle Samuel learn

else.
to

send

and

will

the

right

things to these, people? Oat-meal is not
only bad for the climate, producing rash
and hives, but is extremely distasteful to
all Cubans, big and little, and nothing but
the pangs of starvation will induce them
to eat it.
Certainly it is palatable to no-

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great couth
It is a great
American Kidney Cure."
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Believes retention of water almost immediately.
If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drugIyl8
gists, Belfast, Me.

England will soon have fresh apples all
body without milk and sugar, and as the
the year round, as shipments are beginfurnishes neither of these “trimasylum
J[i )i
ning to arrive from the Cape of Good
"diuguishable streak of silver.
mings,” the cereals are wasted. Rice is Hope. These reach Eugland just when
'tveral days before we started on what is wanted everywhere in Cuba, and the Northern hemisphere apples become
to those preserved
" of
the island telegrams literally condensed milk—rice always, with some poor, and are superior
upon Bed Cross headquarters, im- corn-meal, and beans galore. If one- in cold storage.
"°a Miss
Barton to visit Sagua la tenth of the money that is put into oati;
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
it seems that some time ago the meal and other useless things were judi- Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
mal°r of the city, for political and ciously expended for foods suited to the fails. Sold
Ivl7
Me.
Belfast,
“mi" reasons of his
own, removed the climate and the taste of the people, the
me Catholic Sisterhood from
Sagua’s cost would be less and the result infiniteA careful study of the Geology of the
“meiicencia Orphanage and appoint- ly better. So, too, with canned tomatoes. Klondike Gold Fields, especially in rela"umiittee of twenty ladies to take Uncle Samuel seems to have an enormous tion to their probable future output of
and the locations most likely to
the leadership of lot on hand, which he is determined to gold
1*6un^er
prove rich in the latter metal, will appear
' gnacio
and
off
work
on
the
tomatoes
the
Cubans.
While
Larrondo,
young
J
in Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly
"'ife of the richest mao in town. are undoubtedly good in their place, they for July. A number of illustrations and
y
Iirst act of these
ladies, at their cannot be recommended for small chil- a new map will accompany the article.
H

I

me serious
consequences to which Scrofula surely leads
should impress
upon those afflicted with it the vital importance of wasting no time upon treatment which can
not possibly effect a cure. In
many cases where the wrong
treatment has been relied upon,
complicated glandular
have
swellings
resulted, lor which the doctors insist that
a dangerous
surgical operation is necessary.
Mr. II. E. Thompson, of
Milledgeville, Ga., writes: “A
bad case of Scrofula broke out on the
glands of my neck,
which had to be lanced and caused me much
suffering,
was treated for a long
while, but the physicians were unable to cure me, and my condition was as bad as
when I
began their treatment. Many blood remedies were used
but without effect. Some one recommended S. 8.
8., and
I began to improve as soon as I had taken a
few bottles
the
I
was soon cured Dermanent.lv'
Continuing
remedy,
ana nave never had a
sign of the disease to return.” Swift’s

i

No further reply was necessary.
The
A. P. Dillingham was stunned by
the unexpectedness of the blow, coming as it did from one almost a stranger
in the State.
Mr. Blaine had proved,
as many a time thereafter, not
only his
readiness of retort, but his amazing
for
the
faculty
acquirement and retention
of all kinds of information, even seemingly
details
and statistics.
unimportant
Mr. Dillingham afterward became a
Republican, and was speaker of the Maine
House of Representatives.
Mr. Ames was not himself present at
this meeting, but his wife’3 father and
uncle were, and many times has he heard
them state the facts.

of Kuox, a
of Miss Sw'ett, while

friend

Harding,

-is the only remedy which

can
promptly reach and cure obstinate, deep-seated
blood diseases. By relying upon it, and not
experimenting with the various
so-called tonics, etc., all sufferers from blood troubles can be.
promptly cured,'
instead of enduring years of
suffering which gradually but surely undermines
the constitution.
3. 3. S. is guaranteed
and never fails to

purely vegetable,

Scrofula, Eczema, Cancer, Rheumatism, Contagious Blood Poison, Boils,
letter, rimples. Sores, I leers, etc. Insist upon S. S S.; nothing can take its
place.
xJockb on blood and skin diseases will be mailed free to
any address by the

cure

bwift

bpecihe Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

For First-Class Monumental Work
....CALL ON.

^

fe

gowned

in white

..

HARRISON, WOOD & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

I Granite Monuments,Tablets, Markers.

5
jf

We have

a large assortment of finished work
select from at prices that will suit you. All
kinds of granite ust d. Foieign and Domestic
work neatly executed from original designs.
co

P

^^“Give

us

call before

a

elsewhere.

BRIDGE

was

placing

orders

Stf

STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

C. K. HARRISON.

L.

WOOD.

8. HEAL.

A

particular
Edgar L.

brother of the groom, was
The bride was becomingly

a

best man.

Specific—

S, S. S. FOR THE BLOOD

Scientific Method and its Application to
the Bible is the title of an article by the
Rev. David Sprague which will appear in
App'etons’ Popular Science Monthly for
July. The author points out the justice
of the higher criticism and shows that,
while much of it has been actuated by unworthy motives, the honest truth seeker is
entirely justified in his desire to know the
actual history of the most wonderful of all
books.

cassimere.

She is

f

$ BICYCLES. $

I

an

estimable young lady of sterling worth,
and is very popular in Knox.
She has

*
*

I HAVE THE FINEST STOCK OF

s

*

...

been employed much in Belfast, where
she has many warm friends.
The groom
is an industrious young man, standing

t Ladies’ and Gents' Wlieels f
exhibited in this city, consisting of the following
J>
J
well

in the estimation of his many friends
—the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.

4

ever

high

Ilarding

Waldo.

of

Both

have many
the great blessing of a continual revelation of joy and
prosperity. After the ceremony refresh-

4

will

served.

The young couple
make their home with the groom’s
were

parents at present. They received many
gifts expressive of the high esteem of
their many friends,

[a.

Ga y-Sv I. VEST1:1;.
took

place

ents,

Mr.

a

i>.

t.

quiet

wedding

the home of the bride’s parMartin Quailey, on

at

and Mrs.

Main street,

Norway, Monday evening,
contracting parties were
Mr. Albert Gay of Augusta and Miss
Maud Sylvester of Norway.
After the
ceremony, which was performed by Rev.
J. A. Harding, the happy couple went to
South Paris, where they took the west
bound train for Berlin, N. H.
A more
accomplished couple has not been united
here for many a day. The bride has a
natural soprano voice that any young lady
in New England would be proud to posJune 12t.h.

The

please

who

thorough study.
singer,

as

well

have

made

Gay

Mr.

is also

excellent

as an

great

life

success.

in their

pianist, and
been study-

and Mrs.

Mr.

Gay

have

Norway

and South

wish them

happiness

in

life.
They will make
Burlington, Vt., where Mr. |
Gay is manufacturing a high grade ink
for portraits and scenery known as Gay’s
Drawing Ink. [Com.

♦

is

especially good

all
BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

sex*

such as iNervous

Five

Trips

Weelx.

gnity.

tor

nervous

or-

gans of either
railing or

rrosirauon,

SALE RY R. H. MOODY.

Commencing Saturday, May 20th, steamers

leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland. Mondays and Fridays at 3.15 p. m.. Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays at 5.00 p. m.
For Bucksport, Wiuterport and Bangor at 7.4 >
a. m. daily, except Mondays and Fridays.
For Searsport and Hampden, Wednesdays and
Sundays at 7.45 a. m.
RETURNING

p. M.

CHAS. E JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston

Rose Worms,

Carriages
Harnesses
FOR
I

Potato, Squash
Cucumber

SALE.

plant eating pests,

we

have

Powdered White
Hellebore.

for social gatherings.
The usual departments complete this valuable number.

Scald head is an eczema of the scalp—very
sometimes, but it can be cured.
Doan’s Ointmen, quick and permanent in
its results. At any drug store, 50 cents.
severe

...

BUG DEATH...

have the FINEST line of Carriages
shown in Belfast.

State Prison Western
*

I

make

a

ever

Carriages

specialty of Prison work.

Repository

rear

of Windsor Hotel.

Belfast.

H. C. MARDEN,

Boarding House,
MRS. A. E. PAGE
Has accommodations for
of boarders at No. 50

PILES!

a

limited number

Congress street.

reasonable.

Terms

23tf

PILES!

Green,

London

Pnrple.

...Our prices are the lowest...

,A.

A. HOWES & CO.

W aterville

9 08

Portland.

2 15

PM

» 80
1337
13 52
4if,
t4 33
5 00
5 26
ti oO

3 05

«60

6 35
11 06

g Lt:.
Boston, Ij "
D.

1 30
fir>7

4 10

1* M

TO

AM

h'°

BELFAST.

Boston.!*;:1},.
MV. D.
Portland.
Watervil le.

9 30
A

PM

A M

7 00

9 oo
8 30

PM

P M

1100

116

A

Bangor
M

5 50
7 15
A M
8 5o
9 09
9 19

Burnham, depart.. .K>25
U oo
Unity...
Thorndike.
11 15
Knox.til 30
+925
<*
Brooks...
11 57
11
Waldo.+12 15
52
+
12
36
+10
04
Citypoint..
Belfast, arrive. 12 45 in lo

30
30

4
1

P M

5
5
5
t5
5
+6

06
26
36
42
5‘t
07
t6 17
6 26

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $6.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale l>y L. V a forge
CKO. F EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and Ceneral Manager.
F. E. Boothbv, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25, 1898.

NOTICE OF SALE.
a

to

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

Paris

PM

1 lo
tl 15
tl 25
1 3(i
tl 5u
2 00
2 1o
2 3o
4 35

•

Prices to suit the times.

Bugs,

•••

AM

From Boston,'every day except Thursdays and
Sundays, at 5.00 P. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12.00
noon, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00

CATERPILLARS,

And all

BELFAST.

A M

.ANI).

”

FROM

7 If.
7 20
\\ al.io.
7 30
Brooks
,'41
Knox
7 53
Thorndike.
8 Oo
*10
Burnham, arrive.... 8 35
Bangor. 11 45

pros-

generative

On and after \ov. 27
I ^tram- ..(meeting
at Burnham and Waierville with through
trains
lor and lioui Bangor. W aterville, Portland and
Boston will run as follows:
A M

TO KILL

a

|

Maine.

Belfast, depart.
Citypoint.

MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio.
FOR

*

3ml6

Street, Belfast,

Steamers Peucbscot and City of ISangor

lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental w orry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mails 6 boxes for $5.00.

this month and in

CA-STOm A.#
Kind Y|M Ha,e *|WW Bought
Bean the

Service to
a

\ diseases of the

addition to a large number of seasonable
receipts which will be gladly welcomed
by the housewife, it gives several menus

Mr. and Mrs. Rudyard Kipling sailed
from New York for Europe June 14th on
the Teutonic.

51 Church

*

TIM E-TABLE,

tration and

Mechanics Institute,” “Alpine Flowers,”
and “Mud Pies.” Mrs. Lincoln’s department

FOLLETT,

*

J

Maine Central R. R,

Fifty tears.

The “Vacation Number” of the American Kitchen
Magazine presents a host of
entertaining and helpful articles, includthe
ing
following: “A Picnic with Tamtiaus,” “A Mushroom ©inner,” “Sugar
as
Food,” “Rochester Athenaeum and

F. A.

|

remedy

married

tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

SJf-DON’T

FORGET THE NAME AND PLA< E,

great

nervous

J

Base Ball Goods,
find Bicycle Sundries,
All of which I shall sell at the lowest figures.

♦

their home in

For Over

Tac Me,

Mott’s Nerverine Pills
The

*
*

Spalding’*

4

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
sold by the dozen or hundred,
always in packages. At all druggists,
©r direct from the Dr. Williams Medicine
Co.. Schenectady, N. Y., 60 cents per box,
6 boxes $2.50.

fine

and has met with

study,

legions of friends
Paris, all of whom

a

Fishing

but

a

years
with all its ups and
to those who have

downs known onlv
a

music

J
Jj

are never

Not of great compass, it has a flue
bell-like quality which never fails to
all

one fully warranted for the whole riding season—tires and all.
I shall
sell at prices that will defy competition.
Call and see them, and you will be
convinced that these statements are facts.
I also have a lull stock of

J?

Increased

sess.

>

i
J

Every

4
Sarah E. Bowen, of Peru, Ind.,said:
“For eighteen years I suffered with
weakness poculiur to my sex. I
could neither sleop nor cat well, and
v as reduced to a mere skeleton.
My
skin was muddy, my eyes heavy and
I was dizzy much of the time. Doctors prescribed for mo without avail;
medicine seemed to do me no good.
1 was at the brink of despair when a
friend told me what Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Palo People had accomplished In a case similar to mine. I
I
bought a box and took them.
bought more and took them until I
Dr. Williams’
was well and strong.
Fink Pills for Pale People brought
me new life and 1 recommend them
to every suffering woman.”— From
the Republican, Peru, Ind.
Plain Talks to Women, a new
book, sent sealed on request.

:»

Tver Johnson, 1iovtll Diamond, Peerless "Blue Bird,” Peerless
....“Triumph,” Duguesne and Touraine..

4

friends who wish them

ments

known and reliables makes:.

4

car-

cereal

When

...

former pas-

Kelsey

dozens of remedies recommended for

•

and

The bridesmaid

are

Scrofula, some of them no doubt being able to
afford temporary relief, but S. S. S. is
absolutely
n._„i
r
1.
which completely cures it.
£he °n,ly.isreme°y
nBUicGY* tOURI to this Scrofula
one of the most obstinate,
deep-seated
blood diseases, and is beyond the reach of tho
nhotinotn flionoon
many so-called purifiers and tonics because someUUoMIlQlB UlOudOBi
thing more than a mere tonic is required. 8. S. 8.
is equal to any blood
trouble, and never fails to cure Scrofula, because It
*6a*
t*ie ^'sease> thus
permanently eliminating every
trifce of'the t 't

was

flowers

and hanging draperies in the new
grown-up orphans. pets
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
of Mr. Geo. S. Silsbee, now
For some time the institution has been cottage
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
This elegant cottage is over
indicated by stakes driven at assisted
over
by U. S. army rations, and when completed.
fifty years by millions of mothers for
ntervals, the most dangerous the Catholic sisters left in a body, it was a hundred feet long and is three stories their children while teething, with perfect
beautiful
The
"cuked by fluttering rags tied to
drive-ways, laid out success. It soothes the child, softens the
alleged (untruthfully) that the reason of high.
Dottles inverted upon tnetn.
their departure was because they could upou the grounds by professionals, are gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleas-i
proper, or inner bay, where not eat the rations but pined for the pep- now finished.
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
rally discharges, is surrounded pery flesh-pots of Cuba. I noticed in the
Belief in Six Hours.
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botwith a
passable

inner, the intricate channel,
'•■ugh shoal water between tlie

There

UIIIJ

much of the
June without into the cosey parlor, where
the ceremony was performed by Rev.

made art

Capt. C. S. Moody will
at

and Mrs.

residing at Waltham, Mass., has for the past three
visiting at Capt. J. F. Grindell’s, ing portrait painting,

absence from the town of several

j
|

Wedding Hells.

50 women,

years.

LU.,

euts, wounds of every sort.

now

has been
after

Sold

Hundreds of lives saved every year by having Dr. Thomas’ Eolectric Oil in the house
just when needed. Cures croup, heals burns,

Among

?
^ i?
fllfl (111! V
Oi S
Ui Ui
10 1110

Rev.

WM. A. COOMBS MILLING
Coldwater, Alicia

now

Baptist church

by here,

Hour.

ONLY ONE CURE
FORSCROFULA.

Ames,

officiating clergyman.

everywhere.

tary conditions. At present there are gO-t
patients, and 84 employes—as many as if
wards

wue

good, pure, wholesome

tolerable repair, barring diet and unsavory
smells that betoken frightfully unsani-

largest

The

Flour is famous for
purity, for its
nutriment, for its
whiteness and lighiness, for everything
that goes to make

the U. S. in the way of rations; but its
revenues appear to be very slim.
Aside
from the main building, the others are in

the

pure,

its

time ago because its
and was liable at any

decayed
drop down upon
hospital is supposed to

but
flour.

usual pride In the
purity of their products.
Rob
Roy

was con-

moment to

the

adulteration
League. They believe in pure food
and have an un-

some

roof had

oi

mcmuers

hospital purposes. But alas!
the great main edifice, with its airy wards,
bath-rooms and modern water-closets,
abandoned

at

the bottom.

nothing

is

the same.

Anti

structed for

was

a

adulteration

of Blaine.

a native of Maine and suof schools of Columbia,
Penn., from 1875 to 1887, has been visiting that place lately and the Lancaster
Inquirer hears from him this new story
of Hon. James G. Blaine:
When Blaine had been in Maine but a
few months as editor of The Kennebec
Journal, of which he took charge in 1854,
he addressed a Republican
meeting held
in a schoolhouse several miles out from
Augusta. The most prominent Democrat
in the neighborhood in which the
meeting
was held was a
clergyman, the Rev. A. P.
Dillingham, who was well-to-do, having
inherited an ample fortune from a Tennessee uncle—a slaveholder.
Mr. Dillingham attended the meeting.
At that time Republicans did not advocate the abolition of slavery, but opposed its extension; but the Democrats
accused them of favoring abolition and
pictured the mixture of the races and the
inevitable deterioration of the white race
bou nd to follow.
After Blaine had made his speech Mr.
Dillingham asked the chairman for permission to reply, and as this request was
at once seconded by Mr. Blaine, it was
granted. He pictured, as he saw them,
the dangers of miscegenation, amalgamation, the woful results so far as the whites
were concerned, and sat down.
Mr. Blaine replied that there were, he
believed, forty free negroes in Maine;
and in the history of the State there
had been but one intermarriage between
the white and colored races, and that in
that case the reverend gentleman was the

Rob Roy
Flour

a generous gift of clothes and
Miss Barton wisely decided to help

self—in other

is

are

nutritious
millers of

Besides

beds,

no

There

many as three, and sometimes four little
ones, sleeping on the same narrow cot.

and

fain to retreat under the

Roy Flour

None of these
prepare them for food.
children have any underclothing whatever
—only a cotton dress apiece, or blouse and

..t

is

of Rob

Story

perintendent

Barrel

A lot of dried

picturesque sight in
cabling, one-storied marketshirts and under-garments for sale, emproducts and commodities
Capt. Geo. Alden Warren, after a year’s
broidering, making paper flowers to
Northern eyes are exposed
returned a few days ago, and the
absence,
adorn the churches, and in other ways
a series of blue aud
yellow demonstrating that in this case charity, warm greetings of his many friends at
church Sunday, showed the pleasure that
he early morning the square
so-called, “begins at home.” The larger
his visit gives.
with sin-zapa-toes (the bareand
are
farmed
to
whoout
boys
girls
e)—the aristocratic classes ever will employ them, and in the sewing
Quite a number of the summer visitors
;.g never seen in the markets,
room a dozen
machines are constantly have arrived; among them Mr. J. T. Atter•.g the purchases of houseof New York, Mr. it. H.
A Cubau woman is in charge, bury and family
busy.
's to the servants.
An Amerwith her cousin for assistant, and the Harding and family of Boston, and Mr.
witli a camera, clad from hat
older orphans do all the housework for W. N. Pmss and family of Philadelphia.
is such an
amazing novelty the big family of 310, while the cousin inMr. Dexter S. Tiffany of St. Louis has
•mr correspondent ventured
structs in sewiDg and holds school three rented his cottage for the season to E. C.
ruing in search of snap-shots hours a
day. She is not a very compe- Stanwood, of the firm of E. C. Stan wood
ics, she found herself the emtent teacher, and the children create a & Co., bankers of Boston, and the
•entre of groups of half-clothed
small bedlam, all studying aloud at once, Tiffanys will board at the Inn.
women and wholly unclothed
Dr. Hutchinson, formerly of Islesboro
laboriously learning to mis-read simple
m whose good-natured attenlessons.
a valued worker in the
■

of

be worse for it than tomato acid—to

say

B. G.

Both
Ends

iron, come out from the tomato bath shining as if its inner coating
had been peeled by acids, reflect if you
desire to serve the delicate lining of your
or

suffering from unly solicited. Arrived at Sagua, after a nameable diseases, gathered in by the
long day’s railway ride, we were met at police during their weekly inspections of
the station by a rousing delegation of cit- the houses of ill-fame, as is now the law
There are only
izens, headed by the committee of twen- in every Cuban city.
ty, and escorted to the best house in the canvas cots in this hospital, mastly withcity—that of the wealthy young banker, out bedding and all extremely dirty.
Larrondo.
I wish I had time to tell you The wards are crowded as closely as
of that beautiful Cuban casa, its airy, Nature packs her seedlings, with no remarble-floored rooms and splendid fur- gard for ventilation or cleanliness: and of
nishings brought from France and Spain; course the percentage of deaths is uncombut we must hurry on to other things. monly
large. The patients look as if they
Senor Larrondo aud his wife have lived had not been washed during their stay in
much in New York, Philadelphia and the hospital, if ever in their lives,
in
Washington, as well as in Europe, and many cases the dirt on their bodies is so
know how to dispense the most elegant thick that it
actually seems ready to break
and gracious hospitality.
and scale off, like crumbling kalsomine,
Next morning we drove out to the Asila
encouraging the hope that in time it may
del Patria, as the reconstructed Benefibe “shed,” as a snake disposes of its last
cencia is called—passing, by the way, year’s skin.”
Fax nif. Brigham Ward.
through a wide and handsome street
named “Clara Barton,” as lamp posts
and corner signboards show. The orphanIslesboro Breezes.
age occupies the top of a breezy hill in
the outskirts of Sagua. its several low,
Mr. John P. Bragg and family, with
blue-painted wooden buildings ranged some friends, had a picnic and excursion
around three sides of a garden, its en- Sunday forenoon, June 11th, taking dinner
trance decorated by a sky-blue signboard near Hewes Point.
lettered in black, which informs the beThe extensive grounds about the new
holder that the inmates are orphans de la
Henry S. Howe cottage have been laid out
Patria, sustained by private charity. with much care, and are already presentThere are 310 of them, all told, but the
ing a tine appearance.
larger ones are domiciled in a separate
The Islesboro inn will open Saturday,
All who
dwelling, some blocks away.
June it-ith, and will remain tilled during
are old euougli to work are kept religioustlie season, all the rooms having been enly at it, rolling cigarettes, manufacturing gaged for some months past.
were so

A New

rusty pan that

cure

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 60c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
or sale by R, H. Moo dy.
ly

Hoi, 'ralile

prRSl'ANT
_L
.Judge of Probate for the County of Waldo
State of .Maine, I sh;i,i sell at public auction, on
the eighth day of duly. A. 1>. 1 S99, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, on the premises, all the right,
title and interest which Horace I.. Rragdon, late
of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, had
in and to the following described leal estate, to
witA certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Waldo, being a part of h r No.
,n the
15,000 acre lot, so called, and bounded as fellows, viz: beginning at the northeast >oruer of
a

license from

tlie

said lor No 103 in the line of the town »f Swanville: thence southwesterly on said line of Swanville to the southeast corner of said lot No. lull;
thence westerly on the dividing line between said
lot No. 103 and lot No. 104 to Wescntt Stream, so
called; thence northerl> l»> said Stream to the
northerly line of lot No. 103; thence easterly on
the dividing line between lots 103 and 102 to the
place of beginning, containing sixty-one acres,
more or less, being the same premises conveyed to
Horace Rragdon by John Rragdon by deed dated
March 14,1878. and recorded in Waldo Registry "f
Deeds. Rook 200. Page 410. Also a certain parcel of real estate situated in said Waldo and being
bounded and described as follows, to wit Rounded northerly by land of Geo. Peavey; easterly by
land t f Oak Hill Granite Company; southerly by
land of said Horace Rragdon and westerly by land
of the late James Holmes, containing about fiftyone acres, being the same premises conveyed to
Horace Rragdon by Charles Rragdon by deed
dated June 13, 1889, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds. Hook 218, Page 414. Excepting
so much of said real estate as was conveyed to the
Sargent Granite Company l>y Horace L. Rragdon
by two deeds recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, iu Rook 225. Pages 297 and 298.
Dated this seventh day of June, A. D. 1899.
ALFRED E. NICKERSON.
Admr.
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The Close of

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

the School Year.

The public schools of Belfast closed last
Friday for the summer vacation, and exercises were held the last afternoon in nearly
PUBLISHED E\ ERY THTRSDAY MORNING BY THE
alt, both city and suburban. The year has
been marked by a general advance all along
Journal Pub. Co. the
line, and large classes graduated from
each grade to the next higher. There was
CHARLES A. FILSlil UY, j Business Manager. no
attempt at elaborate decoration in any of
the rooms, but all presented an air of cheerThe Dny We Celebrate.
fulness, with a few dowers, dags, etc., to
add to the effect.
There were a goodly
BELFAST. THURSDAY, JUNE 22. 1899.

Republican

Rec., How and Why,
Rec., The Tree,

Etta M. Whitehead
E. Louise Heal

Song,

44Every Cloud

Has

Rec.. Do, Thank You,.
Marlon Perry
Song, Good -Night,
Florida A. Carrow
Several of the teachers were
given small
presents by their pupils, which are highly
cherished by the recipients, as
expressions of
good will on the part of the d onors.

How Shall I Travel to Somewhere Town?
School
a
R*c., Be Kind and True, M. Frances Norton
and
New
Eva
Old
Friends,
Rec.,
Grady
The clouds of bad blood enveloping
Song, Nature Questions and Answers,
Both Schools
Probate Court.
humanity have a silver lining in the shape
H.
Matilda
Kate
Coombs
Rec.,
Ann,
j
of a specific to remove them. It is Hood's
•
Rice Black
Rec., A Smiling Face,
Following is an abstract of the business of
| Rec., Mr. By and By, Alberta W. Farnham
Sarsaparilla, America's Greatest Medicine,
the
Probate
The
Broom
and
the
School
Uourt for Waldo
Rod,
Song,
which drives out all impurities from the
county, June
suits
the
are
Leona Condon
-r
Rec., June,
term, 1899:
blood, of either sex or any age.
Rec., Can you Answer? Winnie G. Sawtelle
Estate of Sarah Myrick,
will
the
Under
school
Unity;
apTree,
Song,
go on sale to-morrow
proved, Keuel M. Berry appointed executor.
Rec., Badies and Kittens, Margaret R. Snell
Estate of Mary E. s.
WiuterHubbard,
number of visitors in all the schools. The Rec., One Thing at a Time, Ralph Gilbertson
port; will approved; Marv C. Hubbard aptirst class in evcrv
fr ^
Rec., The Intelligent Hen, Marian Hazeltine
programs iu the various schools were as folpointed executrix.
School
Song, God Covers All,
Estate
of
Thomas
W.
Bartlett, Jackson ;
lows :
Rec., In Pleasant Sunny Meadows,
breast measure to sO; some verv
will approved; Geo. W. Bartlett
appointed
NORTH PRIMARY.
Lynwood B. Thompson The swallow,
ll!Sv
Winnie Seekens executor.
A.
Eva
Jackson
Rec.,
Pie,
Polly’s
Grade 1. Ida F. Roberts Teacher
Estate of John Moore, Belfast; will
Eva Lulu Wood Composition,
in
sizes
Black
apf,
Rec., A Pretty Gown,
The Barn Swallow, Edelle Hatch proved; Martha B. Marsh appointed admmSchool Greeting
Myron Bowden,
Song, Flag of the Free,
Our Oriole neighbors,
Maud Herrick istratrix with will annexed.
Eimer Hall,
My Quaker Parents
Luville B. Nicholson and school
Estate of William T. Colburn,
school, June
out
Singing
by
Birdies’ Good-bye Rec., Three Trees,
Ralph Collins,
Frances A. Howes.
Belfast;
you may
The Little Brown Wren,
Bessie Smalley Augustus Colburn appointed administrator!
Everett Hamilton,
My little dshes Rec. Katie’s Part,
Mattie P. Merchant
Who
the
Stole
Edelle
?
Hatch
Estate
ot
Martha Coombs,
Eggs
Margaret A. Stowers, Stockton
Suuday Work Song, ’Tis Raining, ’Tis Raining,
School
$>.00
Ah.
per
Hazel McTaggart.
by school, The Birds Song
Springs; Robert F. Duuton appointed adChildrens’ love Rec., Wanted—A Boy,
Charles R. Decrow Singing
Robert O’Lincoln,
Ethola Frost ministrator.
Andrew Staples,
When winter comes
Ethel R. Hutchins
The Robin’s Egg,
Estate
of
Olive
by school, Joy Everywhere
Esther Bralev,
at cost.
Jack’s Tricks
Colburn, Belfast; CharSchool Singing
Song Happy Children,
Class Prophecy,
lotte W. Colburn appointed administratrix
Mattie Moody,
My mother’s lessons Rec., A Little Girl’s Wish,
Maud I. Curtis
What a Little Bird Told Me,
Estate of Henry Doekham,
Fred Ott,
Those bad children
Prospect;
Feathered Name Speakers,
suits which we
Frances Abbott Daniel M. Doekham appointed administ :i
Four little boys I knew
Emery Merit hew,
Gladys Pitcher Singing by school, American Hymn
trator.
Belle Smalley,
We make earth glad Song, How The Flowers Grow,
School
Estate of William B. Flint,
Alice Parker,
UPPER GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
We Sunbeams Rec., Vacation Rhymes, Wm. Arthur Shales
lire
are
Searsport;
val;
Dauiel B. Flint appointed administrator.
This little shell
Lucy Pomroy,
Vacation (The Birds Call) Eva Grady Grades 8 and 9, H. E. Ellis and Miss Grace A.
Estate of Darius H. Royal, Belfast; SamMarie Slides,
Mrs. Pussy cat
School
Song, Sunrise Song,
sell
uel A. Littletield appointed administrator.
than ever
Lord, Teachers.
The little rogue Rec., Vacation Time,
Harry Walton,
Herbert O. Brier
Schoo
Singing,
Estate of Stephen P. Haskell, Liberty;
"
The Robin’s Invitation to Vacation,
Grade 2. Lulu Putnam, teacher.
Maude Sawyer
Greeting
P.
Haskell
Angelia
1
adminisappointed
Francis A Howes
A. Class
Paper, Battle of Bunker Hill,
tratrix.
Reading,
School
Song, Sunset Song,
lidia
B. Class
Estate of John H. Lane, Searsport; L. G.
Reading,
wornoiy
F.
S.
Brick,
Supt Rec., Nora’s Charm,
Hattie Coombs Paine and Chas. F. Gordon
School Awarding Diplomas,
Exercise, Our Body,
appointed adCENTRAL INTERMEDIATE.
Linwood Jones
Rec., The Old School Books, Goldie Kendall ministrators.
Rec., Song for School,
Ptioenix
Bella-'
for
School
a
Rena
Singing,
Estate
of
Rec., Recipe
sunset,
Cunningham
Joseph J. Caiu, Moutville, inGrade 4, Alma A. Tilton, teacher.
Lillian Johnson sane; N. P. Bennett appointed guardian.
Rec., Thinking of Mercy,
Walter Gray
Rec., Two Keys,
: 99 9999 999 999 999999 99 99 999 99 9 99 9999
John
Schools
Howard Payne,
Bert Knight
Paper,
School ! Singing, America,
Estate of Elizabeth Paine, Portlaud,minor ;
Exercise, The Seed,
Schools Paper, Conditions in Cuba,
Lillian Jones L. G. Paine appointed guardian.
Carrie Walker Singing, The Violet,
Rec., A Spring Holiday,
Lillian Smalley
Clifton Staples
Estate of Rubie E., Vera W. ami John L.
Singing, As I Walked Through the Village Rec., Contentment,
Rec., Do it well,
Schools Paper, History of Our Flag,
Etb i\ Wood Geteliell, Troy, unuors; E. P.
Street.
Earle Tibbetts
Rec., The Idlers,
Hopkins apWilfred Coombs Rec., The Slave’s Dream,
Frank Condon pointed guardian.
) Linwood JolieS Rec Vacation is Coming,
Fverr*wi
.•hi'.lrpn
r.xerusc by
aimlreu,
Jessie Boody Singing,
Rec., A Spelling Lesson,
School
Estate of Wilson Dickey. Swanville; lij AI(reJa Ellia
Martkon Doak, Paper, Paris in 1900.
Karl Steven cense to sell real estate issued.
Rec Beautiful hands,
Henry Collins Do a Kindness, by 7 boys,
Scearle Brewster, Frank Gray, Stacy Paper, Jefferson Davis,
Wilbur Blodgett
Estate of John M. Geteliell, Troy ; license
Rec., Be in time,
Ralph Sholes
School
to sell real estate issued.
Exercise, Bird's Trades,
Noyes, Syprian E Bryant, Charlie Davis, Rec., A Legend of Early Summer,
Ida Patterson
Freeman Boberts.
Alfreda Ellis
Estate of Leslie A. v\ bite, Monroe, minor ;
Rec., The Robin,
Schools Rec The Emperor’s Bird Nest,
School Song, Flower Dances,
license to sell real estate issued.
Singing,
Harold Scott
Clair Harrimanl
Russell Thomas Rec.,
Estate of Jacob L. Cain, Moutville; repreRecitation,
We have been very fortunate in securing tlie services of C'. >1
t
Marie Logan Singing, Slumber Song,
Rec.. Discouraged,
Willie Baker Reading,
Quartette of Girls sentation of insolvency presented ; C. W.
Ernest
Hale
Cluirlpstowu,
Troubles
Musis., to take charge of our.l LOTH IN <.
What
Was
It?
in
Frank
Little
Peach
Blossom,
Rec.,
Paper,
France,
Rec.,
Twombly Bagiev and G. G. Thompson appointed comBurleigh Rich
Verna Rich,
Each has a Work, by b girls,
Bert Stevens missioners.
Rec., Power of Steam,
Exercise, Be true,
Mr. Kibble thinks of settling in Belfast, and if he does the Belfast ii
Christie McCorrison, Cleora Larrahee, Rec., Two Laborers,
Herman Coombs
Linwood Jones, Everett Burgess, Henry
Estate of James Fuller. Searsmout; 1>. G.
his services, as he is quite a musical genius.
Verna Rich, Bertha Thurston, Mary and Paper, Annexation of Hawaii,
get
Collins, liarold McIntosh, Seth Conaut,
Wentworth, A. G. Caswell and 8. S. Bean
Mattie Johnson, Carrie Robbins.
Florence Clough appointed commissioners to make partition.
Ralph Sholes, Earle Tibbetts, Willie
Schools Paper, Wireless Telegraphy,
Inez Hauson
Estate of Arzilla B. Hadley, Frankfort;
Baker, Rena Cunningham, Carrie Wal- Song,
Verua Rich Singing,
School executor’s inventory returned.
Rec., The Song of the Cricket,
ker, Alfreda Ellis, Velma Mitchell.
rr, 31 EX’S AXl) YOUTHS' SUITS at ft.'i.OO to ft I 0.00.
Allen Hubbard Rec., The Nightingale and Glow-worm,
Rec Wild Flowers.
Harold McKeen Rec., A Child s Plea,
Estate of Sarah McManus, Thorndike
xLottie Braley
Alice Nickerson ecutor’s inventory returned.
Rec., The Dead Bird,
Everett Burgess Reading,
.10 ii IX C ELU.LOI 1) C(i II I US. usual price /Ac. inch
Schools Paper, Winfield Scott.
Ada Cunningham
: Men ory Gems,
School Soug, The Breeze,
Estate of Stephen Babhidge, Islesbi-ro.
Celaloid Calf's at Ac. per pair.
This is
'2 for Ac.
Ret ., The Tea Party,
Velma Mitchell Rec After Vacation,
Emery Mayo Rec., Simon Grubb’s Dream, Leunie Colby executor’s inventory returned.
Maurice Towle
Seth Conaut Little Builders, by .‘i girls, Marie Li>gan, An- Paper, Admiral Dewey,
! Rec., Valedictory
instate or win. p. White, Montvi ID- ; uilanndr y. hut a great thing for the people.
nie G ray, Mertie Sholes, Gracie Kuowlton,
i Singing,
Norman Read miuistrator’s inventory returned; petition
History and Prophecy,
School
Good Bye,
Lottie Braley.
X ICE EIXE OE HOYS, YOI THS anti MEX'S I Mil
Helen Dilworth fur allowance presented
ik (r/'<:ce E Wu.ltont Teacher.
Louise Nash Singing,
Rec., The Race,
School
Estate of John G. Pendleton, Searsport
lie. am! 20c each.
Presentation of Diplomas, Supt. F. S. Brick administrator’s inventory returned.
Wei ome,
School Rec., At School and at Home,
Gracie Kuowlton Singing,
A Class
Reading,
Estate of Fred A. Hurd, Wimerport ; ad
Eight. Girls
El ERYTHIXG IX MEXS. YOUTHS A XI) HOYS' si
/s
Schools
Mr. Ellis was presented with a fountain
B Class Song, The Flag of the Free,
ministrator’s inventory returned.
Reading,
UUHXISII IXGS at prices la sell.
Music Lesson,
School Reading, The Harvest Whistler,
pen by bis class, and Miss Lord with a glove
Estate, of Arthur J. and Henry A Ed
box and cold cream jar.
N uuber Lesson,
A and B classes
Emery Mayo
mends, \Vinterport, minors; guardian's m MIEEIXEHY DEI’A Ii T 31E XT.
Fresh goods every a.
School The Message of the Flowers,
by »> girls PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE
Song, Goldeurod,
ventory returned.
HEAD
GRADES,
and
Sweet
Schools
AOc. to ft.'i.OO.
Rec Vacation,
Florence Brown Soug,
Low,
Estate of Iddo lv. Paul, Searsmom
ad
I1
OF THE TIDE,
Kx r-’ise—What Our Colors Mean,
Recitation, Shower and Suushine,
ministrator's inventory returned.
F rhi.tvs Murcli, Iva Hall. Barbara Crockett
Marie Logan
HI ST EIXE OE I .toil s’ CAFES in the rilg.
Friers in
Estate of V. If. Turner, Palermo: execu
Miss Edith M. Ladd, teacher.
If
I
Annie
Gilbersou
School Recitation,
Knew,
tor's inventory returned,
Song, “America,"
each.
School j
I Rec., The Cat's Tea
Iva Hail
Soug, Come O'er the Hills,
by 6 girls Music, page (>8,
Estate of William G. Clark, Prospect; ad
Party,
Lillian Thurston j
Bert Dodge Recitation. Deeds of Kindness, Verna Rich Recitatiou,
Ree., The Cricket,
ministrator's inventory returned,
We hare just enlarged
C HOC K Eli Y 1)E FA RT HE XT.
Guy Mayhew j
th e
Mattie Johnson Recitatiou,
Thomas Bowker Recitation,
Frogs at School,
Estate of Horace L. Leadbetter and others
Nina Mason
anti ran tit.tr fit> ais/t most anything at I, a- pro
mint
School Music, solo,
re
; Rec., The Lilac,
Gladys Coombs Declaration of Allegiance to Flag,
Lawrence Roberts Belfast, minors; guardian's i.iveutor>
Ext lvise. Red, White and Blue,
Schools Recitatiou,
Song, Our Flag is there,
turned.
Edna Hopkins
A GA TE II A EE IXI) TUX IT A HE at the old prices.
Reading,
Wilbur Colby, Mark Dollotf, Ray Hall
Estate of Samuel Chase, Monroe; lirst ae
Recitation, Got! Has Made all,
Recitation,
Emma Roberts
School
Song, Star Spangled Banner,
count of administrator allowed.
Johnson Music,
1 OUR COTTAGE El HXIslIlXGS at the mil,:
Mary
GET
School
Rec.. Wedchuck and Bobolink,
Estate of Dexter W. Benue't, Montville
Duet,
Mary and Mattie Johnson Dialogue,
School first and
Store in Belfast,
Jessie Staples Recitation, Last Day,
final account of administrator al
Lottie Braley
School
Flora Staples Song, Soft, Soft, Music is Stealing, Schools Song, page 74,
Rec., Pansies,
lowed.
Ivan Kimball
Recitation,
Ree., Old Dame Cricket, Liuhille Whitmore
Estate of Charles F. Rohi.,s.in, Winter
Mrs.
Grade
L.
S.
teacher.
Louise
Brown
Recitatiou,
3,
Il“ll,
Rec
Lucius Walton
Fun,
second and final account of adminis
Willie Roberts port;
Recitation,
Salute to the Flag.
School Singing, America,
tratrix
allowed.
School
School
Music,
Rec., The Man in the Moon,
Estate of Julia A. Sullivan, Searsport
Ray Hall Singing, Violet,
Grades 4 and 5 Recitation.
Bert
Mayhew
Fannie Jeilison
Rec., Rose Time,
final account of distribution >y executor alClass iu Reading.
Ruth Brown
Rec., At School and at Home,
School Recitation,
lowed.
Concert Reading,
| Recitatiou,
George Tucker
Bessie Johnson Singing,
School
Estate of Jesse Smart, Troy; first ami
Clara Furbish
Recitatiou,
Rec.. Clouds.
School Rec., The Stolen Custard,
final account, of executor allowed.
Clara Marsh
School
Song,
page 98,
Mark Dollotf Rec., Dot and Dimple,
Rec., The Polliwig,
Estate of Laura J. Treat, Frankfort; first
Gertie Evans
cards by W. G. Hatch
School Singing, Flower Dances,
Song, Our Flag,
account of guardian allowed.
School Awarding promotion
...FOR...
The schoolroom was tastefully decorated
Earl Braley Rec., The First Snowfall,
Rec., Dandelion,
School
Estate of Lottie L. and Georgia E Work,
School Rec., A Good Prescription,
Rec., Mr. Hop Toad
Jamie Kelley with wild flowers, potted plants and ferns.
Jackson; first account of guardian allowed.
Otis Ellis Rec., Real Friendship,
Rec., Up ami Doing,
Kate M. Stevens
Estate of Harry E. Dow Searsport; first
GRAMMAR SCHOOL, HEAD OF THE TIDE.
Rec., Out of door Arithmetic, Wilber Colby Singing,
and final accouut of guardian allowed.
School
The
exercises
of
the
Cats
Grammar
Wash
after
closing
Rec., Why
Loia Jacobs
Estate of Seth Burgess, Searsmont: fourth
Eating,
Reading,
Harold Richards Rec., The Dropped Stitch,
Vesta Skute school at the Head of the Tide, Miss Sara A. accouut of guardian allowed.
Richard Noyes Rec., Some Day,
Rec., Don’t Shirk,
Flossie Small
Estate of Alfred Patterson, Belfast; will
the
Russ, teacher, were as follows:
Ree., Rover in Church,
Flossie Davis Rec., Sing a Sung of Summer-time
presented; Mary J. Patterson named exGrade 7 ecutrix.
Barbara Crockett
Rec., Vacation Days,
Carrie Johnson | Music,
Leona Bucklin
Rose Exercise
10 Girls Singing,
School I Address of welcome,
Estate of Emily Peirce, Belfast; will preVacation Song
Gracie Roberts setted; Geo. F. Harrimau named executor.
School Rec., Buttercups,
Louise Dennett J Rec., The Builders,
The Investigating Committee
Dialogue,
Estate of Everett Staples,
Stockton
Singing, duet, by
SOUTH PRIMARY.
Girls of G rade 7
JNeiiie M. iimii ami \\ lume Sanborn
Springs; will presented; Mary Staples
Vocal
See
Mamie
Hurd
solo,
Saw,
Gradt 1, M-r,■'!■>/, E. Ilavford, teacher.
Warren Gentuer
named executrix.
Rec., The Boy for My,
Flora Rich Rec., Building Air Castles, Winnie Kimball
Estate of Florence Berry Grant, Unity;
Salute to the liag.
School Rec., On a Sunken Rock,
Music,
Grades will presented; Iteuel >1. Berry named exof
the
School
Free,
Singing,
Flag
Frank Duuton
Welcome,
of
Incident
the
Recitation,
Revolution,
ecutor.
George Lester Hale
A boy's troubles,
Charles B. IJPt/.eltiue Rec., Up ami Down,
Lylla Sprague
Estate of James R. Gross, Thorndike:
Belle Keating Remarks ami Giving Promotion Cards,
My Playmate,
Nineteenth Century Teacher,
Rec.,
F.
S.
Brie
will presented; Burton A. Gross named exSupt.
School
I Song, What God Made,
Florence
Kimball
Lottie Tibbetts
ecutor.
The Saucy Dandelions.
.Tunc Howes Rec In June,
Grade 7
School Music,
instate oI Uavid reirce, rseuast: peuuou
1 love to. go -o school,
Grace Faulkiuham Singing, Sweet and Low,
Orders, boys of Grade S presented for appointment of Clias. \V.
Dialogue,
Obeying
The
Conceited
Bertha
Hoffses
Rec.,
Coins,
Thought Grandma Neglected, Winnie Colby
For
a
to
Learn?
Hurd
Boy
Harry
Leila Howard Rec.,
Frederick administrator with will annexed,
The day that never comes, Gertrude Rawley Rec., The Reason Why,
Grades j the former executrixs, Emma Lena FrederMusic,
Helen Patterson Chain of Maxims, School, with response by
i Tt pays,
Good Bye Day,
Dialogue,
Flossie
Warren
Winnie
Gentuer,
Small,
Babies ai:<i Kittens,
j ick and Emily Peirce being deceased.
Marion Woodman
Blanche Thurston, Lylla Sprague aud
Estate of C’nas. H
Sanborn, Harry Merithevv, Clyde Shute,
Key nobis, Brooks:
True So -Piers,
Charles Brier j
Gracie
Roberts.
Hut you uannot buy a shoo that wiii wu.ir
Bertha Hoffses,Vesta Shute, Nellie Hall,
| petition presented for appointment of Abhie
! Song, Hurrah for the dag,
School
Ruth Brown, Leona Bucklin L
Singing,
Florence
Gertie
Lester
administratix.
Evans,
Kelley,
Reynolds
Bad i can’t
better, lit better, or look more stylish.
Annie Timanny
|
Mamie
Hurd
aud
Caro
Hatch.
Hale, Clara Marsh, Stanley ChamberGood morning,
j Estate of Thomas M. Sweeney, Searsport,
Erma Tuttle
Caro G. Hatch
lain, Kate Stevens, Lottie Tibbetts, Farewell recitation,
petition presented for ippointment of B. O
Babies Logic,
Marion Heal
contest for Grade 7 in which
Spelling
Carrie
Alvin
ldella
Johnson,
Jellisou,
Sargent, administrator
Merle Baker
My first speech in public,
Florence
Kimball
received prize.
Estate of Edgar Harding. I'nity : petition
Knowlton, Eva French, Flora Rich,
Mr Cock Boltin,
Elizabeth Edgecomb
cards
with
most
Awarding
promotion
Selden Hammons, Leila Howard, Loia
appresented for appointment. Emma .L HardI’ll put it off,
Yertie Merchant
remarks
Mr. W. G. Hatch.
propriate
by
Winnie
Louise
Denadministratix.
inlt
Jacobs,
Sanborn,
Fin very young,
Florence Hart
Grade 7
Music,
Estate of Benj. S. Crooker, Liueolnville;
nett, Sadie Seavey.
the
Clara Hart |
Throwing Kisses.
The schoolroom was prettily trimmed ! petition for sale of real estate presented.
School
School j Singing,
Song. The Yiolet,
HI
Inb EYE and
of
to
Estate
ldella
Knowlton
Harriet
Monroe;
Rec.,
Learning
Cates,
petition
Pray,
Close of Term,
Clara Brown
with wild flowers, potted plants aud picCUArr'
j for sale of real estate presented.
Little Ones,
Louie Wood Rec., Give Us Little Boys a Chance,
FIT
tures.
and
citizens
were in
Many
parents
Estate of Wm. McCray, l/nity ; petition
Clyde Shute
Last Day,
Ella Larrabee
for sale of real estate | resented.
Winnie Sanborn attendance.
Vacation Song,
School Reading, Vacation,
Isn’t
He
Estate of Abhie A. Morse, Searsmont;
Loia
Jacobs
Rec.,
Queer?
BOARD
LANDING
F.
S. Brick.
SCHOOL,
Awarding diplomas,
Supt.
Rec., How the Story Became Changed,
petition for sale of real estate presented.
Mrs Samuel Adams, teacher.
Grade 2, Alberta Wadsworth, teacher.
Estate of Arlette Edmouds, Winterport;
Florence Kelley
School Rec., A Dream, I can’t and I’ll Try,
Salute to the Flag,
By the school j second and final account of administrator
Song,
Otis Robbins I presented.
Lureua Macomber
Nellie Hall Rec., Welcome,
Greeting,
Robert Robbins
Rec., Little Sta*.,
Which Loved Mother Best, Foster Crocker
LOWER GRAMMAR.
Estate of Ferdinami D
Sawyer, Knox;
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦»«»*•
Howard Heath • first and final account of executrix allowed.
School
Rec., Charming'Days,
Song,
Grade 7, Miss Mary II Mason, teacher.
Dear
Little
Alice
Roland Stevens
Thorndike
Kitty,
A Little Bird Tells,
Song, My
Estate of Pliny M. Jones, Belfast; first
Orra Dunbar and final account of administratrix allowed,
Mildred Waterman Song,
Katie’s Part,
Schools Rec Butterflies,
Kxercise, O! Beautiful Flag,
Little W bite Pinafore,
Estate of Sewell Brass bridge, Winterport;
Margery Coombs Saiute tile Flag.
Alice
Hattie
Alice Casey Welcome,
Thorndike,
Lizzie Chamberlain
Dickey, Minnie i first and final account of administrator
Dolly’s Education,
The Invitation,
Rose Time and School Time,
Mabel Hanson
Dickey.
presented
FOR ROAD MA( if
Erma Pettengill The Chicken’s Mistake,
Florence Libby Rec., The Fortune,
Leroy Robbins
Estate of Louisa J. Carr, Knox; first and
Lurena Macomber, Sadie The Two Anchors,
Flower Song,
Hattie Roberts Rec., The Wandering Child, Lydia Dickey account of administrator presented
of
Alice
Thorndike
Song
first
Preston, Della Wilband, Margery Coombs, Song, A Few Stray Sunbeams.
A
Song,
Spring,
Estate of Mary
Patterson, Belfast;
Pearl Shaw and final account of executor presented.
Exercise. Our Country.
Clara Keating, Mildred Waterman.
Rec., Being a Man,
Harold Condon Recitation,
For my Country,
Estate ot Lavinia K Baker, Belfast ; first
Raymond Sherman Heading, ine Hoys we j>eea,
Clifford White aud final account of executor presented.
Our Flag,
Lulu Coombs
Harry Elwell Robin Redbreast,
Eva White
©ciiOOI j Girls that are Wanted,
Florence Hill Rec., Golden Keys,
©ong, nurran tor tut* nag,
Estate of S. S. Lane, Northport; iirst and
A Riddle,
Rec., School Greeting,
Lucy Dickey final account of administrator presented.
Roy Wight Song, Don’t kill the Birds.
Little Flo’s Letter,
Della Wilband An Indignant Scholar,
Rufus Mayo Song,
By the school.
Estate of George Dyer, Searsmont; fir t
Clara Keating A Tell Tale of Spring,
Daisies,
Grace Hayes
and final account of administrator presentWHITE SCHOOL.
A Little Girl’s Wish,
Sadie Preston Gladness of Spring,
Cora Morison
ed.
At the White school, Mason’s Mill, Miss
Bird Trades,
Robert Brier Song, Robin’s Come.
Estate of Hattie M. Child, Liberty
first
OFFERS A SI PERU T.1XF OF
Mamie
Woodbury, teacher, the regular account of guardian presented.
A Robin,
Ella Smalley
Henry Cunuiugbam Only Five Minutes,
recitations were belli, and the scholars of all
Song, Merry Builders,
School Veteran’s Lament,
Willie Black
ages proved to be highly proficient. Samples
Merry Teacher,
Guy Patterson Exercise, A Plea for Peace.
of the written work, map drawing, etc.,
Earl Thomas Dear Mother,
Eva Tibbetts
Grasshopper Green,
were shown on
the walls. Refreshments
At School and at Home,
Cristina Prishy Song, The Breeze.
were served at the close of school to the
Vacation Time,
Henry Mudgett Recitation,
Leroy Libby
pupils and visitors.
Lads and
Roderick
Mertie Nash

Silver
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Clay Worsteds,
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quickly
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suit.
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"ill have

Belfast

Old Fashioned 4th of

an

July Celebration.
many years since ueuast uas ooserved the great national holiday—IndeIt

is

America has rung
the church bells, built bonfires and exploded the festive cracker, but somewhat

Young

pendence Day.

Now latent patunder protest as it were.
riotism is to have 'ull vent in the various
■xereises proposed for a
the Glorious Fourth.

observance

grand

,.i

Mayor Pool

by

week
found

a

of the

which

to

n

city,

rolling

last

which he

in

sentiment in

general

a

celebrali

the ball

sent

canvass

favor of

could invite

we

a

our

ueighP rs and w hich would fitly mark the
anniw-isary of the Nation’s birthday. The
younge. element were naturally most entinis asm but their elders, while naturally
u\':nc: to spend the
ment.

day in quiet enjoyready to give them aid and ennt in making the celebration all

were

L.:a_. m,

that i: should be

gene:a!

A

«

tdsev i

:iv(.!

v.:'

]
;•.

week

v'ai

t"

I.':

accompanied by
largely to

Imilie.

<

i;;

due prepai
made to welcome them and

i.K

pleasant one.
appreciates good music, and

their s:... in Belfast

m

our

iuiilb Band, will add

the id!,

v.

by

announced

as

that patriotic town, will
I; and an excursion from

a:

our
2.

to

agreed upon. Official
ill be made by posters this

Searsi'Ct,

UH-ii

is

subject

new

uie-mcad-m
come

the program
while

doubt be carried out sub-

mem w

uulo me

of

and

e,

:

as

>

inline

*.

¥.\ cry bo ;
of that there

hi be

w

no

a

lack.

The Belfast

Baud wiF.be in evidence till

through the
day and at the ball in the evening, and it
h"i ed to have me Lincolnville Band, alOther
ways j»oj ula: here, in the parade.
.a

details wdl be lound in the
lo

Deports
o nut

<

came

out

columns.
and

the

recent

rain

Massachusetts

rn

valley say that the

icut

>

news

late to benefit grass and fruit;
is not the case in this

to*

happily,

that,

Fields which

section.

the rain

before

were
practically bare now make a fine
showing
gjass, and we should say the
prospects are good for an average hay
crop in quantity, but not in quality. The
rains have also practically ensured good
yields oi small fruits.

The Hon. ( Larles E. Littlefield stands
to the furtherance of the interests
of Ameiicau >hii ping. The Hon. John
Scott > on nc-rd not only as unalterably
opposed to y such measure hut in favor
■t turning
m
even our coasting trade
'Hath Times.
to Ebglish .-hip*.

pledged

<

Is it any .wonder that the voters of
Mud Maine Congressional district,

the

in

hich

des

s] on’«

C’ity,*'
ference

i<

1

Bath,

the

“Shipping

have manifested their preMi
I iub.1T.ld at the polls

dune T'U
Belfast maims ‘tie lowest tax rate of any
This is something
to be pioi.d
I. if Belfast van afford it
and doesn't have to put tin* rate up to .03
next year to pay for things that should
have been pa: for this.
[New Age.

oity in Maine—.017.

Don't be
Belfast

aptious

is mi

envious,

or

please.
be

There will

right.

no

unpaid bills at tLe end of the municip. 1
year, and no occasion to increase the
low tax

present

Next

rate next year.

gentleman.'
all the heat will be used up in
that we may have a rest for the
balance of the summer [Portsmouth Herald.

Perhaps

June,

so

And

perhaps

may have the rest of

w-e

the heat later.
It
2nd

was a

landslide fur Littlefield in the
district

Congressional

He

Monday.

defeated John Scott, Democrat, of Bath,

by

about 30.000 majority.

Let
eler.

us

whistle for rain.

Down this way
whistle for wind.

[Boston

Trav-

pray for rain and

we

The very latest is

a

gum trust.

Yum,

Mark W*
of

<

d & S'

monuments

marble,

an*

are

making

a

number

markers of variegated
markers of white marble

and

some

for various parties.
P. Gilmore & Son are sawing a large number .J ties at their saw mill in Burnham
vil age, and a fni. crew of men are now at
work there with every prospect that they
wiii have all that they can do during the

whole of the

season.

Harrison,

Wood

&

Co.

are

making

a

Lincoluville
drapery
monument
granite, to stand 10 feet high, for Capt. Mark
Gray of Bucksport, and a Quincy granite
monument to be set in Searsport, for Mrs.
A. C. Clifford of Somerville.
urn

Belfast

of

faster

before.

Row,

Department Store,

48 AND 50 MAIN STREET

\

■

1

W. h. RICHARD5. 48 and 50 Ma

FRANKLIN SHOES

MEN,-BOYS

and YOl IMS

YOU MAY' PAY MORE

Quality

and Price Prove Value, We have it at Last.
toot,

FRANKLIN (P't
...MlUhb I

YOUR PURSE.

W. A. SWIFT, Jr.,16

MainS,rMUst.
Steel

Edges

T. B. Hussey Pin#.'.

Dwight P. Palmer

MASON & HA

SUMMER SHIRTS,

Lassies,

Edgett

Recitation,
An Old Story Newly Told,
Louise Hai:
Song, Hark! The Merry Pealing Bells.
Ethel Flood Bird Nests,
Elizabeth Quirnby
School Recitation,
Leonia Acboru
Ernest Webber
Leroy M acorn her Recitation,
Carrie Timanny Song, After Labor.
Lewis

Sweet .June Time,

Night,

Karl

Awarding Diplomas,
SOUTH

Cottrell

LOWER GRAMMAR.

Ralph Staples

Vacation Song,

poor's

Trull

Sylvanus Edgecomb

Discontent,
Song, Violet,

Good
n

wonderful

Manufacturer,

Truant Tommy,
Our Happv School Year,
Vacation Time,

Industries.

Local

Concerning

for $12.00

WILLIAM A. CLARk

Coming,

yum!_

make

School
F. S. Brick

INTERMEDIATE.

Grade 4. Ida B. Carter, Teacher.
School
Song, Welcome to Our Mothers,
Rec Something Unusual,
Ralph Bramliall
Iua Brown
Rec., The Daisies' Song,
Rec., Blossom Time,
Hugh Wight
School
Song, Butterfly,
Erma Farrar
Rec., Apple Blossoms,
Violin Solo, Old Folks,
Arthur Morrison
Morrill Hatch
Rec., Daisies,
Rec., Two Kinds of Fourths,
Floy French
Eva Perkins
Dialogue, Floral Offerings,
Louise Read
Bertha Wood
Abbie Doak
Houston Small
Rec., A Boy’s Opinion,
School
Song, Little Bopeep,
Louise Read
Rec., The Raindrop’s Ride,
The
Lee
Howard
Rec.,
Blacksmith,
Rec., Who was she?
Gladys Carter

Libby Brothers are fencing a cattle and
sheep pasture at Burnham which in dimen- Dialogue,
Cinderella,
Floy French
sions w ill appear very much like a western
Red Riding Hood,
Lida Gilbertson
cattle ranch. They have 500 acres of land
Lurena Hutchins
Sleeping Beauty,
around which they are running a woven
Gold Spinner,
Abbie Doak
wire fence. This will be used during the Rec., 3 o'clock in the Morning, Eva Perkins
Bertha Wood
Rec., If I knew,
for pasturing a large number Rec.,
summer
Letting the Old Cat Die,
Beryl Page
School
of cattle and sheep which are kept by this Song, Song of Seven,
Bennie
Woods
Rec.,
Wonderful,
To
build
this
fence
will
firm.
take about
Lida Gilbertson
Rec., The Pansies’ Song,
three miles of the woven wire and in the enThe
me
Abbie
Doak
Rec.,
not,
Forget
closure will be built numerous corrals or Rec-, The Song of the Shell,
and
sheds
where
the
stock
can
Annabel Nicholson
yards,
get
inside in wet or stormy weather.
F. 8. Brick, Supt.
Among Awarding Diplomas,
these cattle are a number of the finest
A.
Grade 5. Juliette
Wig
gin, teacher.
Herefords, which will be exhibited at the
Both schools
Maine State and Eastern Maine State fairs 8ongf Song of Welcome,
School
Song, The Way to School,
this fall.

Grade 0, Bertha I. Bird, teacher.
Miss Bird’s school, Grade G, ‘'Bird Day”
celebrated by the following program:
Singing by schools, grades G and 7,
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
Grade G and 7
Salute to the Flag,
These were given by the two schools, after
wrhich the windows were closed and the
program was continued, as follows:
At

was

Sadie Collins
Some Things I Know,
Concert reading by school, Little Bell.
by the school
Singing, The Merry Lark,
Frances Abbott
Address to the Birds,
Florence Chaples
A Song of the Seasons,
Hattie Colcord
Selection from Warner,
Lida Hopkins
Selection from Longfellow,
from
Arthur Murch
Selection
Lowell,
Arthur Condon, Sadie
Bird Day Exercise,
Staples, Florence Chaples, Harold Herrick, Sadie Collins, Lillian Walker.
Selection from Emerson,
Florence Chaples, Sadie Staples
Isa Patterson
The Little Sandpiper,
Selection from Lucy Larcom,
Winnie Seekens
Nettie Shuman
The Sparrow,
Lida Hopkins
Rollicking Robin,
Robin and Robert,
Frank Bramhall and Walter Vose
Singing by school, Brother Robin
Alice Stimpson
Robin’s Come,
Jennie Wiley
Robin Redbreast,
Selection from O. Miller,
Mildred McAndless.
Lessons from birds,
Mae Maxfleld and Lillian Davis
Bell Mayo
To a Water-fowl,
Carrie Ford.
The Bluebird,
Bluebird
The
Singing by school,

HATS, CAPS,

mills sch ool.

day of school was celebrated by the
children by a picnic dinner in the school room. In
The
the afternoon a short program was given.
scholars presented to their teacher, Miss Brown,
a very pretty picture. The pupils not absent for
the term were Ethel
Wilson, Hazel Wilson,
Lucy Curtis, Anna Brown.
The last

HOSIERY,

TRADE-MABK

g

Ali

(J

at

The

Charles Carrow and Alvin Stevens
Leavitt
Rec., My Little Playmate,
Millie Bowen
Rec., A Dead Doll,
Lena
Leavitt
Mental
Arithmetic,
Rec.,
Teller,
Dialogue, Old Nably, The Fortune
Julia Leary, Bell Carter and Florida Carrow
Song, On the Old Mo. Shore, Stella ami Roy Black
Lillian Mason
Rec., Little Biddy Redwings,
Lawrence Grotton
Dec., Home Measurements,
Julia Leary
Rec., Joe Keeps. His Word.
Rec., Mother will be Lonely Now, Alice G. Ford
Dialogue, Guess, George Grottor. and Oscar Olson
Willie Crosby
Dec., Which General,
Rec., When I Help Sweep the Floor,
Ethel Mosman
Song, Jack and His Lover, Alice Crosby and
Blanche Dodge
Rec., Isn’t it Wonderful?
Ethel S.
Vacation Time,

VICTOR

COFFEE

IS JUSTLY POPULAR
Because its Past Reputation is
tained by its present uniform

up-to-date stylish goods,
juices and in styles to suit all

lAtoeV*>av,s
Savery
Re“aRla<*

D1
Blanche

Dodge

School

Beaver street, under the

Hood

look these

a

m:u

a

wit*

m

Work mill I'm:

it will please you to

goods

si

GEO. J. BROW**
to be run in eoiiueetion
rear ot Windsor Hotel

purses and tastes.

II. C\ Jl Viu tl A

over.

sus-

Dwight P. Palmer,

HIGH QUALITY!

Luxury

and

CAPITA!. STOCK, $150,000

MASOMC TEMPLE,

JVo Better Coffee on the
Market for the Price.

|

DEPOSITS SOI.1

Economy.

BEST GROCERS HAVE IT.

i
Double-acting, Lift,
Tank and Spray

SHAPLEIGH COFFEE CO.,
Boston, Mass.

firs. E. Lancaster,
35

All

deposit boxes for
#8

or

vault is

rent at
a

vear.

unequaled

and

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary in the country.

m

sw-urio

Those

renting boxes can have
riviloge of taking their boxes t"
vaults.

Send for Free Ceulogue.

F. £. MYERS k BRO., I

SHAMPOOING,

Announces to the people of Belfast ami vicinity
that she is practicing ner specialty, and all wishing treatment will be satisfactorily treated by disinfected implements and with modern methods
2m24*2m
by an experienced chiropodist.

j

HAY TOOLS.

MANICURING ami

High Street, Belfast,

Kind*

Safe

Our new

PUMPS
STOKE LADDERS,
BICYCLE STANDS, Etc

CHIROPODIST,

$33,000

SURPLUS,

HE I, EAST.

Lucy

Rec.,
Rec., Music,
Rec., A Rhyme of Maine,
Song, Spring Flowers,

on

new

think

opened dune 1

Carriage Paint

UNDERWEAR.

BRICK SCHOOL.

pupils of Brick school gave an entertain,
in Bradman's
ment on the evening of June 19
llall, for the purpose of getting money to purchase a flag.
They received $3.00, which will
pay for a flag 8x12, which has been ordered.
Following is the program:
Pupils marching into hall singing,
Marching Through Georgia.
Dec., Why Am I Like Washington? Oscar Olson
Dialogue, A Cooking Club, Rena Black, Blanch
Dodge and four Tittle girls.
Theo Pendleton
Rec., Vacation,
Emerald Bradman
Rec., The Butterfly’s Fad,
Florida
A. Carrow
Song, Lullaby,
Bessie Black
Rec., Dorothy’s Mustn’ts,
W. Carter
Rex,
What
to
Eugene
Rec.,
Happened
Bertha Robbins
Rec., When Papa is Sick,
Millie G. Bowen
Rec., A Poor Rule,
Marion Berry
Charade, Little Bo peep,
Eugene E. Thomas
Dec., Grandma’s Advices,
to
Mother,
Song, Just Break the News

Then* will be

NECKWEAR,

ASHLAND,

C.

M.

OHIO.

CONANT & CO.,

Geu’l Agents for State of Maine,
BANGOR, MAINK.

House for SaleOF PARK

CORNER
Enquire of
22tf

At A. A.

ANDCHARIT>
MKS. W.H

Small'a, 2» Mill*'

l'oO.

t'

OF BELFAST.

Base Ball.

\fvVS
THE ^_
;

fl E
11
•C'

They

q,gh street.

^

foxes at

two young

has

pr<ulman

were

<-mborn.
freeze is the smallest weekly
,vorUl. Have your printing jobs
the 4th.
vrr, k before

.5

Jg
ag

,sed letters remaining in the
for the week ending June
Mims Annie Hodsdon.

^2

,-grown new potato we have
was left in The Journal
f.-renoon by Mrs. N. S. Piper.

fuel for the public build
for the coming fiscal
warded jto the Belfast Fue1
r

next

this city last fall and
red
Howes Mayo gave birth to a
! >reuoon. but the littl e one
in

been granted as follows:
■vs. etc., Eunice J. Benuett,
increase, Harrison Stevens,
?12 to $15.
Circle of Kings Daughters I
Mrs. Ella Staples,
Bay
1
ciday evening, June 26. A
i

!

to meet.

Portland, Me ,ex-first asst,
and Ear

Infirmary

will he in Belfast at the
irsday and Friday, June

;

gE

slightly changed—Veni, vida, nit.
a good team, and a stubborn and
well contested game resulted, but the visitors were outplayed both at bat and in the

motto

Jp

They

gg

^

5?

druggists.

Sunday.

During the thunder shower of Wednesday
afternoon, June 14th, lightning struck and
destroyed a birch tree in the pasture near
the residence of Alderman It. T. Rankin, on
North High street.
Ou account of the illness of the leading
artist the concert at Belfast Opera House
is postponed from June 24th to July 7th.
The program will be announced next
week.
Tickets are on sale at City Drug

pastures, 85

? unlay, was a grand success,
g"iug from all parts of the
an ldO tickets were sold on
h, and Conductor Sullivan
mike Ins down trip in the
short to accommodate the

Amount

per cent.

of

■

and

last

for

and

day

HEARD

is

and
haddock,
species of
large size and in

(if

young

Miss A. A. Hicks occurred at
Main street at 5 o’clock TuesI’lie funeral services will be

to-morrow, Friday,
conducted by Rev. A.

at 9
A.

C. T.

invited to atmember,
Au obituary notice will be

a

are

week.

\?

cy announced last week will
iawn of the Unitarian church

-vening, beginning

at

seven

will he all the usual attrao
A ped it will he an
enjoyable
-•ry
last
the
•r

The portrait galweek will be omitted,

one.

grounds,

ten

refreshments

r-<day
take

Ice

served

unpleasant,
Friday.

proves

place

cents.

to
the

on

ciassiticatR.m of post offices
s;me <>l Tilt' .'1 une postmasters
i. while others were decreased.
'*t ottice was
relegated from
1 class, ami the postmaster’s
"■•*1 from £2,000 to £1,900.
The
from third

second
postmaster’s salary is raised
The Camden Herald
"2,200.
ncrease is mainly due to the
Per .business of the D. P. OrdThe decrease af Belfast
decline of the pateut medi-•s which once
flourished here.
goes

■

Wckk
the

"ts

of

Lightning. Daniel O.

peculiar destruction

'uing.
1

to

He had

a

of

a

pine tree in

a

j

begin

i tie Boston \

their

26th.The steamer M. and M. will make
change in her time-table Monday, June
26th, which will mean earlier arrivals and
departures from all landings along the route.
This time-table will continue until the fall.
July 8th, the boat will begin her Saturday
a

night trips

to

sport in time

Northport, returning
for the early morning

to

Buck-

train....

made an excursion last
Sunday from Belfast and Castine to Stonington.... Steamer Katherine brought an exSteamer

Castine

watching
growth and
straight trunk, freedom from
Last fall the tree was all right,
cursion from Bangor to Belfast last Sunday,
ut 75 feet tall,
measuring about
.The reremaining here about two hours
liameter at the ba&e, and straight
port is that the Manhattan Steamship Co. has
ov
He visited the wood lot a
gone into insolvency, thus getting rid of its
itr > and found his once beautiful
debts and other troubles, aud that a new
It had been struck by lightcompany has been formed under that same
cpletely demolished. The trunk
name, with plenty of financial backing, aud
four unequal parts, which bail
we may
have that New York steamer yet.
'••rent directions, ami the sec.The Castine will make an excursion to
reduced to chijis ami slivers,
Bangor next Sunday.
trdiy a piece suitable to saw up
its

was

...

1

>d.

Carver of Seal
• ght the
fishing smack \Y. H.

1'iEMS.

is

n

A.

continuing in the live lish
Abner Pomeroy, her forpoor health, and when his

ediore and
!
i

J.

was

Her present

her.

her, and

owners

with her two

ew

spars

she

she

came

in

■

dismasted last

was

top-

taken for

a

last week_Sch.
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1
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1
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0
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0
1
1
1
7
9

4

24

7
3
0

3
1
0

E.

4

having been enlarged.

Agate

ware

and tin

Corset

lc

Laces, 4 prs. for.
Hooks and Eye9, per card-.
Baste Cotton, per Spool.

2c

Book Pins (10c. quality) per book.
Toilet Paper, per bunch
Bone Hair Pins, (10c. quality) per doz.

6c
3c

Safety Pins, per doz.
Ice Wool, 20c quality.

5c

30c Belt Buckles
75c and 62c Belt Buckles.

49c

Cream.

19c

Bay Rum (25c quality)....

15c

lc

|

4

oz.

2

oz.

Crowley’s Spool

Cotton

they

(200 yds.) per doz..

Shields, 12 l-2c. quality.
17c quality.

Brush Braid ..
Black Mohair Binding.
M ill ward’s Needles (1 paper.

1 1-2C
8c

...

Feather Bone
The New
Corset

3c
12 l-2c

..

Shaped Collar Buckram

Springs

Powder, 15c. quality, (sample bottle)
Bicycle Skirt Weights, per yard.

Tooth

j

(12

I

nequality)

j

m

a

body.

Sibley
..

arrived at

7c

30
Horn Combs.
6c
Rubber Combs..■.
and
10c
Hercules Rubber Combs.8c

20 I)OZ. J. M. SUMMER CORSETS, made of tine netting, striped with sateen, zone of
For this sale... .*2
sateen around waist.
corset.
Regular
INTREPID (Summer corset), made of tine netting, striped with sateen, zone of sateen
around waist, 13 in. clasp, tine hooks, two side steel, would be cheap at 30 \ For this

Rust

yu

n

mm

As

amine it. It is no trouble for
us to show goods, that is what
what we a*-e here for

Children’s

u’8

a

great 1038 10

••

A

11c

25c and 40c

21c

39 c

24c

Domestic

>.

39c
Night Robes, 50c. quality.......
75c and 89c quality......
66C
79c
$1.00 quality
»»
98c
$1.25
#105
$1.39
#1.15
$1.50
*•
#1.19
$1.79
The name “DOMESTIC” makes an impression, the goods sustain it.

If you
Ladies’

..

»•

The

the visiting order—Friendship. There
are those, he said, who believe there is no
Friend. They go up and down the land
friendless. The requisites of friendship are
that it must be voluntary and there must be
a mutual attraction, as in the case of David
and Jonathan. What are the characteristics
in a friend?
we would desire
Knowing
these we must strive to make our lives conthis ideal. We turn from the earthly
friends to the Divine Friend. When Christ
made Himself a
came down to earth he
form to

world,
of Friendship.

spirit

Heaven will

come

down to

prices

c
i

on

Infants’ Wear

T

35c

17c
50c

1.50

o
m
7)

.12 1 ‘2c
18c
25c

50c

$1.25

*•

...

62

1.50

We have

75c

$1.10, $1.15 and $1.25 Wrappers,

$1.37

nQn

.......VOC
Wrappers..^ j | ^

For this sale...

All of our $1.50, $1.75 and $1.87
<r |
wrappers for this sale.4*1
£3P“Don’t miss this opportunity to secure a

quality wrapper
We

are

at a

offering all

LOW PRICE.

A

Fancy

last

2.50
2.87

Petticoats

3.25

AT BARGAIN PRICES.

...

•«

4.02

cutting

Your

Eyes Open

The

2.00

are

qualities
*•

iour

FOR RENT.

|‘)c

our

Colored

Piques

are

dyed with

process, Tripple Extract Dye.
them perfectly fast colors.

We

new

warrant

at.

THE “GORDON” SKIRT !
Pay for

.pet

yard.
This

is

the expense of quality is not
we have an exceptionally good

the Bent and Gnt it.

positively
cotton

one

skirts

<»n

of the best and most econthe mirket. The regular

price is

a LOW ONE. but
during this sale it will
be still lower.
•>
^
For this <ale only
—

goods

measure

36 inch

strong 54 inches wide, and
Good

quality, worth

s.*

Mdsonic

HARRY W. CLARK,

-*le

..L31-3C

_

.3 25

PRICE CUTTING SALE,

j. »n

_

35c
30c

sold in many stores at £1 00 and j?l .25 per
yard. During this sale we shall
^
r
* *
them at..
/ 2^

2 50

for

>

VENETIAN CLOTH.

1 62

| HARRY W. CLARK’S

BARGAIN!

All Figured Piques. .j
AH Plain Colors, 35<* oualities.
All Plain Colors. 30c qualities.
W hite Piq ;cs. 45c and 5<i.
qualities

sometime ago. They are
quality—new. fresh goods—

Bcllnst

THE SEA BREEZE.

:

Vol. 21.
22,

The
ment

Cards.* Ilooklets,* Programs,* Hill
A Note Heads,*Posters,+Ae..*Ae.

!

io.

Cocoons.
Full moon.
The longest days.
1th of July celebration.
It’s a “horseless cart.”

Northport

1

yard,

at.

Toinpk
Oporn
Cottrell,

House.

Manager.

(.rent Dramatio Company under manageof Prescott A. Loveland.

KENNEDY
PLAYERS

WE PRINT ANYTHING. Leaflets,
♦Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*

j

per

-ALL NEXT WEEK-

iSqq.

The pen in mightier than the sword
So many people think;
jround,
But the thing that makes the world go
Is plenty of printers’ ink.

\

j|

1. I.'.

Percales,

No. 25.

Belfast, Me., June

I

I

back order of

FRED A. JOHNSON,
IKeep

SIDE RED:

opportunity.

at

'L

us

shall sell them

we

economy, but
trade in

big cut, to close out regardless of profits.
$2.25 quality.81 49

Hose

*

being a little late in the season we are going
the price down to one half. As long as they

Don’t miss this
Price

j'y

Mercerized

cut

«

prices that are gist the same as making you a
present. You’ll nc\er rind a better chati-v to buy
a Pique dress
all this season s c" >d~ at
any
where near the f<*lh wing prices, <>(’ \ LITY «'• IN-

omical

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

our

Ladies’

to

Dimities, Muslins, Lawns, India
Linens, Nainsook,Checks, Etc.,

good

that were due
the 10c and 12 l-2c

-»

I

C^’A.ll

some

K-.r this sale

PIQUES

ORGANDIES.
but it

WHITE GOODS!
our

a

Linings
Regular price 5oc.

At

1

l-2c
50c

$1.00 quality

just received

Mercerized French Victorie

5

SUITED TO THE SEASON,

75c

35c

Short Dresses,

Gents’ White Unlaundered
29c
Shirts, "'orH,42'-a;-

62 1 -2c
*■

SIips, 25c

*•

soles and toes, guaranteed fast color, a good
value at 17c. For this sale. r» i-»r

33c
39c

1.25

j

—

87c

*•

j

Qc

....i

21c for this sale.
.IP
The •■Common Sense” Stocking, double heels,

19c

...

Bonnets, $1.00

5

Custom tnafle, would he cheap at
it 1 -?/-%
*3 50. For this sale./V

this

Your

profit
Sacques. 60c quality.
75c

n
m
C/i

out.

✓

PIQUE SUITS

now.

Ladies Fast Black Seamless Hose worth lJV.ioc
Ladies' Tan Hose, drop stitch, a good trade at

astonishing—the

Infants’
*•

T
70

are

is simply to close them
is Tar greater than ours.

reason

them buy

Jersey Ribbed Vests, 10 e quality. For
sale.
i.~.c
Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed Vest, worth 25c. For
! this sale.... I
j
Ladies' Seamless Tan or Black Hose, plain
I
or drop stitch, while they last.
f>,■'

Read On.

o

can use

Ladies’

I

Are You Interested in Low Prices/

c

lengths, worth 9c.
For this sale.

Jersey Ribbed Vests. ,-,e
Jersey Ribbed Vests worth 15c. For

this sale

|

INFANTS’ WEAR!

o

UINGHAriS
In short

Underwear.

43C

...

and

Hosiery

29C
*•

50c and 02c

All

la miiri,.

creat gain t0 yoa.

42c and 45c

Lord’s Prayer in concert.
Hymn, “My God, How Wonderful Thou
Dr. Mason
Art."
Pastor and congregation
Psalm :>2,
Anthem, “The Land of Rest,” Piusuti, choir
Scripture, 2 Sam. 1:17-27.
Pastor
Prayer,
Response, solo, “If He shall say Well Done,”
Mrs. Frost.
Carter
Offering and invoked blessing.
“How firm a foundation.”
Hymn,
“There is a Friend,”
Sermon,
Rev. R. T. Capeu.

!^F*ASK TO SEE IT.

lls-

Drawers, 15c and 17c quality

Ladies’

| Scripture Invitation.
! Doxology.

^$1 00.^

/

(
\

p to-uate in quality ami st\ie.
everytnmg in popular priced v naerwaar.
It's a combination that’ s hard to beat. During this sale we even get dow below

Bed Rock Prices.

*•

i

price.

TIi.,

of

Proof
<;<>refl Corsets are usually thought
Inch juiced, but we sell tins tor

cu

order of service:

ples

we have not spare to enuiuerate our entire line, we extend
to you an invitation to ex-

i f w**

r

is the

Benediction.
The pastor took a three-fold text: 1 Sam.
18:1; Prov. 18 24; John 15:14, and his dis
course dealt with one of the cardinal princi-

Queen of Corsets.

The

Out,

Underwear

>15 50.

Prayer.
Hymn, “My Saviour, My Almighty Friend”

Our corsets are not very much different from other good corsets. One particular only
in which they differ, they are an exceptionally good line—one that the wearer will appreciate. Most of our corsets are rust proof (warranted), all things equal is not this a point
worth considering? Rust-stained corse s are not pleasing to the eye and are certainly damaging to the under linen. Our corsets cost uo mure with the added rust proof poiuts than
other corsets. ASIv TO SEE THEM. A few special prices for this sale only.

All satten, with little gores in
bust and hips that permit it to
shape readily to the figure.

Organ Voluntarv, “Service Praise in G,"

!

CORSETS

sale only..-42c«

Counted

t

■

[
|

11c

Brunswick, ware at the old prices_Mrs, 11. H. Johnson, 5 earth to us when we shall have made a friend
Elm street, Belfast, has a top buggy for sale_
'••"•Mi. She sailed from Belfast,
of this greatest of Friends. Friendship shall
O. I. C. pigs for sale, with register papers, 85 each
Hh
.Sell. George B. Ferguson,
exalt us to Heaven. Jonathan took David
by Geo. W. Partridge, Searsport.See advt. of
vned in Belfast, has been bought
to the throne, and David took Jonathan
W. F. Putnam, M. D.,-specialist, Bucksport.
(\ Maddocks and others of Ban- Annual
meeting of Belfast Coleseum Company right along with him through life. Mr. Capen
Maddocks will take charge of the at the treasurer’s office at 4 p. in., July 3d ...The then paid a tribute to the members of the *
FULL PARTICULARS IN THIS PAPER NEXT WEEK. We never carry
I
expects to leave in a short time Dinsmore Store is offering great bargains iu foot- Odd Fellows’ order who have passed on be- X
over any goods from one season to another, and the people of Waldo CounJ
•' iiere the schooner now
is, to take wear this week. Read the advertisment ...Keep fore us, and concluded : "What makes us bety are realizing that it pays to take advantage of our low prices during
eyes open for Harry W. Clark’s price cutThe New England Co. of Bath your sale
j
J
Beshall
meet
these
friends?
Parti culars in The Journal next week. lieve we
again
ting
semi-annual clearance sales.
•
ts interest, one-half, in the big
cause we and they are united in the friendReward
hark Olympic, which they built
$10O
$100.
ship of that Divine Friend, Jesus Christ.
• he hark was sold to Sau Francisco
(MY CLOTHIER)
The readers of this paper will be pleased to May it be that we are friends of the whole
545,000. She cost new $62,(MX) learn that there is at least one dreaded disease world and that we may be able to say that
83 Main Street, Belfast, Maine,
t
,/‘(1“ -^riied over $40,000, so has yielded that science has been able to cure in all its stages, we have a Friend that sticketh closer than a
The place where you bought those $1.98 Pants.
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
ie< to her
•
t
Charles
brother.”
owners_Capt.
d the sch. Susan N. Pickering, ouly positive cure known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
! f‘>r a
Misses McCorrison and Knight will return
trip at his home iu Deer Isle
a
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Cah" Peterson of Rockland has taken
from Boston next Saturday with their hurdy
tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
i uf the schooner.. Sch. Huinarock
and will give their first concert in
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the gurdy,
’’Mli 8°ld to
Philadelphians, and will in system, thereby destroying the foundation of the Searsmont village, Wednesday evening,
;;.m
T| re
BEAUTIFUL MILK WHITE HORSE, »
hail from that port. She was built disease, and
giving the patient strength by build- June 28th. See their advt. next week.
years old, weighs about 000 lbs., sound and kind
Two cottage houses, eight rooms
constitution and assisting nature in
in ail harness, cheerful and fearless roadster, perFalla, Me., in 1883. Sain’l ing upitsthework.
The proprietors have so much
Hill .& Haney have secured the store on fecrly safe for ladies to drive or care for, faultless
doing
°f
each house. Situated on Main
in
Malden, Mass., and Marcellus faith in its curative powers, that they offer One
if
sold at once, $50.00
in form and action. Price
season and
,Jave sold over three quarters’ inter- Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Northport Camp Ground for the
street.
Send for list of testimonials.
Our Camp Ground
are ready for business.
Enquire of
trades
like
this at the sale
&3T*Plenty of other
ve93el to W. H. Megee of PhilaAddress, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
and Northport News is crowded out this stable of
by Druggists, 76c.
%*' who has transferred interests to tySold
GEO. W. BVBKETT.
Hairs Family Pills are the best.
Im26
LANCASTER & WEST.
week, but hereafter will be made a feature.
i

CORSETS

25c
9c
12c
I5e

»•

Muslin

Waterville to

Following

PROOF
I

7e

(regular price 16c)
Perfumery in bulk, regular price 42c, violet, Lily of the Valley, Lilac, My Jack,
for this sale, per oz..
etc
Rose Water and Glycerine, (15c quality)..
Florida Water (20c quality).
25c quality Tooth Brushes.
Evenola

15C

SR

'

gc
4c

l)c
5c

RUST

PROOF

17c

Petroleum Jellev.

••

^

RUST

Gc

Never

Odd Fellows’ Sunday. The Belfast Odd
attended divine worship at the Bapj list church last Sunday forenoon. A large
j congregation was present and the members
j of the subordinate and Rebekah lodges occupied seats in the ventre of the house near
the front.
Waldo Lodge marched from Odd
Fellows' Hall

ask you to compare these QUALI-

*

Fellows

J

we

19c
2c

"Domestic"

bed rock in

only

10c
lie

Black

planning upon the
trip. It is to be so very inexpensive that it
will be well worth the price of the trip to see

The fare from
Detroit and return will be
[ Waterville Mail.

Sc

quality.

21o.

are

the country.

12c

....

25e-

Leighton’s Royal

.1301
21c

20c.
"

10c

•••

For this sale.

per set.

sc

...

17c

The Waterville chevaliers are looking over
the itinerary for the visit of the Odd Fellows
of Maine to the Sovereign Grand Lodge at
Detroit, Mich., in September. The chevaliers
of Canton Halifax will probably be well
as

Studs, 10c quality.
5c
4c
Beauty Pins.
5c
Fancy Pins, (Barouches, etc.) 10c goods...
Shirt Waist Sets (26c goods).12 l-2c
Linen Collars, latest styles.
8c
Battenherg Patterns, regular price, 5c, 8c,
5c
10c, 12 1 2c, 15c, 17c., 20c and 25c.
Val. Laces, per yard.
lc
lc
Tortion Laces, odds and ends, per yard....
38c
Skirt Buttons, (in sets) regular price

lc

=

represented

undersold, consequently

here to be

Hair Pins per buncli.
Good Pins, per paper.

15c.

1

|

lc-

...

Dress

The Knights of Pythias will observe their
annual Memorial Sunday, by attending
divine service at the North church, July 2d.

not

are

..

NOTIONS, ETC.

wit

societies.

our new

commence THIS WEEK to cut
priceB on
We wish to close them out at some price, or
rather, to
fall goods.
In order to do this we have clone our best to in-

Collar

A WoMerM of Ecoiomy.

12
7
9 Total
10
0 0

THE STREET.

for

We shall

TIES AND PRICES with any you may find.

—

Nr.w Ai>\ khtisemknts. r red A. Johnson, MaFriend of every one, especially those who
sonic Temple, announces this week his tirst anniwere without earthly friends.
Friendship,
versary mark down sale, and lias cut prices on all i to be true, must begin with a mutual giving
spring and summer goods. The bargains are too
Jonathan stripped himself of royalty
up.
numerous to mention, and our readers are referI to be a friend of David. Are we willing to
red to his advertisment for particulars.The
give up thus for our friends? Our Divine
Belfast Department Store, 4s and fO Main street,
more than this for us.
We
W II Richards, proprietor, has secured the ser- Friend gave up
know but little of what Christ gave up for
vice of C. M. Kibble of Charlestown, Mass., who
us.
The only thing that will solve the probhas charge of the clothing department. Bargains
are offered in that department this week, and also
lems of the labor world, and the social
in the millinery and crockery departments, the
and cause wars to cease is this
latter

We

1

0
0
1
0
0
1
0

nere

Secret

Mills

Banger
daily trips Friday,
June 2od, and will begin making regular
landings at Northport Campground June
Steamer Notes,

steamers will

0
1
0

3
2

room

OUR

TO

Anniversary Mark Down Sale!

Spriug

make

*

spire customers with enthusiasm by offering more for a dollar than a dollar evei
bought; in fact, on many articles we have cut the prices far below the actual cost.

The University of Maine has won the
intercollegiate championship of ’*)*>, although
The
the schedule has not been finished.
iiual game occurred between Bates and
was
and
hotly
Colby in W aterville June 14th
contested, requiring 11 innings. The score
was 9 to 8.

Beyer

Stoke Bokijkd. Last Thursday morning,
when Alonzo Dutch opened his store he
found that some one had entered the store
and opened the safe. The safe lock was not
in good order and he left the door slightly
ajar. It was now closed and he was unable
to open it.
The door leading from the cellar
to the store had been forced open, showing
that the burglars bad entered that way. He
called in some workmen and had the safe
drilled and opened, when he found that
about 870 in money, partly in gold, had been
taken. He says that about two weeks before the store was broken into in the same
He said nothing about
way and 825 taken.
the first loss at the time. He also states
that there was about >300 in the safe at tin*
lime of the first visit and about 8400 the
second, yet the thief contented himself with
a much smaller amount,.
The burglar has
not yet been apprehended, and no formal
complaint lias been made,

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Tucy do say that the Tuesday afternoon
hail game at Waterville between the Augusta lawyers and those from the rest of the
county was about the gayest circus ever
A return game
seen on a Maine diamond.
will he played at Augusta in September and
both teams are expected to put iu the summer iu hard practice.
[Baugor Whig.

so

Medley, Butterflies,
Whistling Rufus,

lT. will attend in a
■y iugasprigof cedar tied with
The Kings Daughters, of

vV

do

T.B. P.O. A.

Bangor is quite anxious to form a baseball league with Rock laud and Belfast, and
the enthusiasts in the Queen City think
that such a venture would pay well. Their
1 idea is to have the teams made ill' of Maine
college players and local men. [Kennebec
Journal.

Band Concert.
There will b« a baud
Concert Thursday night at eight o’clock
on the lowTer school house common, with the
following program:
arr. Reeves
March, Granges,
Auber
Overture, Crown Diamonds,
Baritone Solo,
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep.
Rollinson
C. A. Stevens (By request)
Bizet
Selection, Carmen,
Doctrineu Waltzes,
Strauss

They made one trip to the
a April, and since May
1st
it more,
with a good catch

me

to

7

Following are some of the comments heard
after Saturday’s game:
Johnson is a wizard behind the bat, as Dilworth is in front of it.
The Belfast out-field is a strong team.
Dilworth is a puzzler iu the box.
The boys were all hustlers ; there was no
dumb playing.
Mc.Leilan makes a great captain.
Did you notice Berry s slide to second?
Darby is ail right on the coaching lines.

The
Saturday.
checks have been deposited, but it. is not yet
known whether they are good or not.
was

4

7

The game will be called at 1 o’clock,
allow the visitors to return on the 3.30
train.

well-dressed young

lie

0

27

REGARD

The saving is easy to see.
and Summer goods.

all

to

t

though

that

after

were

Suu-

large catch
here they had
a

Total..34

15

0

First

season.

885 for him and Iloss Fernald one of 8105
The young man has not yet returned, al-

arrived

son

with

ara,
Nhen

lB.
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

2
3
4

0
0
2
0
1
1
1
2
0

The Belfast* will play
Saturday
the Oakland*, a team which, like the Belfast*, ha* beaten everything it has met this

of

rdially invited.

Prescott, c. 3
Derby, lb. 3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

K.

0
0
1
1
1
2
0
1
1

IIV

...

man claiming to be
Morse, Jr., of Boston, son of the late
Leopold Morse, is being looked for at Linwill he held with Mrs.
<f Morrill, Friday, June eolnville. He appeared there sometime ago
and wcut to board with Joseph 8. Mullen.
iinner will he partaken of i
II** left Friday for Boston, presumably for
business session open at
his family, naphtha launch and horses.
An entertainment by local
Before, leaving Herbert True cashed a check
:lveii in the church at two

A

A.B. U.

A.

11
8
O
3
2
3
0
0
0

0
4
1
1
0

next

pasture: colts, 100 per cent;
young cattle, 11*2 per cent, sheep, 103 per
cent.
Blossom of fruit trees: apples, 30
percent; plums, 75 per cent; strawberries,
loo per cent; other small fruits, 02 per cent.
L

10

T.B. P.O.

HERE’S A HINT!

*

on

Sacrifice hits, Berry, McLellan, Hazeltine, Dilwortli. Stolen bases, Belfast, 6; Rockland, 4.
Bases on balls, BelTwo-base hits, Belfast, 5.
fasts, 3. Struck out, by Dilworth, 11 ; by Kenniston, 4.
Time of game, 2.01 12. [It was as hot
work as the figures would indicate if appearing
in a race report ] Umpires, Tuttle and Johnson.
Scorer. Fred Patterson.

stock turned to

day of the Non-Partisan

10

12345
Belfast.0 2 1 0 2
Rockland.0 0 0 0 0

the crop reports from Waldo county to the
State Board of Agriculture: Condition of
Condition of
grass fields, 80 per cent.

Lake

Totals.30

By Innings.

and

t<>

lB.
0
3
1
1
0
0
1
2
2

ROCKLAND.

Manager Cottrell of the Belfast Opera
House has secured f<»r the week beginning
next Monday the celebrated Kennedy Playiboratory of I> G. Coombs ers, who will begin their repertoire with
ov two quaintly carved canes
the comedy success, “She Couldn't Marry
id of onyx.
This company has appeared in BanThree
ase has in his garden full
gor, Portland, and other Maine cities with
variety known as "Greg- great success, and a week of enjoyment is in
The pea is a large, green, store for play-goers.

excursion

1. Patterson, r. f. 4
Hazeltine. 3b. 3
Dilworth. p. 2

0
2
1
1
0
2
1
1
2

R.

Wentworth, s. s.4
Clair, 3b. 4
Ryan, 1. f. 4
Kenniston, p. 4
Daley, c. f.. 4
Feehan, 2d .4
Wall, r. f. 4

store.

the vines grow about
seed was planted April
>wn peas picked June 17th.

went out

man

St.

received a pleasant note
laiutance L. G Coombs of
aid some curios and a plio-

ntral

The first Belfast

high liner which Wentworth, the Rockland
short stop, took writh one hand, lumping
high in the air to get it. Dilworth was at
his old place in the box; be struck out 11
men to bis opponent’s -1 and let none in on
balls. The following score tells the story :

i''

rile

Indispensable
Gradesiso Styles.

sent

field.

A glance at our columns this week will
show that very much of our county correspondence ami other news matter fails to apIt was impossible to get it in type.
pear.

ght.

Eye

g=-

Trains will thereafter leave
Belfast at 7 a. m., 1.20 and 3.30 p m. aud arrive at 9 45 a. m aud 1 and 0 20 p m.

my.

i.une

AM

■£

The officials of the Custom House measBELFAST.
A.B.
ured the new schooner Anna Murray in H. F. Johnson, c. 5
G. Darby, lb. 3
M. Bean's yard Tuesday and found her tc | Berry, 1. f.3
; H. Patterson, c. f. 4
register 1800 tons.
McLellan,2d.. 3
The time on the Maine Central changes I B. Darby, s. s.. 3

Me.,

e.lnested

They

50c. and $1.

w
steel is to be laid beiiid Pittsfield on the Maine
i: 1 s are of the new size, 33

o

noted for hanging on.
weaken your throat
and lungs, and lead to
serious trouble.
Don’t trifle with them.
Take Scott’s Emulsion at
It soothes, heals,
once.
and cures.

are

Giant Values at
Dwarf Prices!

Last week the Rockland papers announced that they were to send a team to Belfast
and try to defeat the team here. They made
the attempt, but returned with the o d

1
Saner cows I
ag

caught

Including:

nedy ami

a

—GREAT PLAYS

Campground

visitors have commenced for
the season.
A furnished room to rent,
pleasantly and conveniently
located, nearP. 0.,at Belfast.

OUR

REPERTOIRE.

Monday evening,
fShe Couldn’t Marrv Three
The Two thieved
Tuesday.
Wednesday.
Teddy Maguire, The Irish Duke
Woman against Woman
Thursday,
The Little Savage
Friday.
The Widow and the Dude
Saturday,

SPECIALTIES,

STOCKTON ,
SPRINGS.1

We woui(i like ,mrt
of your work.

Mr. Jim. .1. Konnedv. Mis*; Nellie Kensuperb company in a repertoire ot

|

Sent

by Express, Stage, or Hail.
10 Main St.
BRACKETT & CO.,
|_PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.

-PRICES-

Evenings 10, 20, 30c.
Tickets

Sale

at

Mat. 10, 20c.
City Drug Store.

ll~

NELSONEE.^Y^NELSON.
will stand Wednesdays and Saturdays at Mr.
Marshall’s stable in Belfast; other days at my I
farm in Waldo.
i
Terms $10.00 to warrant.
t£22
WM. H. BECKWITH.

on

Apply

•

to

MRS. H. H.
lw26*

JOHNSON,

5 Elm Street, Belfast.

Royal Academy,

NOBODY’S PAPA.

sombre-looking man wandered
gloomily from picture to picture. He had
A

catalogue; some people prefer to go
Without and gaze untrammelled by prejudice. He was not perhaps the onlj
man in the room without a catalogue,
but there was that about him which distinguished him effectually from every
No
other human being in that crowd.
one else looked so utterrly unamused and
indifferent as lie, though many were less
He knew a good picture et once,
critical.
and gave it a quick, appreciative secrutiny,
while the worthless specimens he passed
by with glances of contempt. Presently
he turned listlessly away and sank down
on the ottoman in the centre of the room.
Folding bis arms lie sauk into a brown
What was he thinking of? A
study.
woman, of course!
Yes; but not a woman that lie loved.
He thought of her as the beautiful
heiress whom he had wooed and won.
She was courted as only such women are
courted, and from all the host of admirers he had borne off the prize.
He,
penniless and obscure, with only bis
personal qualities to recommend him—all!
she must have loved him then.
How
beautiful slit- was, and liow sweet—she
seemed.
A bitter smile curled the man's
Sweet! she was made of muriatic
lips.
acid,
lie, himself, was not all honey and
den are not—but a woman! Ilis
sugar.
ideal of womanhood had always been softness.
gc ntleness—she should be a hero
worshipper—and her hero naturally
should he her husband.
Gertrude bad been accustomed to homShe had not been willing to own a
age.
master, had expected apparently to find
in him a slave—a slave! She should have
married another man than he.
They had
scarcely a week of love and happiness,
and in six months he had left her.
“You married me for my money!'1’ was
the last fatal insult she had hurled at him
in her passion.
••Very well, madam. 1 will leave you
of tire
your money and relieve you
presence of a
despised husband— for
ever!''
last worus

ne

He started up.

The heat

was

intoler-

testable. their cackle unendurable.
lie
would go straight out.
He would not
look at another daub.
That was not so
bao. though! In spite of himself he stopto
h'okat it.
It was the portrait of a
ped
litt.< uiil—a dear, little girl in hut and
fui tippet and muff, standing in the porch
of a
untiy house. It was evidently a
st'irmy winters day. Her feet stood in the
snow, but she was standing quite still in
in
attitude "f eager expectancy.
It
fascinated him; he looked long and earnit was a good picture, but it was
estly.
not altogether its artistic
merits that
captivated him. The child’s face seemed
to awake some far-oil’memory—a
memory
that kept on eluding him in a perplexing
manner.
Then at last it came to him.
The likeness was to a little sister of his
own who had died in earlv cF’.dhood: she
bad been his boyhood's companion.
He
had loved her deeply; he had mourned
her long. Poor Nellie!
Her name had
excited rlie first disagreement between
his wife and himself.
He had said that
if they should have a daughter he would
wish her to be called Ellen after this little sister of his.
His wife had declared
with heat that she hated the name.
Was
it p 'ssihle that site could be jealous even
of a dead child? Or was it simply that
love of opposition which ended by making their life together impossible? Ah, if
Nellie had lived, he would have had some
one to love—some one to turn to in his
desolation.
The likeness was extraordi-

nary—quite extraordinary.

“Do you like my picture?”
He turued round and saw the original
of tiie portrait standing at his elbow.
What a pretty little girl she was! And
how much prettier than her picture! The
artist had done his best, but he could not
adequately render the light which danced
in the dark eyes, nor the dimples that
came and went in the
round, rosy cheeks.
“it is very nice, but you yourself are
nicer still,” lie said with a smile.
How
that smile became him!
“What is your name?” he pursued.
“Nellie.”
He started.
“It is a curious coincidence,” he said,
“that you remind me of a Nellie who
died 1< ng ago.”
The child looked up with sympathetic,
wonder ng eyes.
“You weren’t her papa, were you?”
“No; I am no little girl’s papa.”
“Oh!-’ said Nellie in a disappointed
“Then it’s no
tone, and her face fell.
use—1 won’t tell you. No, I won't tell
you now.”
She stood for a moment irresolute; then
made as if she would tro. He did not want
her to go; he took her hand.
“Tell me—oh, do tell me!'’ be said.
“It’s a secret—why that picture was
painted—way icome Here every day. but
1 won’t tell you—no, I won't tell you.

Good-bye, nobody’s papa!”

She bounded a IT like a little coif to her
mother’s side.
He supposed she was her
mother—a tall woman dressed in black,
who stood with her back to him absorbed
in a landscape orposite,
‘‘He says be is no little girl’s papa,”
announced the child, iu her shrill voice.
The lady hushed her, took Her hand and
led her quickly from the room,
“Excuse me, hut will you hand me your
catalogue for a moment?”
The old gentleman addressed started,
dropped his double eyeglass, looked
somewhat annoyed, but nevertheless put
the catalogue into the eager band held out
for it.
“No. 179.
‘Waiting for Papa.’ Portrait of Ellen, daughter of Hugh Marston,

Esq.

“Thank you,”
His hand trembled so
be banded back the catalogue that it
fell to the ground.
“Drunk or mad?” muttered the old
gentleman, as he stooped, much discomposed, to pick it up again.
Our friend, meantime, pressed through
the crowd and hurried breathlessly on,
through the turnstile, down the steps,
just in time to see an open carriage with
two horses, and a footman in livery,drive
off.
In it were the lady in mourning and
little Nellie.
Nellie waved her hand to him, but the
lady averted her gaze.
as

*

;
1

*

*

*

*

*

*

“Is your mistress at home?”
The gentleman who asked this question
of a stately butler at the door of a house
in Belgrave Square was our f riend of the

longer

“Mrs.
name?*’
The butler looked at him a little
askance.
“Never mind my name; show me in.”
There was an imperiousness about bis
manner which
conquered the butler, in
spite of the deepening mystery.
rrLc visitor was shown in silence into
the drawing room, where a lady dressed
in black, a still young and beautiful lady,
but pale and thin, sat with her head on
her hand.
Nellie played at her feet, but
the mother was not paying any attention
to the child.

“Gertrude!”
She sprang to her feet and for a moment
a look of the most intense joy came into
her face. She seemed as it she would have
fallen into the arms stretched out to her,
but then suddenly she recoiled, saying
with bitterness:
“I will not acknowledge for a husband
the man who disowns my child.”
“Perhaps he can’t help being no little
girl's papa,” interceded Nellie.
“Disown her! Never! Did I disown
her when 1 found out?”
“You did a few hours ago, aud you
You said it to insult
must have known.
me.”
Gertrude!
flow could I
“Gertrude!

imagine?”
fie caught up the child and kissed her
wildly, passionately.
“You might very easily, and if you
had ever troubled yourself even to inquire
whether 1 was alive or dead—oh, to abandon me like that for one word—one hasty
even

word—it

cruel—cruel and brutal!”
“No, no,” said Nellie, “he's sorry
now.
I am sure lie’s sorry now.”
She patted his cheek, down which the
tears

was

running.

were

away, child—run
cried the mother.
“No, 1 can’t

“Oh,

run

Hugh,
though the
you,

can’t.”
Nhe was

kneeling
giveness

at

not

even

now

picture did

you

away!'
forgive
here,
you—1

are

bring

weeping now, and lie was
her knees, imploring her for-

with broken sobs.
Nellie ran to teil the servants that her
papa had come home at last, but mamma
was angry with hint because he said
be
was not her papa.
the
Miss
Nellie!"
cried
“Oh, hush.

to

able, the pictures odious, the people de-

no

r-—-

nurse.

“1
thought who it was when he
wouldu't give his name,” said the butler.
“I suppose they won’t want no dinner,” observed the cook sarcastically.
No, they wanted no dinner, nor one
other earthly thing—that couple upstairs.
They were in paradise, and there it would
be a pity not to leave them. [New York

Ledger.
Common

in

Schools.

In some sections there is an attempt being made to introduce into the common
schools the study of the principles of
agriculture, and it would he au excellent
thing to accomplish. No far as we know,
however, there is no one hook that is
exactly suited to the purpose. All the
books of that character that we are
familiar with either contain some errors
it is pretty difficult
1 or are too technical,
for one man to write a complete hook
! upon agriculture and its kindred industries.
There are two reasons for teaching agriculture in the Schools,
fine is to help
the child who will be a farmer, and tlie
other is to widen tlie information, for the
sake of the information, of the child who
will not he a farmer.
In either case, no
mistake should he made.
Education, unless it is a correct education, is no education at all.
It will not do, for instance,
to teach the farm boy that the heat of the
animal must be kept up, and drop the
! subject there, for a part of the time we
try as hard as we can tc get rid of the
heat, and even in the coldest weather the
,
animal
|
may he burning up because of too
I much heating food. “A little knowledge
I makes us mad,” it is said, and if agriculI ture is to be taught in the schools, it
j must he accurately taught.
Ike boy who desires an agricultural
education
for
practical
agricultural
one.
purposes need not go without
There is an agricultural college in every
State at which the young man will
be thoroughly instructed by competent
teachers, which he will not have in
the average public schools; another fact
that makes absolute accuracy of the
text-book used a necessity. We are fully convinced that, rightly managed, such
instruction would result better than
we
think.
It would be, among other
things, a sort of introduction of the
town boy to the farm, and would have a
tendency to make him more interested in
the farmer and to increase his kindly feeling toward him. And all of us ought to
have something of an understanding of
the principles of the great industry which
feeds and clothes the world.
[Epitomist.

j

’Tis worth

gold.”

This applies
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
America’s Greatest Medicine.
a bag
special force

with

Paragraphs.

Pointed
The
life.

of
to

egotist naturally leads

a

lonely

“Know thyself,” but don’t let others
get too familiar.
Torn carpets are always
the light fantastic toe.

ready

to trip

Prudence is a feather plucked from the
of some past folly.

wing

Every time a doctor collects
adds to his ill-gotten gains.
The
are

not

adding pig

and the
in the same class.

a

fee he

spelling

bee

When you lose money and gain wisdom
by it your loss is yuur gain.
Even a woman will give money
of way when it wants to talk.

the

right

No man after missing a target can
heartily congratulate another who hits it.
The man who races for wealth always
finds himself out of breath at the finish.
It is
were

lunger

foible of women who
handsome to forget they are no

common

a

once
so.

The wise man carries his knowledge
and liis watch for his own use, and not
for display.
Iiut few men can handle a hot lamp
chimney and repeat the Ten Commandments at the same time.
Take care of your sense while young
and your dollars will take care of you
when old age gets its work in.
It’s surprising how gladly some people
will exchange a small load of trouble for
large load of cheap liquor. [Chicago

a

News.

AUUUST t<LOWER.
__

«

‘•It is a surprising fact,” says Prof. Houton, “that in my trayels in all parts of the
world, for the last ten years, I have met
more people having used Green's August
Flower than any other remedy, for dyspepsia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
constipation. I find for tourists and salesmen or
for persons filling office positions,
where headaches and general bad feelings
from irregular habits exist, that Green’s
August Flower is a grand remedy. It does
not injure the system by frequent use, and
is excellent for sour stomach and indigestion.”
Sample bottle free at Poor &
Son’s, Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom,
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.

Sunter

97/rs.

9/?rs. SP/nkActm.

to

j

Plowin’

TO

PINKHAM

NO.

womb).
“After

taking four bottles of the
Compound and using some of the Liv*r
Pills and Sanative Wash, at the end of
two months I had greatly improved
and weighed 155 pounds, when I never
before weighed over 13S.
Lydia E.
Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound is the
best medicine I ever used, and I recommend it to all my friends.”-—Mrs. Anna
Eva Gunter, Higginsville, Mo.
Mrs. Barnhart

Enjoys Life Once More.
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham—I had been
sick ever since my marriage, seven
years «ago; have given birth to four
children, and had two miscarriages. I
had falling of womb, leucorrhoea, pains
in back and legs; d\'spepsia and a
nervous trembling of the stomach.
Xovv I have none of these troubles and
can
enjoy my life. Your medicine has
worked wonders for me.”—Mrs. S.
Barnhart, New Castle, Pa.
Mrs.

McIntyre’s

Within the past three years much has
in the newspapers of Ban-

A BIBLE

been written

Mrs. McIntyre says that she has received many letters of inquiry from all over
the country from people who would like
to come and study the Bible but that she
has done nothing yet about it,but is waiting until the Lord directs her to do something, but that if lie directs her to establish the Bible school she will do so*
If this is done it will be necessary for
her to erect another building, as the present one can only be used for the healing
of the sick.
Mrs. McIntyre is confident,
however, that if it became necessary to
erect the second building means for doing
it would be forthcoming from God.

re-

ligious sect in Orland, known variously as
the “Holy Rollers,” the “Disciples of the
Holy Ghost,” and “The McIntyres,” and
the recent exciting events in Levant have
brought it again before the public, more
vividly, perhaps, than ever before. The
is of local interest, because the lead-

ing figure

is

that of

for that reason

we

a Belfast woman; and
do not feel inclined to

print some of the harsh tilings said of her
in print. The Bangor Daily News of recent
date devoted

a

number

generally

hostile to Mrs.

McIntyre

As the News says,

Thrives

“The

they tell are interesting, to say
the least, covering everything from the
baptizing of people at '1 o’clock in the
morning to the interfering with and
breaking up of families.” Withoutgoiug
give

the

Daily

WITH

AIRS.

Saturday last, the writer called
upon Mrs. McIntyre iu her home iu the

i

building in Orland called Beulah Home.
It is a large frame building, 40x34 feet
in size, with two stories aud a high
The first lluor is the church, or
attic.
sanctuary; the second is the living rooms,
while the third, or attic, is devoted entireto

sleeping apartments.

The reporter was ushered into the church
asked to remain there while
room and
the woman wli-> admitted him went to
ascertain if the head of the house would
The room was barely f urnished,
see him.
the only decorations of the walls being
lithographs depicting Biblical scenes aud
scripture sayings. On a platform at one
end was a 1 ulpit aud an organ.
After being absent a few minutes the
letumed with the information
woman
that Mrs. McIntyre was at prayer and
that they never interrupted her when so
engaged and requested that the reporter
come up stairs into the reception room
and wait for her, it he hail the time.
lie ascended the stairs and was ushered
into a commodious, well furnished room
in which sat an old lady, probably 70
years of age, whom his guide tola him
After a. few
was one of the patients.
minutes a young man entered and sat
No one said anything for a time
down.
until the man asked what paper the reHe was told, and
porter represented.
silence reigned again until the writer
ventured a few remarks, which'didn’t
bring forth any gushing responses and
after a few moments the attempt was

given up.
MCINTYRE’S APPEARANCE.
After waiting nearly an hour Mrs.
McIntyre appeared. £ he is a woman 47
years of age, of medium height, clear
blueish eyes, and liair almost iron gray.
The reporter told his errand and was
assured that she was glad to see him
and would endeavor to give any informaWhen asked to give an
tion possible.
opinion about the mobbing of Rev. G. W.
Higgins in Levant slie would say nothing,
beyond that the mob was very wrong,
giving as her reason for her silence that
she was not well euough acquainted with
tne facts.
.She did say, however, when told that
Rev. Mr. Sandford had said that Higgins
was not connected with his society, that
she was glad to hear it.
MBS.

A

CHURCH

OF

FAITII.

When asked to tell about the church,
its work, and etc., she said:
“The name
of the church is The Church of the Living God, or the Pillar and Ground of
We believe that God will do just
Truth.
what he has said he will do and we try to
Our
live according to the word of God.
table is supplied by faitli and we have
built this church in the same wav.
“The building is dedicated to, and
made by God for the benefit of those who
believe in God and have faith in prayer.
We are not connected with any other
society, although our work is very similar
to that of Rev. Mr. Sandford’sat Shiloh.
We receive no gifts except from those
who are spiritual and whom God may
direct. The home is built'and furnished by
God for the healing of those who are sick,
and all who have faith in God and the Bible
and being free from contamination and
will ask, believing that He will grant their
request, are welcome to come, and there
will be no charge.
“As I have said the church has been
When I began on
built by faith entirely.
it I hadn’t a dollar, but God has directed
me to do the work and I knew that He
would provide the means, and he did,
many sending me money from New York
It has been
and other far-off places.
f urnished and completed in the same way.
On the first floor there is the church, on
the second, a kitchen, diningroom, recepOn the
tion and two sleeping rooms.
floor above there are seven sleeping
rooms. At present there is the carpenter,
teamster and two patients and myself.
(The reporter saw another man whom
Mrs. McIntyre neglected to count.) One
of the patients is this elderly lady, indicating the oldish woman before referred
to.
She was brought here two weeks
ago and had to be helped up Btairs, and
now she walks up and down stairs two or
three times a day and into the next house,
unaided—all of which is the result of
prayer.
“We do not claim that our divine healing will cure a person instantly, but that
those who have the greatest faith in the
power of God to cure disease will recover
the quickest.”
“Do you cast out demons?” asked the

reporter.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
i„ ,.„
in use for over 30 years, lias borne the
signature ;
_nllfl has been made under liis („.r.
sonal sul>°rvision since its inlan,
S*CUCA<A( Allow no one to
deceive you i„ , ,lU
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes arc hut
I
perimeuts that trille with and endanger the health ,,f
Infants and Children—Experience against Experinn
u,

What is CASTORIA

through life,

is That

Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, I*r.
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant,
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Yir...
substance. Usage is its guarantee. It destroys yynr,
and allays Feverishness. It. cures Diarrhoea and yt
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipati
and Flatulency.
It assimilates the Food, regulate th,
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

All.

little dreaming by the way,
little toiling day by day,
little pain, a little strife,
little joy—and that is life.

A

short-lived, Meeting summer’s morn
When happiuess^eems newly born,
When one day’s sky is blue above,
Aud one bird sings—and that is love.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

A little wearying of the years,
The tribute of a few hot tears,
Two folded hands, the fainting breath,
And peace at last—and that is death.
Just dreaming, loving, dying,
The actors in tin; drama go;
on a

is it

all ?

The Kind You Have Always Bought

The current number of McCall's magazine presents a delightful array of interesting miscellaneous articles, household
hints, fashions, etc. The fashions which
form a leading feature of this magazine
are exceedingly attractive and up-to-date
and will be appreciated by the home
dressmaker.
The longer articles include:
“Making Cotton Downs,” “Talks with
Mothers,” “How a Fashionable Wedding
Conducted,” and “Health and Toilet
Notes.”
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Ordered. That the said
all
interested

PROBATE NOTICES.

May 13 from San Francisco.

Emily

from

F
New

Whitney,

Pendleton, sailed
March (» for Honolulu;
A S

York
spoken March 29, lat 10 N, l"ii 27 W.
;
Emily Reed, I> C Nichols, sailed from
New York May 20 for Hong Kong.
Gov Robie, It F Oolcord, sailed from New
York May 4 for Hong Kong; spoken May 7,
lat 39

j
!

|
j
i

j

j
;

\

jI

At

Probate Court lielti

a

petitioner give notice

to

22,

Ion 70 41

Henry B Hyde, T P Oolcord, sailed from
Hilo April 21 for New York.
Josephus. P II Gil-key, sailed from New
York April 25 for Hong Kong,
Mary L Cushing, F 1 Pendleton, sailed
from New York May Id for Hong Kong.
May Flint, sailed from New York April 2*J
for Hong Ki ng.
Puritan, A rs isiamnard, sailed trorn San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from Loudon
June 2 for New York.
Reaper, 0 .0 Young, at Newcastle May 4
from Sydney, N S W, for Kaliului.
S 1) Carleton, Amshury, sailed from Kahului May 11 for New York.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at New York
May 3 from New Orleans.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Eureka
April 10 from Sau Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New Y'ork May 20 for Hong Kong
Til lie E Star buck, Ebeu Curtis, cleared
from Hilo March 4 for New York; Spoken
April 7, lat 37 S, Ion 137 W.
Win H Macy, Amshury, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from San Francisco.
Wm Id Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York May 7 for Hong Kong.
W J Rotcb, Sewall C Lancaster, at Port
Spain May 24 for United States.
»

BARKS

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
New Y'ork May 30 from Brunswick.
Edward May, sailed from Hilo May 21 for
San Francisco.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Portsmouth, June 1, from Norfolk.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Rosario April
for Rio.
Iolaui, McClure, sailed from New York
June 1 for Honolulu.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Rosario May b from Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, arrived at New York April 20
from Havana.
Olive Thuriow, J O Hayes, cleared from
Philadelphia April 10 for Ponce.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Boston April 21) for Buenos Ayres.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
Philadelphia Feb 23 for Port Elizabeth;
spoken March 13, lat 30 31 N, Ion 31) 41 W.
Rose Iuuis, Melvin Colcord, cleared from
Philadelphia April 7 for St Pierre.
Sachem, arrived at Shanghai March 22
from New York via Hong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhn, sailed
—

from Boston

April

8 for Rosario.

Willard Mudgett, A G Colcord, sailed from
Boston June 1) for Sierra Leone.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Charleston June 8 for New York.
Gladys, H B Colson, sailed from Brunswick May 8 for Philadelphia.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Pascagoula June 14 for Newport News.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
York May 19 from Brunswick, Ga.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New'
York May 29 from New Orleans.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Boston
May 27 for Fernaudina.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Turks
Island May 31 from Boston,
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at
Carthagena June 1 from Philadelphia.
Sallie I* On, W H West, cleared from
Brunswick June 8 for New York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Boston from
Baltimore April 4.
Willie L New'ton, E Coombs, sailed from
New York May 31 for Brunswick, Ga.

IA
CASTOR
and Children.
For Infants

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

Bears the

Signature

of

No need to fear sudden attacks of cholera
infantum, dysentery, diarrhcBa, or summer
complaint, if you have Dr. Fowler’s Extract
of Wild Strawberry in the medicine chest.

lican Journal, published at Belfast,that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and l< r said County, on the second Tuesday of July next at ten ot the clock before noon,
and show cat se, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazeltink, Register.

/

V

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Count’- of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. 1>. 1899.
a certain
nstrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of FLORENCE BERRY
e
of I'nity, in said County of Waldo,
la
GRANT,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this order t-' be pub
li bed three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said ( ounty, on the second Tuesda\ ot July
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the same should .i>>t
be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazeltink, Register.
At a l’u bate Court held at
lor the County of Waldo,
day of June, A. 1). 1899.

I

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of EVERETT STAPLES,
late of Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to lie
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be neldat Belfast,
within a id for said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten ol the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have why the
same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Ha/.i-i.tivk, Register.

a Probate Court belli at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 13th dav >1
June, A. D. 1899.
MoG RA V, authorized agent ot the exee
tors of t he last will and test ament of WILLIAM ,M< (; R A V. late I Unity, in sain <’■ unity <-i
Waldo, deceased, having presented .i petition
praying that he may he granted a license t< accept
an advantageous oiler for and sell certain real estate ot said deceased.

DR.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks sur. essivelv in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the 11th day of July, A
I). 1899, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayei d
said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. J(HiNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazfutink, Register.

A

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
June, A. I). 1899.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
Will and testament of ALFRED LATTERSON, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
4

.A.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within ami tor said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Bel last, within and for
the County of Waldo, on t he second Tuesday of
June, A. 1). 1899.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of EMILY PEIRCE, late
of Belfast, in said Couuty of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in tin* Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have, why the
same should not he proved, approved and allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cham. P. Hazeltine, Register.

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of June,
A. I). 1899.
A. HUNKER, creditor of THOMAS M
SWEENEY, late oi Searsport, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that Benjamin O. Sargent may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.

SUSAN

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within ami for said County,
on the 11th day of July, A. D. 1899, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltime, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of June,
A. D. 1899.
L. REYNOLDS, widow of CHARLES H.
REYNOLDS, late of Brooks, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that she may be appointed administratrix
of the estate of said deceased.

ABBIE

At

j

Probate f ourt neiuat neirast. wit

a

m

ami tor

the Countv of Waldo, on the 13th dav ol June,
A. D. 185)1*.
A LBKRT .L SKIDMORE. administrator do bonis
non of the estate of ABB1L A. MORSE, late
of Searsmont, in said County ol Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying tor a license
to sell at public or private saie certain real estate
of said deceased described in said petition.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order t<> be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, ('it the 11th day of July. A I*
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer ol said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. p. Hazeltink, Register.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the Countv of Waldo, on the 13th day >1 June.
A. D. 185*5*.
white, widow or william f.w mite,
late of Montville, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying tor
an allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal a newspaper published at
Belfast, they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
11th day of July, A. 1>. 18‘J‘J, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
At a

Anns,

granted.
A

true

GEO. E. JOHNSON,
copy.

Judge.

Attest:

Chas. P. Hazkltink.

Register.

1TTALL>0 SS. In Court of Probate, held at BelVt
fast, on the 13th day of June, 185*5*
CHARLES E. DYER, administrator on the estate
of GEORGE DYER, late of Searsmont, in said
County, deceased, having presented his tirst and
final account of administration ot said estate for
allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th d.iv
of July next, and show cause, il any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
a

>rdered, That the said ;

w

<-•

all persons interested h\
order to he published three w<
the
Republican Journal a i.<
a
Belfast, that they m.i\
Court, to he held at Belfast,
(’ounty, on the 11th Cay
ten ot the dock before m
any they have. whv the pr:i\should not he granted.
CEO E
A true copy. Attest.
( has. E Ha/r
<
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last, on tin
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Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
June, A. i>. 1899.

At a

Belfast, wit bin and
the 13tli day ot

on

HER A. CROOK ER, administratrix «t the
of BENJAMIN S. CROOK ER, late of

estate
TEAT

Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying fora license
to sell at private sale ami convey certain real
estate of said deceased as described in said petition.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons Interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the lltli day of July, A. I>. 1899 at
ten of the clock before noon, and show, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/.ki.tink. Register.
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1

Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
NOTICE. The subscriber
three weeks successively
order to be
hereby gives notice that he lias been duly
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
of the estate of
Administrator
appointed
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
HENRY DOCKIIAM, late of Prospect,
Court, to be held, at Belfast within and for said
County, on the lltli day of July, A. D. 1899, in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
if any they have, why the prayer of said petiagainst the estate of said deceased are desired to
tioner should not he granted.
I present the same for settlement, and all indebted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
j thereto are requested to make payment immediA true copy. Attest :
I
DANIEL M. DOCKHAM.
ately.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
1
1899.
June

published

■

f said David l’eirce.

to

the second Tues-

!

1

Belfast, within and for

At

Belfast, within and
on

Attest:
Cnas. P.

ihaki.es \v. freih;kii
late EMMA LENA FI!El

aughter ot D.W ID I*KI l:(
said County of \\ aid* de-s
ed a petition praying that
administrator de in nism
*

to beheld at Belfast, w itliin and lor said County,
I). 1899, at ten oi the
on the 11 til day of July. A
! clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitionersliould not.
be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

A true copy.

NEW YORK CITY.

At a l’r.ibate Court held
for the County of \\ ii...
June, A. D. ISO'.*.

a

at

30 Years.

MURRAY STREET,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the 13th dav <>r June,
A. I). 1899.
Pl'NK'H J. HARDING, widow of EDGAR
Xj HARDING, late of Unity, in said County of
Waldo, dt ceased, having presented a petition
praying that she may he appointed administratrix of the estate of said deceased.

Day
a Cold in One Day
Sore Throat in One Day
Hoarseness in One Day

a

Cough

In

the Csumtv of Waldo, oil the 13th dav of June,
AbnerCoburn, M L Park, from Hong Kong
A. D. 1899.
for New York, passed Aujer April 11.
held
at
within
At a Probate Court
and for
Belfast,
W. BROWN, Jk.. administrator of the estate
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at New
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
of HARRIET GATES, late of Monroe, in said
17
York May 15 from Liverpool.
June, A. ]). 1899.
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
County
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Hilo
certain instrument, purporting to be the last petition praying for a license to sell the whole <d
May 20 for New York.
certain real estate of sain deceased, and described
will and testament ot .1A AIKS R GROSS,
A
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, arrived at Hono- late ot Thorndike, in said County of Waldo, de- in said petit ion.
ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
lulu April 23 from Norfolk.
[ ceased, having been presented for probate.
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, at New York
Ordered, Tha; notice be given to all persons in- order
to be published three weeks successively in
from Samaraug.
terested by causing a copy of this order to he
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published a:
E B Sutton, E I. Carver, arrived at New published three weeks Miceesshely in the RepubBelfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
York

always

so

Mitting picture
wall,
Love, death, the themes! 13ut
[Paul Lawrence Dunbar.
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a

feeble and forlorn,
He'll think of what I told him
About the fun of plowin’ corn.

we

News report of

AN INTERVIEW

And
So

good food and sunshine, with

on

#

scorn

persons
by causing
copy of this
plenty of exercise iu the open air. Her
order to be published three weeks successively in
form glows with health and her fare blooms
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
that they may appear at a Probate
Take Cleveland’s
Lung Healer, 25c at Belfast,
with its beauty. If her system needs the
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
cleansing action of a laxative remedy, she Trial size free. If it fails to cure, you: County, on the 11th day of July. A. D. 1899, at
ion of the clock before noon, and show cause,
uses the gentle and pleasant
Syrup of Figs, money will be refunded. A. A. Howes if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
made by the California Fig Syrup Co. only. & Co.
G Et). E. J<)HNS()N.
Judge.
A true copy. Attest
of
Water
CiiAs.
P. Hazkltine, Register.
Deep
Vessels,
Register

and

stories

further into details iu this direction

MODERN

in

And when his health is broken,
Though millions he may own.
He'll And that for his loss sustained
No money will atone.

To Cure
THE

me

He does not know the treasures
That are hidden iu the soil,
He does not know the pleasures
That are won by honest toil.
I’m glad that I’ve been taught,
From childhood's early morn,
To know how sweet are the rewards
Ot work like plowin’ corn.

of columus to the

so-called “Holy Rollers” including interviews with people of Orland, who seem to
be

SCHOOL, MAYBE.

at

He says in some great moneyed scheme
He means to have a share’,
Because ’tis his ambition
To become a millionaire,
And that the flower I would
pluck
Would only prove a thorn,
For whoever knew a millionaire
Who made it plowin' corn ?

I.TFE.

Orland four years ago and has remained
there ever since.
Sue says that she has been treated with
the greatest respect by the people of the
town and feels that she could go out and
borrow £1,000 there if she felt it necessary.
She further says that the stories of the
holy rolling meetings are a dream of visionary people who know nothing of the
Church of the Living God.

laugh

When I tell of the fun 1 have
On the farm a-plowin' corn.

Mrs. McIntyre was born in Waterboro,
Me., 45 years ago, and first began her religious work about 10 years ago. First
holding services in Belfast and came to

Peculiar Band of Believers ami Tlieir Modes
of Relijjiuos Worship.

matter

MCINTYRE'S

MRS.

Beulah Home.

gor, Boston and New York about the

And

“I do Dot interfere in the least with the
mode of living of any of my followers. In
fact, I doubt if they would stand it. I do
object to the use of pork as an article of
food and preach against it all the time.
“My objections are that it is unclean
and not fit to be eaten by hurnau beings.
You know, the Bible tells us to discard
all that is unclean.
Of course if any of
my followers wish to use pork I cannot
them.
prevent
“Xo, I do not think that any of my followers would stop using pork if they
wished to continue doing so, even if I
commanded tl em to.
“A short time ago we were going to
have a convention here and as the time
drew near I found that we had no flour
and no money to buy more with. I went to
the Lord and told him that we needed
flour to feed His people with and He said
it would be forthcoming.
“The next morning when we opened
the door there sat the flour on the steps,
and across the head of the barrel was written ‘From Father.'
Wasn’t it wonderful?”

76,244]
“One year ago lasttfune three doctors gave me up to die, and as I had at
different times used your Vegetable
Compound with good results, I had too
much faith in it to die until I had tried
it again. I was apparently an invalid,
was confined to my bed for ten weeks.
(I believe my trouble was ulceration of
MRS.

Corn.

You may talk about your
city dude
With leisure and tine
clothes,
Who walks the street with cane in hand
And “Bpecs” across his nose.
He likes to guy a chap like me

OBJECTS TO PORK.

[LETTER

her methods.

Agriculture

“Occasionally,’ said Mrs. McIntyre,
“but not very often.
You see we find
the authority for it in Mark, 16th chapter,
verses 10, .17 and 18.
We do that in the
cases of
very wicked people who are
crazed with wickedness.

■

J’rom

that be seemed another man.
Marston is at home, sir.
What

uau ever

her—the last words he ever
should speak.
He had left her then and
there, to her grand house with her grand
servants and her grand friends, and he
had gone to Australia to begiu life anew
with only his brains for capital.
The
capital, however, was a good one. He
had made his fortune and he had come
home, yielding to a strange longing jto
see—not her—oh, no! nor any other man
or woman alive, but to tread his native
soil, revisit the scenes where he had
spent a happy boyhood—and then—he
should return to Australia.
There, he
had friends; there he had land.
It was
liis home now.
A'o one knew of his
arrival in England; no one should know.
From his wife his separation had been
complete. There had been no letters, no
inquiries. To each other they were as
dead.
It was seven years since they had met
and married and parted, and he did not
know if she were living or dead.
Of
course he did
not want to know.
She
perhaps w as anxious to hear of his death
in order that she might marry somebody
else.
Perhaps in time she would assume
his death.

spoken

was

countenance

no

nose were me

but he

gloomy and morose. He was eager and
excited. So great was the difference which
this change of expression made in his

:>

STKFHEN 1*. 1IASKE1.I
in tlie County of W .iId >,
\
bonds as the law directs.
mamls against tin* estate ot
sired to present the -ame tindebted thereto arc re.p
aN'JEI
immediately.
1 .iberty, June 13,1 S'".»
4

DMIMSTHATOU

S

NOI

v

1

H

\ hereby gives not ice th.i
pointed administ rat or ot the

« >

WILLIAM B. FLINT, lauin tin* County of Waldo *i.■
bonds as the law directs. All |
mamls against tin* estate ot
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto arc reqin
DA Ml
ment immediately.
M

~

Bangor, June 13, 1.S99.
1

s noth

hereby gives notice that
Administrator
with

pointed administrator,

he

the

>

the estate of

MARGARET A. SToWKRS,

hit.

Springs,
in the County of Waldo, dec-,.'*
bonds as the law directs. All ;
mantis against the estate of said isired to present the same for >eti
indebted thereto are requested to 1
>

1

ROBERT
immediately.
Belfast, June 13, 1899.

I

been chief flag officer of the
New York
Yacht Club since its
organization on the
schooner Gimcraek, off the
Battery in
°° account of ill
health, in
18oo.
The gallant Commodore
died at
his home in Hoboken in
June, 1857.

^
tin-rica’s Famous Victory.
ine
wing is

a

slightly condensed
won by the Ameri-

'mielphia,

Saturday

Round About

Even-

Maktinique, May 12, 1899. Ou our
arrival off this port the anchors
were
barely down when a steam launch came
alongside with an American flag at the
staff.
A herculean Adonis
sprang up the
steps and pleasantly introduced

was the product of the
American pilot schooner,
i_h now being replaced by
rapidly as possible, is
m the most speedy and seaThese little
a the world.
out any gale that ever
!,•
and
one of
Atlantic,
Nye, now transformed
Ac out the great blizzard
; uting a rope-yarn; she
me of the oldest boats
1 83 1, the year of the
melon, American pilot
i\ achieved a good amount
seamen of every nation.
>i the tleet was, at that
1‘aylor, planned by Geo.
man of thirty, who had
enviable reputation as a

,,

othcei

as an

could do for

there

something

was

they

■

new—a

were

down

.>ew

1 oik

up

or

yards and housing top-gallant
masts; they didn’t send around to ask if
I were in any trouble, nor, as a rule, take
pains to offer courtesies of any kind. 1

believe there is a new sense of duty; our
navy is not only becoming an institution
of pride aud gladness in the heart of tvanderiug Americans,but is advised, and now
able, to look after the interests of all
American subjects. This will be taken
due notice of by other people and they
will govern themselves accordingly.
The prompt attention that was shown
us was taken note of here aud
editorially
mentioned in the newspapers.
at

any time
—that though visitors are received only
on certain
days and hours, an American
master is not considered a stranger
nor looked
J
upon as a public visitor.
found the commander and officers a most
set
of
men
and
as
interested
genial
just
iu our class of vessels, and in our travels
and experiences, as we are in their life
and duties, and in their modern, powerful floating machine shops.
We have
within the past year had au object lesson
in our need of a navy, and the unbounded and crushing success of what we had,
saved many a soldier-life and millions of
dollars to our country, besides teaching
the powers of tin* world that the condi| tions are fast becoming unfavorable for
trifling with the I'uited states,—and that
! means for us peace and prosperity as well
1 as satisfaction and
commendable pride.

CALIFORNIA
CNN

EOTTISVIELE.
•t>r

the majorluxious to see the Brittew tail-feathers from the
agle. Eighteen vessels
11:u
fifteen started, includ"mers and eight
cutters,
t
the humblest of Her
cis, the greatest interest

starling-line,

were

not

TilK

During

£

A farmer of Aurelian Springs, N. C., a
few days ago, plowed up an iron pot tilled
with old gold coins.

‘-.iL'

bv all

ters in Havana Province thus far.

In the distribution of Spanish cannon
in Cuba and Porto Rico, oneguu
will be allotted to each State.

captured

Brig. Gen. Charles King, just back
from the Philippines, has been honorably
discharged, to take effect on August 2ud.
The Uuited States Naval Construction
Board has finally approved the plaus for
six new cruisers of the Denver class.

Eight hundred Japanese workmen

EY.
Dr r,:eU

CAE.

in the States of

The

The Pennsylvania act of 1897 prohibiting the discharge of a union soldier from
public service without cause has been
declared unconstitiP ional.
While the population of France has in
creased only 10 per cent, in the last fifty
years, the number of state officials shows
an increase of 121 per cent.

*

YORK, N. AN
-Price 50c. per bottle

At the burial of Bishop Durien, of
British Columbia, 5000 Indians chanted
a death song and a party of Indians enacted the crucifixion of Christ.

disappointed.

IKOQIOIS AXD ALABAMA.
the

The French cruiser Suffren, 12,504 tons,
which was begun on January 5, will be
launched on July 25.
This is the first
occasion on which a vessel of this importance has been built in so short a time
—six months, twenty days—distancing
completely British work.
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By a vote of the high school at Beverly,
Mass., all the teachers and pupils of that
school will hereafter wear sunbonriets and
sombreros during warm weather.
The
young women appeared on the streets of
the
time
in
last
for
first
Beverly
Thursday
old-style head gear of many colors and
patterns and created a great sensation.
“ONLY

Hunter,
been
F.

<“"hat

dog

a

familiar

a

which for many years has
figure at the home of J. !

Thorndike,

and

well

general favorite of people
\ in that vicinity, and which died
receutly,
j
i possessed a rare and interesting combinai tion of the most desirable characteristics
of

a

the various strains of

blood

which

coursed

his veins.

casual

while experts and

His great inthrough
telligence, amiableness, faithfulness and
prowess wrere noticeable to even the

observer,

dents of the canine race have
much

interest

stu-

expressed

his prominent

in

through proper training might have
brought him up to the highest standard
his kind is capable of attaining.
He was
doubtless a good example in some respects to many who assume a more erect
posture. He was seldom seen outside of

Earths

of the common

ported by him

family.
clined,

He

to

course was

some

quickly

■PiTTLE

Tiver

| PIUS.

ferociously
satisfy himself

CURE

inciSick Headache and relieve all the
dent to a bilious state of tlio systebi, such as
after
Distress
Drowsiness,
Dizziness, Nausea,
er.tiug. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown iu curing

troubles

or

other

hand, several instances are known
championing the cause of some

On the

of his

or

notice the

to

weak

and it

cur,

protection

was

and

amus-

care

lie

would give the little fellow.
Old Hunter was always ou friendly
terms with the animals about the place.
At

one

time he took charge of a weakly
lamb, warning off men or

motherless

who might come near,
himself useful in many ways.
He would take messages to members of
the family about the place with as much
other creatures

lie

made

promptness

as a

reliable boy would.

family he exhibited
Preparations by any memfamily for leaving home were

watch in the direction in which his
On the return, and
friends

keep

disappeared.
long way off,

he would meet them

with the most cordial greeting, and then
hasten to inform near neighbors in an unmistakable manner of the, to him, happy
event.

Aside from his

friendship,

security wheu
about, and he is greatly missed.

was

a

sense

of

East Thorndike.

he

I have taken considerable of it and
can testify to the merits of Pe-ru-na.
bottle of Man-a-lin. and they both are most excellent remedies. I am as
well and hearty as I ever was in my life, and give the credit entirely to your
medicines.”
The Pe-ru-na Medicine Company, Columbus, 0., will mail Dr. Hartman’s books
on catarrh free.
Special book for women. All druggists sell Pe-ru-na.
I

one

!

Remember

j

colic, diarrhoea
I the only correct
i ailments,

forty

there
was

which

years,

that

cholera

and

dysentery

cholera infantum, summer complaint, bilious
and all catarrh of the bowels. Catarrh is
fur these affections. Pe-ru-na is an absolute specific fur these

name
are

so

lost

never

morbus,

each

are

in

Dr. llartmau, in a practice of o\er
cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea, or
was Pe-ru-na.
Those desiring further particuAddress, Dr. Hartman,
copy of “•Summer Catarrh.’’

common

summer.

single case
only remedy

a

cholera morbus, and his
lars should send for a free
Columbus, 0.

of

NEARLY

Fiftyeiqht Years Old!!!
It's

a

long life, but devotion to the true
prosperity of the American

interests and

People has

won

for it

new

friends

as

the

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and s’eadtast to-

day,

with faith in its teachings, and coufhlence in the information which it brings
to their homes and firesides.

Ah a natural consequence it enjoys in
its old age all the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

experiences of

over
ou

half

a

century.

its merits, and

ou

the

stantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to
happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends,

his home all the

new*

and

the condition and prospects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and. in fact, in a week v visitor
which should be found in every w'de-awake, progressive family.

Both of these papers for only *2.00 a year.
to The Republican Journal Publishing Cr, Belfast, Vie.

Just think of it!

subscriptions

FRED ATWOOD

5

Winterport,

Me,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

ACHE

Representing Over Twenty Million

Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
CL4F**STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. 4a Securitv Bonds for Cashiers, Contractor>, Administrators and Trustees, j Correspondence solicited.
Real estate bought and sold.

Is the bane of so many lives that here is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
Others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vials at 25 cen is ; fi\ e for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

gssfcJHROW YOURTRUSSAV/AY

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York,

Snail PHI. Snail Dose. Snail Price.

Stag Drink is Death

Of Men, Women and
children, cured by the

Fidelity

Method.

No cutting operation,
no detention from daily
duties.
We guarantee
in every
no

case we

>aey is

ai

a

|HE BEST TARM AND KA.TILY PAPER IN THE
UNITED STAIEs, BO I'M ONE YEAR

cure

accept for treatment,

required

uutil

cure

is

and
com

FOR ONLY S2.00.

plete.

Physicians
gate.
DHL CHARCOT'S TONIC TABLETS
Hie the only
positively guaranteed remedy for the
Drink Hu' it. fvi vousness and Melancholy caused
by strong drink.
*VK <JI AKWTEK FOVlt ItOAKN
to cure any case with a positive- u rittn-n guarani* e or refund the money, ai d to d—troy the
appetite for intoxicating liquors,
THE TABLETS CAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.

STRONS DRINK
R. H.
rAs*

&

MOODV, -So!.- Ageu.

f!*a

ai; tlv".

..ur readers should
Believing that every one
at least one good a;_i-> ul;;;;v.l a:*;! family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that pract teal and in>tructive journal.

invited to call and investi-

Over 15,600 cures

already

have

effected.

Farm

rv

K.-tiorcs

Belfast, Vie.

comn<
v■

mu

with

our

>wu

doruNAL. l>otli

a

•»! the eon
Lack of spa v iorbidsa de»<
o
Farm and lb on:, wan I a re unequalled
for variety and excellence. 1‘ron.incut among its
many departments may be menti-mod the Farm

Belfast Office, Johnson

Block,

harden. Market Ueports, Fruit Culture, Plans
Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the hlobe, Livestock and Dairy, The Poulr) Yard, tfuestlon Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
FvR't and H >mk is published seiiil-monHily
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 5011 pages, teeming

ViTALil 7

and

E. L. STEVENS, M. 0.,
Operating Surgeon.

d

Cures Impotency, Night Emissions anc
wasting diseases, all effects of self
or

excess

anu

iBvmaiWjOcper box:6boxes
lor $2.50; with a written fjuarantee to euro or refund the money.
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton Sc Jackson Sts., CHICACO, ILL.
by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast, Me.

LADIES

DO YOU KNOW

DR. FELIX LE BRUITS

Steel | Pennyroyal Treatment

is the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable care on the mar■ket. Price, $1.00; sent by mail,
t Genuine sold only by

R. H. MOODY, wSu e; Agent, ISsIfast,

Office Hours, I to 4 ; 7 to 8 P. M.

muis

abuse,
cretion. A nerve tonic and
blood builder. Brings the
pink glovr to pel? cheeks and
restores the fire of youth.

Sold

Homk. In

tents

Li LOST ViGOFI
ii toil W y 1 Mamd MANHOOv

fsap W ij

and

publication, Tut: Uiicculic
full year ior mil) $2.00.

Conslutation and examination free.

and

of ?10.ei» we will mail you four [4 j boxes and positive written guarantee to cure or refund
your money. Singie boxes 83 00.

If

watched by him with doleful countenance
aud after the departure, and during the
absence, whether hours or days, he would

a

Dr. S. B. Hartman. Columbus, 0.

HEAD

Ache they would be almostpricelessto those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

much concern.

when

The catarrhal nature of female troubles is beyond question, and the certainty
of Pe-ru-na's action has been demonstrated in thousands of cases. Pe-ru-na
drives out catarrh everywhere.
Mrs. Caroline Daft, 1 vansport, 0., writes;

SICK

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing aiul preventing this annoying complaint, while they also

illness occurred in the
ber of the

Pe-ru-na is a scientific remedy for all phases of catarrh. It is particularly
efficient for women’s troubles because it acts through the nerves. Sarah Gallitz,
of Luton, la., writes:
1 was suffering with the Change of Life; I had spells of flowing every two
I had given up hope of
or three weeks which would leave me nearly dead.
being cured when I heard of Dr. Hartman’s remedies and began to use them.
and
Man-a-lin.”
I am entirely cured and give all the credit to Pe-ru-na

Send all

that

large

ing

I suffered
with catarrh of the head, nose
and throat for three years. I
^
could get no relief until I began
x
taking Pe-ru-na. I took three
bottles; it has done wonders. Independent of curing my catarrh it
has greatly improved my general
health. I cannot describe the change.
Any one suitering from catarrh ana knowing
that it can be cured, would be very unwise not to take Dr. Hartman’s advice.
Follow directions; Pe-ru-na does the rest.—Miss L. Wiggins, Berlin Heights, O.

graph and testimonial.

an alliance with “The York Weekly Tribune1* which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trilling cost of *2.00 per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to liis family, aud to tiio community in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works con-

in-

yet would not brook an intrusion or an
iusult from his kind, it mattered not how

small

Pe-ru-na Medicine Co.
Deah Sins:—I send my photo-

re-

strange objects or movements meant no
mischief before he would relinguish his
watchfulness. He was never quarrelsome,

powerful his opponent.

is not laziness: it is a symptom.
Something is wrong with the nerves.
A eolil in the head when the nerves
are not normal soon develops into
Miss
chronic catarrh.
"1 Linnie IViggins, Berlin
Heights, O., tells her experience with catarrh in
the following letter:

into

member of his

never

was

but he would

“ASSITIIDC

acknowledged the country over as the
leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the state aud Nation,
the publishers of The Republican Journal (y air own fav mite home
paper) has entered

neighborhood.
Nothing about the premises escaped his
notice, either by day or night. Anything
out

whose catarrhal troubles Pe-ru-na has cured.

women

cordial support of progressive Americans.
It is “The Now York Weekly Tribune,*'

immediate

own

Home Life of Women.
Several letters from

It has lived

traits

which

his

Ingenious Apparatus for Use in Supplying Steamships at Sea.
So far as is known by the
writer, no
special apparatus for this purpose has
been designed or constructed in this country; possibly the idea of coaling war vessels in a seaway is of too recent adoption
here for such development.
It will be remembered that some experiments have
been made with coaling off soundings
from a tender by American war
vessels,
and if it shall seem to be desirable to he
prepared to receive fuel at sea in this manner there is little doubt that the
genius of
American mechanics will evolve an apparatus which shall be at once simple and
efficient.
In all probability the only principles to be applied to this undertaking
are those in
daily use on the traveling
cableway, the coal storage mechanisms
and some of the extensive apparatus
which is used for the removal of
spalt
from the great cut of the Chicago drainage channel.
The appliance consists
essentially of a
beam or spar which can he hoisted and
from
a
suitable hook.
supported
A trav
eler runs on a rail attached to this
spar
and carries a bucket.
This traveler may
be stopped at any one of a number of fixed points in this rail and the bucket lowered or raised.
When the load is being
lowered the traveler is rigidly looked to
its ways, and when it is traveling the
louu IS locKea so mat it cannot be lowered.
The whole of the various motions of
lowering and traveling are controlled by a
single wire rope passing over a pully at
the end of the spar. The spar is
stayed at
frequent intervals by wire stays which at
at their upper ends are connected to a single ring. The whole appliance can thus be
strung trum an ordinary derrick or crane,
aud when used on shipboard it is not
mounted until it is about to be used, being secured on deck until wanted. The
ends of the spar are stayed to fixed points
aud when all is hauled taut the
transporter is quite rigid.
One of these transporters erected on a
wharf at Woolwich has a spar 85 feet
long which can be traversed along its
beam a distance of 40 feet, so that a large
area may be commanded
by the bucket.
The rail oil which the traveler runs is
made out of a channel iron and is lilted
with stops at intervals of five feet.
AH
the stops, save the one at the lower end
of the spar, are under control, and the
bucket may be stopped at any one of them
which the engineer or fireman may direct.
Suspended from the traveler head is the
latching and locking mechanism, which j
appears to be quite elaborate and some- |
what difficult to explain without tlie aid of
a
series of di (grams.
In operation the
bucket is run out to the end of the spar,
where the traveler locks itself, there being a specially deep stop there.
1 he buck*.*: is then lowered and filled
and hoisted until a ball unlocks the traveler and kicks the load,
it is then traversed up the beam and past the desired
stop and allowed to back into it, when the
traveler locks itself and the load may be
lowered. On raising the bucket agaiu the
traveler is unlocked, moved slightly up
the beam, and allowed to run down agaiu
to the lower end, where the former cycle
of operations is repeated.
It is said that
one of these machines has dispensed with
the services of eight, men formerly employed to accomplish the same amount of
work, and that the transporter has been
extensively sold both in England aud
abroad.

correct all disorders of thestomach .stimulate the
liver and regulate tho bowels. Even if they only
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Filipinos
yet able to govern
themselves, and only those who are
not fully
informed, or who are actuThe body of George Merriam Hyde, a
ated by a desire for self-aggrandizement,
writer who disappeared from
think otherwise.
Were we all of one magazine
his home in New York two months ago,
origin and one faith, the problem would
has been found floating in the Hudson
be much simpler.
It would take a stronger nation from River.
without to allay sectional
jealousies
Squads of Osage Indian police have
aud racial hate, and to establish a governdriven several hundred squatters from the
ment that can guarantee freedom and
Osage Indian reservation, in the Indian
security to every native in every island-— Territory, and destroyed their property
to all tribes and races alike, without
and crops.
That
tyranny and without favoritism.
Spain failed to do this is no proof that
Chester P.
Cornelius, a full-blood
America will fail.
If Holland has made Indian of the Oneida
reservation, and Miss
such a signal success in the government Gertrude
Smith, an accomplished white
of her East India possessions,
why should ! girl of Darlington, Wis., were married
not the United States be able to do as 1 last
week.
well by us? 1 believe she will, and with
me in this desire and belief are a great
Seventy-seven car loads of agricultural
majority of the best classes of my coun- implements are now on their way from
the United States to the Argentine Retrymen.
But if such is their belief, why then public for the new harvest.
Most of them
have the most influential Filipinos sup- are harvesters and threshing machines.
ported the Americans with so little
At Kutztown, Pa., Mrs. William Sch- ;
warmth? The reason is not far to seek.
The views of the large anti expansion mick, aged 70 years, while walking in the ;
element in the United States, expressed garden, fell heavily on an iron rake, the
teeth of which were turned upward.
The
in a multitude of journals in no uncertain tone, have tilled this class of my sharp iron points entered her body, inFor flicting injuries from which she died.
countrymen with apprehension.
if the Americans have won the PhilipThe elm tree at Fort Meigs,made famous
pines only to give them up to anarchy
by the campaign of Gen. William Henry
and racial wav, they well know that they,
who have advocated annexation, would Harrison against the Indians, has fallen,
and the spot is not now marked.
An
be the first to suffer from the vengeance
effort will be made to erect a memorial
of the triumphant rebels.
tablet to mark the place where the tree
me uign-uanuea meuiocis
oi
ixguinaldo in the confiscation of
and i stood.
are not

Rebellion the American
cruiser Iroquois called at this port ami
found the Confederate Alabama.
The
commander of the former ship arranged
with the master of an American vessel in
port to watch the privateer and make
property
in*.
iicoiijc ui
inuie&L, j certain
lie the expulsion and execution of those
signals when she moved.
tin- Regatta Committee’s
then went to sea and lay off the port out- opposed to his ambition have taught
i.
u.y celebrities, including side of neutral limits.
In the darkness of them what to expect should he have
tt Lawrence, the Amerinight the Alabama got under way and full sway and undisputed dominion.
tbe Court of St. James,
It is America’s duty to finish the work
steamed to the south, rockets from the
■>nel Lawrence. The p re- American
In sayvessel in the port were sent up she has so auspiciously begun.
turned out from the club- |
southward; the Iroquois headed that way ing this I am only actuated by the desire
a
in the morning, and t wards tiie
I have little
coast, the Alabama turn- for my country’s welfare.
which were moored in ed
northward across the bay and the interest in the idea of American im•v.
up anchors and sent' rockets Hew to the north; the
is
al
m.
Iroquois peri
Would it not be base to leave the milturned that way, but was now behind the
iater the starting signal chase.
The Alabama, with a local pilot lions of Filipinos who ardently desire
no race was begun, the
on board, and with no
gleam of lights, independence under American auspices—
the eastward with a fair rounded the
north cape of the island, and because it alone will bring the freedom
The Gypsy led over the close over
under land steered eastward ; and security so long denied them—at the
Brice next, and Volaute, for some
distance until she stopped and mercy of a few misguided leaders, or to
Aurora and
"W, Freak,
lay right alongside a perpendicular bluff, 1 shameless and unprincipled adventurers,
mu in the <;>rder named, the
in very deep water and under the black whose course is inspired chiefly by the
j
•gether and some distance shadows of mount
l’elee, which stood J thought of their own gain?
feet almost overhead. There i
Nothing has encouraged the insurgents
nearly
5,000
s
Land buoy the America she
with no spark of light or sound so much as the attitude of those congresslay
Beatrice, Constance and above the breath of her anxious
people. men and senators who have persistently
::
after, under the influence The Iroquois went
and opposed the prosecution of the war against
thrashing
by
breeze, she passed the steamed away, out through the Domini- them.
■1 literally ran away from can
The rebel leaders, indeed, began to rely
channel, with the hope of either runmerica had been fitted
ning up with the Alabama by chance in for success more on the aid that they reon a stay from the forethe darkness, or of finding her in sight ceived in congress than on their own
end of a jury jibboom,
The attitude of these mistaken
when daylight came.
When her enemy prowess.
saw the race say that it
was well away on a wild
chase the statesmen has, lam sure, prolonged the
goose
*■••!. and when the spar was
war many months, has paralyzed the inAlabama turned back and steered southa flaw off Sundown Bay,
ward ou her usual mission of destroying dustries of my country, and has caused
i> reported to have exthe death of thousands of Americans and
unarmed and defenseless merchantmen.
re that the “darned stick”
Their short-sighted policy is
This place is a convenient place of call Filipinos.
Nor
for heavy men of war.
There is great therefore greatly to be deplored.
the Aurora had run into
depth of water—rather too great. When need they think that they have won the
but was still more than a the
squadron of ours was here some time gratitude of the Filipinos. They have
■f the America.
The Aurora,
and I
ago some of the ships lay at anchor in rather their eternal execration,
uiaged to keep the flying Yanfifty-six fathoms. There is no real har- am glad to see that the administration
uitil the schooner had round- bor for this
into a
them
port—only an inward curve has not been influenced by
oine’s Point, when she, too,
in the western coast of the island, open position that would mean American dis!*-w in the
misty distance. to the whole length of the Carribbean. honor and our national damnation.
«>
the America passed and Our two anchors now
When the war is at an end, and I cannot
lie out in 200 feet
>yal yacht Victoria aud of water with 500 feet of chain
see how it can last any longer, the Amerto
leading
o il of which was the
Queen, each, while two hawsers of 400 feet lead icans will find active support on the part
i<«r with a cheer,
from the stern to the solid masonry of of the best element of my countrymen.
tnte finished third at 9:30:the city’s water front. Some fifty fathoms The recent proclamation has done much
: urth at
to assure these of the pacific intentions
9:45:00, and the from the vessel’s stern is the
everlasting and
.0.00 the next morning.
the beneficent purpose of the Amerisurf upon the rocks and the beach.
At
‘if the fleet did not finish.
this season, while the easterly trade winds cans, and I bespeak a hearty co-operation
ntered against the America are
the Americans
continual, it is perfectly safe, but in in every province. But trust.
the next day.
He claimed hurricane season it is
Only the
dangerous. Su- must learn in whom to
passed on the wrong perstition iias attempted to modify the best element among my people should be
elit vessel, but the objection
of
danger:—On the heights of the centre of selected to aid iu the accomplishment
1. because no instructions
the city is a gigantic Christ overlooking this good work; and these, as a rule, will
•'
point were given to Com- the port; and on Mt. Orange, a beautiful not be found among the present insurns.
bluff forming the southern boundary of gents. [Ramon Reyes La!a in Collier’s
ace in which the cup was
tne town and bay, a colossal white virWeekly.
in
and
it
was
her
last
ca,
\ gin—Notre Dame de la Garde, patron of
mnindore .Stevens’ {lag. She) mariners—watches
CASTOHIA.
night and day over,
d y sold to Lord de
Blaquire the welfare of the shipping. In times of Bears the
Kind You Have Always Bought
"j'l she has since that time
danger the happy mariner, with sentiolete with incidents, riurments akin to idolatry, one who believes
nne has been changed at J
in the power of images of either (’bristly,
s.
She has been rebuilt, !
saintly or mythical deities, may derive
An Historic Knife.
in overhangs,and with her
consolation from these composite and in>rs ago made a favorable
animate guardians; while the non-believA Bar Harbor man, Nathan S. Kingsley,
I.sort with the Colonia,
er will look to his anchors and chains—
has just received an autograph letter
d;e other up-to-date flyers. vet
that God, and God alone, from President
believing
! tlie America’s
McKinley,and he deserves
capture of i helps those who help themselves. There
the honor.
He recently sent the Presitold by Commodore J. C.
j never before came within the radius of dent a
pocket knife of no little historical
ci'jiiet which was tendered j my travels and observation any place havThe
hich he himself made.
\ tor House in New7 York I
value,
ing so many symbols of religion—so much knife which Mr.
sent the PresiKingsley
from England.
In his j faith in the saints or in
mythology, or so dent was an ordinary sized knife, neatly
"iks lie said:
firm a belief in witchcraft and all things
and with the parts all nicely
made
before the wind, and in the
as
be
found here in
supernatural,
may
polished. The handle was of oak taken
'•'(l that we could not get this beautiful
where
the
suu
shines
island,
from the old United States warship, the
first eight or nine miles.
A so
gloriously bright, and where the trade- United States. The brass used for the
Mien sprang up that cleared winds blow soft
and warm.
Ed.
[Capt.
"
lining of the knife and for the tips was a
hangers-on and sent us Richardson, in the Deer Isle Messenger.
relic from the old frigate, Constitution.
1
of
in
the
every yacht
The back spring was of steel taken from
At the Needles there was not
To Cure Constipation in One Week
a gun lock, which was from a gun belongII
started with us in sight, so
To Purify the Blood in One Week
ing to a member of the Somes family and
Aej said t0 have been
given
used by him in the repulsing of the Brit!! from a
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
high personage of
ish troops when they tried to effect a
lst
‘The America.’
‘Who
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
landing at the mouth of what is now
There is no second,’ was
Somes Sound on the ocean side of Mt.
After passing the Needles
Take Cleveland's Celery Compound Tea Desert island.
The blade of the knife
•'"taken by the Royal steam
If it fails to cure was made from the blade of a sword pred,i and Albert, with Her 25c. trial size free.
sented by‘One of the postmaster generals
'■! dtl,i family on board, who had your money will be refunded.
A. A.
,,
to the mail carrier who carried the mail
ViJ to
witness the trial speed Howes & Co.
from
Portland to Eastport when he had
ni,‘
models adopted
the
by
the entire trip on horseback
to make
md those of the New.
$100.
As the
through the woods. The sword was preus we
had
the
s!owly
Passe(*
Dr. K. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
Uili,..
sented to him as one of the weapons with
:
o
tendering our homage to
May be worth to you more than $100 if you which he might defend himself.
’’
the fashion of her own
have a child who soils bedding from inconoff our hats and dipping
°:jj
tendence of water during sleep. Cures old
Energy all gone? Headache? Stomach
rhe Cup before you is the and
young alike. It arrests the trouble at
out of order? Simply a case of torpid liver.
Jay’s victory.”
once.
SI. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Burdock Blood Bitters will make a new
"Jore J. c. Steven*, who had Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl7
man or woman of you.
,,

are

in track work on railways
Washington and Oregon.

Governor General Brooke has appointed
Senor Quesada special commissioner for
Cuba at Washington, with an annual
salary of $5,000.

NEW
s.-

employed

now

FIG SYRUP CO.

FRANCISCO,

loOO Cuban soldiers have been

Nearly

paid by the United States army paymas-

Home Rule for the Filipinos.

|

e
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arrived off Cowes,
i the cutter Laverock,
s'
British yachts, in a
•!!.
t >wing to the formade by the America,
as was for a
long time
\
acceptance to the deli
•o the British
yachting
■nly prize that they
America t > sail for was
mi ('up.
It was valued
< tUVIUlA's
F ATlvI) FLEET.
.■■linens, and was to be
It
will
be
remembered
that a year ago,
iam ..i the internation[ when what we then called
the
de
mast 22d, and was purj Verde Fleet” was at sea, when“Cape
Boston
nms collected at the !
and othei timid villages were nightly ex; tiie Club held ou May
pecting to be awakened by its guns, the
’: m
was round the Isle
onmodore Stevens de- first we heard of it in western waters was
from our consul here, who cabled of its
lor the bauble,
I have considappearance oil this port.
n. m the sailing coraand direct,” said Com- able sympathy for old Cervera and his
officers.
Notwithstanding the charactera subsequent occasion: I
istic bombast of the Spanish people—
ut from the flagship at
whistling to keep up their courage—these
Man's buoy on tlie starofficers were men of study,—they knew
mi from thence make the
around the island to the our strength better than we realized it
ourselves.
I believe they expected to be
•a I.:eh we started.”
tiled on Friday, August annihilated, and, more fortunate for us
ft of all kinds drifted than we can possibly appreciate, they
:

.»

Tlie pleasant method and beneficial
^‘ets of the well known remedy,
•a ri p of
Figs, manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Co., illustrate
the value of
obtaining the liquid laxatwe
principles of plants known to be
medicinally laxative and presenting
them in the form most
refreshing to the
taste and acceptable to the
system. It
is the one
perfect strengthening laxative. cleansing the system
effectually,
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
gently yet promptly and enabling one
to overcome habitual
constipation permanently. Its perfect freedom from
every objectionable quality and substance, and its aeiir.g on the kidneys,
liver and bowels, without
weakening
or
irritating them, make it the ideal
laxative.
In the process of
manufacturing figs
are used, as
they are pleasant to the
taste, but the medicinal qualities of the
remedy are obtained from senna and
other aromatic
plants, by a method
known to the California Fig Syrup
( o.
In
order
to get its beneficial
only.
efleets and to avoid
imitations, please
remember the +’ull name of the
Company
printed on the iront of every package.

pleasing surprise.

always busy sending

—

Seven walnut growers’ associations of
Southern California have combined for
muturai protection.

Excellent Combination.

me?—and an invitation to

was toici to can on noara

mu

~

he

In times past we have often been in foreign ports where one or more old style
American cruisers happened to be, but

designer and buildto bis being coiumis,•* ed
uuodore John C. Stevens of
k \ acht Club, and other
srmm
to build them a
tor tlie purpose of sailiug
u ranging a few races with
n
The America was acller principal dimensions
le ngth over all, 94 feet;
line, 88 feet; beam, 22
old, 9 feet 3 inches;
•»
inches; mainmast, 81
11 feet 0
inches; main topMiches; main boom, 38
:
bowsprit outboard, 17
.1
neither foretopmast
i her foresail was a lug
a

u

anything

call on board the Montgomery at
my convenience.
Were I not used'to
surprises
1 should have lost my breath
entirely
but shaking myself together, and
closing
a surprised mouth as
quickly as possible
I invited the gentleman into the
cuddy
and produced my best goods. This matter

signer.

commanded by “Old
"indy Hook pilot; Xelwas
mate, and George
her sailed on the yacht.
and reached
.mom trim,
w as fitted
out with her
She
twenty-one days.
to cross the Atlantic in

erected on the site of the burned Baldwin
Hotel at San Francisco.

ftont the American cruiser
The commander had sent

Montgomery.
his compliments,—was

■

>;ii

The official trial of the United States
battleship Kearsarge has been postponed
until August.
A mammoth $2,000,000 hotel is to be

himself

m

ss us

flartinique.

Transporter.

An

On account of the unprecedented drouth
in New Mexico sheep are dying by thousands.

Pa:

a

A Coal

Columbia University has conferred the
degree of doctor of laws npon Gov. Roosevelt.

Jf-’ re^fued’

The !, victory
America in the race for the
c-‘3 •*' uir i« Cup (now known as the
a graphic article
i] ji>, from
Blue Ribbon of the Seas,”
A’
iny, in the

News Notes.

flaine

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D,D.D..S,
The Nose and Throat.
INo. 341>

Newbury

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.
BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898—ly 45

A TENCENT CIGAR
™?FIVE

CENTS.

POOR & SON.

I

with all Hie latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better

proof of its popularity can bo ottered than its
circulation, which extends into every
State and territory in the Union, each number
being read by no less than a million readers.
Do not delay or fail to take advantage of this
remarkably liberal otter, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Uemembcr, we send both papers
a full year, at the very low price above given.
enormous

Address all orders

to

4m45

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

$135 for 90 Days

A few

Energetic Ladies and Gentlemen wanted
Above salary guaranteed. Call or
J. H. CILLEY,
address,
6uil
/lain Street, Belfast, Me
to Canvass.

SEARSPORT

Wedding Bells.

LOCALS.

The schools iu town
this week.

close

Friday

(apt. E. 1’. Nichols of Bueksport
iu town

Royal K*

was

Brooklyn,

N. Y., is iu

Makes the food

town for the summer.
Mrs. Mary II. Colcord
from Rockland Sunday.

arrived home

Mrs. Nathaniel Doone and son of Manchester, N. H., are at the Searsport
House.
Miss Blanche Nickels, who has spent the
winter in Philadelphia, arrived home by
steamer

Sunday.

Mr. Bee and Mr. Wilson of Boston were
iu town a few days last week, the guests
Mis. E. D,.Colcord.

Murphy and wife of Lynn, Mass.,
visiting Mr. Murphy’s sister, Mrs.

Levi
are

more

delicious and wholesome

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW

OBITUARY.

Rev Roll in T. Hack of Portland has been
chosen as the visitor to Bangor seminary
from the Cumberland county Congregational

The funeral of Alonzo M. Rowe, formerly
of Morrill, late of Providence, R. I., was
held iu Morrill at the residence of his sister1

conference.
Services at the Baptist church next Sunday will be as follows: Preaching at 10 45;
Sunday school at 12; Young people’s meet-

ing

6 30; evening worship at 7 30.

at

The'Methodist church services next Sun-

day will be as follows: Sermon to the young
The Epworth League strawberry festi- people at 10.45, a. m.; Sunday school at 12m.:
val and entertainment last Thursday Ep worth League at 6 30 p. m.; Children’s
Day concert at 7.30. An excellent program,
evening war, a success.
Will Field and Fred Park took advant- entitled “Peace or War,” is being arranged.

1

rving Bailey is absent on a business trip
the interests of our spool factory and it
is hoped he will secure some good orders.

iu

Mrs. Minnie Kersey and son of Malden,
Mass., and Mrs. Ella Goodhew and son of
Worcester, N. IE, arrived by train Monday evening.
Dr. H. H. .Sellers and family arrived,
from Bangor Friday and will occupy the

residence of the late Lavinia Whitcomb
Water street.

on

the Universalist church next Sunday
there will be a Sunday school concert at
10:45, a service arranged and given by the
children,—“God has his little interpreters :
The child must teach the man.”
Services
will be held in the evening at 7:30. The subject for the evening’s address will be:—
At

“How shall

observe the Sabbath?” A
cordial invitation is extended to all to unite
in these services.
we

Children’s Day will be celebrated at the
Unitarian church next Sunday morning.

Music, recitations, etc., by the children, asSearsport holds itself in readiness to sisted by tne choir and some of the older
join our Belfast friends in their celebra- members of the Sunday school. It is detion the 4th, and a large excursion is al- sired that roses and other dowers be sent to
ready being talked up.
the church Saturday afternoon by any one
The graduating class of the High school
will have public exercises in the Methodist church Friday evening, June 23d, at
8 o’clock, standard.
All are cordially invited.

interested.

Charles A. Murch Encampment will
confer the degrees on several candidates
Wednesday evening, June 28th. Members
from Penobscot Encampment will assist in
the work.

exchange
Sunday with Rev. L. D.
Evans of Camden. The subject of the Christian Endeavor meeting will, be “Spritual
Growth,” Mark 4:26-32.

Curtis’ house was struck by
lightning during the heavy thundershower
last week and considerable damage done,
but none of the inmates of the house

The Methodist church at Dixuiontaud the
church of Jackson are to
hold union services in the grove on Morton
hill in Jackson, Sunday, June 25th, if fair.
Rev. F. S. Doiliff is to preach at 10:45 A. M.

Osman

were

injured.

8ch. Nickawa,
t apt.
Fregeilhysen,
which has been laying here tide-nipped
for'several weeks,floated Tuesday and left
lor Bath, where
Capt. F. intends hauling
her up for a time.
Steamer Catherine, with a large excursion party on board, accompanied by the
Brewer band, made a landing here on her
way to Belfast, Sunday, and left some
twenty ol the excursionists, calling for
them on her way back.
The ladies of the Congregational
society
have arranged to hold a lawn
party with
Mrs. J. c. Nickels
Tuesday afternoon,
June 27th. It stormy, postponed to 28th.
llefreshments served from 4 to 7 o’clock.
Admission 17 cents.

The subject of the prayer meeting at the
North church this, Thursday, eveuing will
be “Personal Communication with God,”
Ps. 119:9 16. The pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills,
will

next

Congregational

Prayer and praise services will be held.
The Jackson band and the choirs of both
churches w ill furnish music duriug the day.
The public are cordially invited. Come and
briug your lunch basket, have a picnic dinner in the grove, and stay
during the day.
A

eery

pleasing Children’s Day

concert

was given at the North Church last
Sunday
evening by the Sunday school. The decorations of the pulpit and its
surroundings

pretty and artistic. Two folds of
white drapery, looped towards either side
and dotted with ferns, hung about the platform, while a tasteful arrangement of dowers upon
and at each side of the pulpit
made a pleasing effect. The service w’as
were

very

opened by singing Gloria in Excelsis, by the
convocation of the Grand church choir. The subject of the concert,
Chapter will be held at Deer Was “Our Mission.” Following is the order

A

hi'-.ti Arch
1m<- June _> at 2
p.

v.'l

in.,

for the purpose

eunstitu',;ng in ample foim Pine Tree
Chapter, V r.p; and another at Searsport, June 2'3th, at 7 p. m., for the purp"Sr : constituting in ample form Searspoit Chapter, No. f>8.

1 lie first ball game of the season was
played o une 17th between Searsport aud
bwauville, resulting in a score of is to 20
in Sear sport s favor.
The features of the
game were a home ruu by Ed. Porter,
bringing n four scores at a critical moment, and the base running of W. H.
Watters.
They say that Mr. Watters can
beat the ball.
Mrs. Prudence Johnson celebrated her
ninetieth birthday June
20th, and is the
oldest person in town.
Mrs. Harriet
W liittum is the uex<- oldest, with
her
ninetieth birthday June 26th.
Both have
very clear minds, and can relate
many interesting reminiscences.
Mrs. Johnson
was born in
Providence, R. 1. No doubt
vast changes have taken
place in that city
since li>09, as well as in this
region.
It was stated in The Journal of June
that Harrison, W ood & Co. were at
work on a monument for
Capt. B. F. Pendleton s family.
This is not quite correct.
I he monument is to be erected to the memory of his grandparents our parents,
who bought the land—a
part of which
Capt. B. F. Pendleton now occupies—in
1775.
They were among the early settlers
in
that neighborhood, then the* town of
iStb

Frankfort.
After

an experience of sixteen
years in
locals for The Journal we
thought
the editor had us in our “deer” item of
iast week, but Mr. WToods comes to our
rescue by
Informing us that Colby Howard passed that
way with bis oxen within
a few minutes of bis
seeing the three deer,
so that we leave it to our readers
to take
deer or oxen.
WTe propose the next time
we meet Mr. Howard that he shall smoke
at our expense for
passing that way so
opportunely with his oxen.

writing

The drama “Me an Otis,” written by
Rev. Charles K. Wells,formerly of Belfast,
will be presented at Union Hall this,
Thursday, evening with the following

cast:

Dick Davis, a student at Haie
College, fond of
football and girls.
VV ill B. Trundv
Byron Makepeace Thornton, his room-mate, not
fond of football or girls,
rank C. Whitcomb
Otis Tewksbury, of Perkinsville, Betty's father.
Albert M. Kane
Reginald Thomas, a young man of fashion,
Fred K. Sawyer
Sam Scullyun, Tewksbury’s hired man,
Andrew W. Allen
B* tty ,r
rewksbury, Otis’ daughter,
Henrietta L. Ross
Florence FolJett, Betty’s city friend,
Janie A. Curtis
t>
-11
Kosilla
Tewksbury, wife of Otis, and the head of
the family
Eunice G. Whittum
Sophroma Ruggles, Horence’e maiden aunt,
Martha J. Ross.
r>

,,

r>

-r'

This drama has been very
popular wherever presented, aud is brimful of
wit and
humor.
Hive the young people a
rousing
house.
News of the Oranges.
Seaside Grange discussed the Niearaugua
canal question last Saturday evening. But

speaker favored the proposition for the
United States to build the canal. The next
discussion will be on "Shoddy.”

one

Sebasticook Grange, No. 90, Burnham,
met at Frank Lane’s June 10th for a
picnic
dinner and spent the day in sailing on Lake
Winnecook, baseball and social chat, with a
dinner such as grangers alone know how to
provide. There was an excursion to Windermere in the evening and all passed a most

enjoyable day.
lose the meeting of the State
grange, which it had been hoped would be
held in this city next December. The session
will be the most important grange gathering
in two years. An official of the grange lias
already gone to Portland to confer with
representatives of the city government and
board of trade there. What will come of the
viBit is not known, but it is certain that the
citizens there are making a strong pull to
have the grange choose that city for its
meeting. [Bangor Commercial.
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t he Churches.

Eleanor Woodman.

age of the railroad men’s excursion Sunday and each spent a few hours here.

YORK.__

exercises:
Song, Hail the day,
Scripture exercises,

of

School

Superintendent

Prayer,
Song, Hosannah,
Baptism of two children.
Welcome to Children’s Day,

and school
H. M. Prentiss

Birin

School
fiillwrtann

Children’s Month, Marjorie D. Pilsbury
Warren Gentuer
Country.
Song, Messengers of Gladness,
School
Little Boys Make Men,
Houston Small
The Little Missionary,
Margaret Suell
What Can Little Children Do?
Haze! McTaggart, Alice Parker, Lida
Gilbertson, Isabel Smalley, Velma
Mitchell.
Soug, O Happy Ch ildren,
School
Five Missionary words—Love, give, send,
The
Our

pray—Warren Geutuer, Tommy
Bowker, Willie Dunton, Ralph Gilbertson, Willie Colby.

go,

God Wants the Girls,
The Children’s offering,

Gilbertson
Hattie Roberts
Song, Alleluia,
School
Freely ye have received, freely give,
Tommy Bowker
Cora Morison
Finding the Bright Side,
Bessie McMahan
Song, A Sunbeam,

Duett, Light

Annie

of the

Morning,
Alma Colby, Ada W:arren
Before the Offering, Houston Small, Warren
Gentuer, Willie Dunton, Ralph Gilbertson.

Offering.
Missionary song,
Benediction,
W. C. T. U.

School
Rev. Geo. S. Mills

County Convention.

The annual Waldo County Convention of
the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
will be held today in Unity, and it is hoped
will be represented.
that
every union
Friends are also invited to share the trip,
and the meetings. Delegates carry their own
lunch-baskets. Entertainment is offered for
those who remain all night. The meeting
will open at 9 a. in., with devotional exercises, followed by the opening business and
reports of the secretary and treasurer. The
address of welcome will be by Mrs. A. W.
Newell of Troy, and the response by an officer of the County Union.
The County Superintendents will then report. At 11.45 the
service will be held. The
prayer meeting will be held as
usual. The afteruo n meeting will be devoted to devotioual service, reports, 3-minute
reports by the local presidents and the credentials committee, election of officers, and
report of the committee on resolutions. In
the evening there will be an address on behalf of the church by Rev. W. A. Luce, aud
from the Good Templars.
Addresses will
be given by the President and Miss E. M.
Littlefield.
Excellent music is expected
usual memorial

noontide

from the Good Templars and others.
Transfers in Real Estate.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending June 21, 1899:
J. E. Chandler, Brooks, to C. E. Lane, do.;
land in Brooks. Walter J. Grindle, Bangor,
to Win. H. Patterson, do.; land in Islesboro.
John H. Young, Winterport, to Elizabeth
K. Potter, do.; land and buildings in Winterport. Emily A. Harriman, Montville, to
Huldah E. Ramsey, do.; land and buildings
in Montville. F. B. Clifford, Bangor, to
Fannie J. Clifford, Stockton Springs; land
and buildings in Stockton Springs. Fannie
J. Clifford to Lillias N. Staples, Stockton
Springs; land and buildings in Stockton
Springs. William Lord, Brooks, to E. A.
Carpenter, do.; land in Jackson. F. H.
Greeley, Palermo, to Rose Stevens, do.; land
Warren C. Tower, Lincolnin Palermo.
ville, to Wm. T. Calderwood, do.; land in
Lincolnville.

Mrs. A. M. Hatch, last Friday at 2 p. m.,
Rev. G. E. Edgett of Belfast officiating.
Mr. Rowe was born April 9, 1853, and was
the oldest son of Uriah T. and Esther M.
Rowe, both deceased. He had two sisters
and two brothers, all ot whom are living.
They are Mrs. A. M. Hatch of Morrill, Mrs.
G. R. Ellis of Hiugham, Mass., F. E. Rowe
of Providence, R. I., and Herbert J. Rowe

to

sion. The young couple are held in high esintegrity, faithful performance of duty and teem by their friends, as the many beautiful
rare executive ability he rose to places of
presents they received bore testimony. The
eminence.
For the last sixteen years he company retired about 12 o’clock leaving
had been Deputy Warden of the Rhode Is- the happy couple congratulations and best
land Prison at Providence. In 1879 he mar- wishes for their future prosperity and hapried Ada M. Mason of Montville, Me., who piness. Mr. and Mrs. Wood went immedidied about seven months ago, leaving no ately to housekeeping at his home.
children. He was a member of Hope Lodge,
Colcord-Pendlkton. A quiet wedding
No. I, I. O. O. F., of Providence, R. I. Two
took place at the parochial residence of the
years ago he hail an attack of the grip which
St. Francis church early Wednesday mornwas a long time in passing, and since then
has suffered at times from a stomach trou- ing, June 21st, when Luring H. Colcord aud
Miss Mary C. Pendleton were united in matble, more especially during the past six
Rev. John E Kealy. Miss Marweeks, and had made arrangements to come rimony by
tha Pendleton, a sister of the bride, acted as
to Maine and take a much needed rest.
In
aud Edwin L. Colcord, brother
his sitting-room at Providence he was talk- bridesmaid,

the groom, as best man. The bride is a
daughter of J. W. and the late Bedelia M.
Pendleton of this city. For a number of
years, since leaving school, she has been

of

ing with his brother, F. E. Rowe, about
starting the next day. Soon lie remarked
that the air was suffocating, sat back in his
chair and expired in a moment. His brother
and wife and niece, Miss Bertha Hatch, and
mo

oiaici,

hub.

ijiiis,

<tui:uui{.'auiou
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employed as a compositor in the various
printing offices in town. The groom is a son

x e-

of Mr. aud Mrs. James L. Colcord of this
city and is employed in the shoe factory of
Critchett, Sibley & Co. The bride wore a
traveling dress of one of the popular shades
of blue aud carried a bouquet of bride roses.
The couple left immediately after the cereOn
mony on the 7.15 train for a short trip.

maina borne, aud were present at the sad
funeral services. The esteem in which he
was held by State officials, friends, and all
who knew him in business aud social life,
was
evidenced by the w'ealth ami abundance of
cut flowers sent to Maine to be
placed around the casket. Magnificent banks
of roses, pinks and lilies, wreaths and
crosses were sent by the
following officials
and friends :The Board of State Charities ; the
officers and instructors of the State Asylum;
the officers and matron of the State workhouse and house of correction, the officers
of the State almshouse, Sockanossett school,
Gen. Wilson, L)r. and Mrs. Keene, Mrs.
Mary Wood, Mr. James H. Eastman, Three
Lmks from Hope Lodge, I. O. O. F., Mrs. C.
H.
Forbisher, Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. H. F. Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen

Payson, Mrs. Sweeny and daughter, Mr.
J. W. Harrison, basket of pinks from brother, sister ami niece, two beautiful bouquets
from his little niece, Miss A!vesta Ellis,
p:nks from Mrs. Mason and daughter of
Belfast, and last, but not least, as showing
how even a lile-prisoner may respect a
prison (ffivial, when treated kindly and
humanely. Mr. Wm. Shea sent a beautiful
collection of flowers. Mr Rowe's remains
were placed in the receiving tomb, and later
will rest in our beautiful cemetery.
Prov idem k,
June 15. The funeral services of Deputy Warden Rowe of the Rhode
Island state prison, who shot ami killed

‘•Gentleman George" Eliwood, the Ohio
burglar and escaped convict, while he was

engaged in
today. All

a

revolt at

Howard,

were

held

the shops of the prison aud jail
closed during the services.
Rev. Dr. Bixby of this city conducted the
ceremony. Members of the State board of
charities anti all tlie institution officers were
present.
were

ine

remains

were

taken to

homestead,

the

family

near Morrill, Me.,
where the
liual services and burial will be held.
The encounter in which Mr. Rowe killed
Ellwood was one of the most desperate in the
prison history of Rhode Island, and but fur
Mr. Rowe’s daring three of the worst life
men at Cranston would have
gained their

liberty.

By shooting Ellwood down, the

revolt ended in a failure.
Mr. Rowe dropped dead
ease two days ago.

from heart dis-

Died in Unity, June 7th Millie May Knowlton, aged 9 years, 2 months and 12 days.
This beautiful and promising little girl was
the second daughter of Anson and Dora
Knowltou. Scarlet fever, from which she
suffered a few months ago, had left every
organ diseased and her suffering for the
past few weeks was intense at times.
The
mother passed to the higher life three years
ago, and we feel sure the beautiful little life
begun here is now united with the mother,
to expand and grow more beautiful
through
all eternity, and what is now great grief and
loss to those left behind is her eternal gain.
The floral offerings were many and beautiful.
We lay thee in the silent tomb.
Sweet blossom of the day.
We just began to view thy bloom
When thou wast called away.

length released from all thy pain
Our darling sweetly sleeps,
How calm and peaceful thy repose
While Christ thy soul doth keep.

Alden, and after his return followed the sea
several years. Later he went to Jacksonville
aud engaged in Ashing. He was married
three times. His flrst wife was a daughter
of the late Joseph McDonald of this city, and
his others belonged in Jacksonville. His
third wife survives him.
Miss Nellie J. Condon died June 14 at the home
of her parents, Capt.and Rufus B. Condon, at 12
Richmond street, Brockton, Mass., aged 29 years,
6 months and 30 days.
She has been ill for
The early life of the deceased was
some time.

passed in Belfast, where she had many friends
and relatives. She graduated from the Belfast
High School in 1889, and was a member of the
M.E. church here. The Brockton papers speak
in high terms of Miss Condon and extend the
sympathy of the community to the bereaved.
The funeral was held from the residence of the parents June 16, Rev. J.Walter Morris, former pastor
of the Franklin M. E. church, now presiding over
a church in Lynn, officiating, the deceased having
been

one

of the most earnestand faithful workers

in his

parish when in Brockton. Among the
many beautiful floral offerings were: Crescent,
neighbors and friends; pillow, “Sister,” brothers
and sisters; 29 pinks, Mrs. William Ames and
family ; basket, friends in Franklin M. E. church;
wreath, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Wilbur; bouquets,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Eldridge, Sarah Grant, Mr
and Mrs. Frank Phinney.Mr. and Mrs. B. Phinney,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Mason, Mrs. Ernest Thayer,
Mrs. Bunker, Mrs. Charles Tinkham, Mr. Bartlett
McDonald.

Mr. and Mrs. Oramel Murray and two
daughters, Misses Caro and Edith, attended
the commencement exercises at Orono this
week ot the U. of M. Mr. Murray’s son, W.
A. Murray, is one of the graduating class
this year. [Pittsfield Advertiser.
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Hiogo, May 9.

New York.
Black River,

PORTS.

Ar, ship Luzon, Shanghai for

Ja, May 20. Sid, sch Hattie H
Burbour, Erskioe, Providence; June 3, in port
sch Abbie C Stubbs, Whitney, Kingston for New
York;
Ponce, P R, June 5. In port sch Carrie A Bucknam, Stubbs, New York
Rosario, May 24. Sch bark Mabel 1 Meyers.
Meyers. Boston,
Santos, May 25. Sid, bark Herbert Black,
Boston.

Barbados, June 3. In port, bark Fred P. Litchfield, from Parahyba.
St Domingo City, about June 13.
Sid, bark
Olive Thurlow, Hayes, New York.
MARINE

MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Ship May Flint, Banfield, New York
Hong Kong, May 31, lat —, Ion 2G.
Orland, Me., June 19. Schooner Omaha. Ban
gor for Boston, put back here, Sunday, to land
Capt. C. P. Dorr, stricken with paralysis. The
vessel will proceed with another captain. Captain
Dorr is one of the best known Maine coast skipfor

pers.

ask

an

particulars related by this tiller of the
soil indirectly were not similar to hundreds of
residents of Belfast, the reader might have some
cause to doubt them, but when there are scores of
people all anxious to tell about the benefits received from the use of Doan’s Kidney Pills, the
greatest skeptic in Belfast must be convinced.
Read this:

Allen, who lives in Somerest Count>,
O., between Skowhegan and Pitts
field, says: “My kidneys had troubled me a great
deal for a long time. At night I could not lie in
Mr. C. E.

near

Canaan P.

pain through the small of my
difficult for me to stoop or do lifting. I found great relief in the use of Doan’s
Kidkey Pills. I am not annoyed at night since
using them and I sleep well. My wife was troubled

bed

on

back.

account of
It

was

with backache and other symptoms of kidney
complaint. After using Doan’s Kidney Pills she
them to be a reliable
agrees with me in believing

kidney medicine.”
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had
here in Belfast. Call at Kilgore & Wilson’s

right

drug store and ask what customers report.
Doan’s Ointment is sold for 50 cents per box by
all dealers. Mailed on receipt of price by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N.Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the
substitute.

name—DOAN’S—and

take

no

STEVENS,
58

F E.

examination of the shoes in

Men’s B Calf Lace and

Church

sj.. ft,

WHITCOMB.

evident fact and quite another
And we are selling this week

question.

an

Congress Boots, always sold for $1 25

o

now

87c,

_'
Girls’ Kid Skin Lace

Boots, worth $1.00

now

■

_;_
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Black a,,d Colors' made to sell

Compare

87c., 98c., R21

prices with

our

some

favor, and yourself the justice bv calling

you have been

office < if School Committee, )
Belfast, We., June 17, lsp'd
In pursuance with
instructions from tiie
schoi.l committee, bids for
transporting pupils
on the various routes of the
city are called for. as
follows
Route One. From residence of
Harvey S. Cunningham on upper,Waldo avenue, via. Vine and
High streets to Center Schools. No. of pupils
about 32. Distance, 1 1 2 miles.
Route Two
From residence of Elisha Eland
ets.or thereabouts), in the so-called
Perkins district, via Northport avenue to Center Schools. No
•1 pupils, about 2C. Distance, 2 1-2 miles.
Route Three.
From Searsport line, shore
road,
via lower
bridge to Center Schools. No. of pupils,
about 17.
Distance, about 3 miles.
Route Four. From upper
part of Emery district. so-called, to Pitcher school. No. of
pine.-,
about 7.
Distance, about 1 1-2 miles.
Route Five.
From Union school house on
Swanville road to Brick school in East Bel:ast.
V*. ot pupils, about 4.
Distance, about 2 12
miles.
^ chides must consist of a
spring wa^on, covered,
seats to he cushioned and floor
protected against
draughts by covering. Suitable and >u fid lent
robes to be
supplied in winter. All vehicles used
as transports must be
subject to inspection id
school department and be kept clean
The committee reserve the right to
reject anv
and all bids.
All bids, sealed, must be in before 12 o’clock
1100,1 August 15.
F. S. BRICK,
Secretary of School Committee.

DIED.

the

District

Bryant. In Rockland, June 15, Samuel Bryant,
native of Mont vlie, aged 76 years.
Condon. In Brockton, Mass., June 14, Nellie
J. Condon, aged 29 years, 6 months and 30 days.
Crockett. In Ash Point, South Thomaston,
June 9, Eliza D. (Rowell), widow of David P.
Crockett, aged 82 years, 6 months and 16 days.
Gray. In Warren, June 13, Fred (fray, the result of being kicked in the abdomen by his horse.
Gardner. In Bueksport, June 6, Mrs. Laura
Gardner, aged 75 years. 3 months and 9 days.
Hicks, in Balfast, June 30, Almira A. Hicks,
a ged 67 years and 10 months.
Nason/ In Jacksonville, Ida., June 8 Captain
Prescott H. Nason, formerly of Belfast, aged 74
years and 10 months.
Rowe. In Providence, R. I., June 13, Alonzo M.
Rowe, formerly of Morrill, aged46 years, 2 months
and 6 days.
Stinson. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, June 7, Gideon
H. Stinson, aged 72 years.
Whitcomb In Belfast, June 14, Mary M. Whitcomb, aged 26 years and 21 days.

«
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the United
States for the District of Maine.

In the matter oj JVinfieht S.
rupt, in Hankniptvy.

J-htminster, Jiank-

Agreeably to an order of Hugh D. McLellan,
Referee |in Bankruptcy, notice is herebyEsq
given that I will on the 29th day of June, A L>.
1899, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the residence of said Winfield S. Edminster, in Knox, in
the County of Waldo, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the following described
estate of said bankrupt,:to wit: all the
right
in equity in the farm occupied by said bankrupt,
situated in Knox: One top buggy, one narrow
seated buggy, one Bangor punt wagon, two single
horse truck wagons, two 2 years old colts, one set
double harnesses, two single work harnesses, two
Single driving harnesses, one horse rake, one har-

row, two double horse truck wagons. Also on
the 30th day of June A I). 1.899, on the premises
Montville, in said County of Waldo, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon. I shall seil at public auction all the right, in equity that the said bankrupt
has in the Walker stock larm, so-called, situated
in said Montville. Also one blacksmith shop situated on said farm.
Dated this 20th day of June, A. I). 1899.
F. W. BROWN, Jr.,
Trustee of the estate of Winfields Edminster, a
in
Bankrupt
Bankruptcy.
in

o

•.

Ordered, That notice t!u-r.
weeks successive!v. in
a newspaper puib !:•
that ail persons im.'re-t<
bate ( ourt, to be he hi at
of July next, and -L..u
why the said ace*»in t sh.
OEO E.
A true copy. Atte.-r
CHAS. P. II
.•

II
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>>
last oil lie IIP;
ATW *< >1). A.imi Us;
LETTE EDMONDS, i.,
County, deceased, h:i\
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for allowance.
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newspaper published ;■
that all persons intereso
bate Court, to he bed at I
of July next, and show
why tlie said ac. ount -11
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1
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true copv.

Attest.
Cl! AS. P. II
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Colcord-Penplkt<>n. In Belfast, June 21, by
Rev. Er. .1. E. Kealy, Loren H. Colcord and Miss
Mary C. Pendleton,'both of Belfast.
Deans-Gray.
in orland, June 10, William
Deans of orland ami Miss Jessie E. Gray of
Penobscot.
Fortcne-Nacgii ion. In Belfast. June 14, by
Rev. G. PL Edgett, Thomas Fortune and Millie
Naughton, both of Belfast.
Kank-Tiiompson
In Biuehill, June 11, John
E. Kane of Sorrento and Mrs. Agnes V. Thompson of Biuehill.
McKennky-Sherman. In Libertyville,June 6,
George MeKenney of Biddeford and Miss Deiphie
Sherman of Libertyville.
Saywaup-Hatou. In Troy, June 12, by Rev.
A. P. Hatch, Edwin Sa> ward of Burnhamaad Miss
Alice M. Mctpiillan of Benton.
WTiitmokk-Yoi ng. In North Haven, June 14,
Dura A. Whitmore of North Haven and Teresa M.
Young of Vinalhaven.
Wood-Ci nmngham. In Belfast, June 14, by
Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Eugene Wood and Miss Mary
E. Cunningham, both of Belfast.

1

STORE, BwEALfNAEST

BORN.

MARRIED.

paying,

prices

on us.

THE DINSMORE
Ames. In East Sennebee, Appleton, May 17. to
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Ames, a son, Mark Lester.
Emerson. In Liberty vile, June 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. F. S. Emerson,a son.
Partridge. In Bueksport, May 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph H. Partridge, a son.
Webster. In Biuehill, June 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Webster, a son.
W ki-.d. Tu Little D 'V Isle, June 4, to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Weed, a daughter, Elinor.
"Wiley.
In Belfast, June 1, to Mr. and Mrs. IP
A. Wiley, a daughter.

at

0_

you above, the quality of these goods is retained.
It is only the
The prices will appeal to your sense of thrift and the
shoes will

.NOTE E
±j
gives not ice that InExecutor of the las: wi!’
cil thereto of

l^XECUTOK’S

DANIEL LANE,
in the County of Wald
bonds as the law diret rs
mands against the estate !
sired to present the same
indebted thereto are nape
NA I ii
immediately.
Belfast, June 1 3. 18!* ».
1
ECl’TORS’ NOTICE
give notice that the>
ed Executors of the lasi v:
TURNER WHirrid
in the County of Wa.
\
bonds as the law direct-.
mands against the estate
desired to present the -an
all indebted thereto are
nient immediately.
Wli.s
1R \
Montville, June 13. 1 8‘.*‘»

IIX

UXECETLiX’S NOTICE,
lj by gives notice that
pon.ted Executrix of rlie

~

v.

of

MARY E. S. HUBBARD

Notice off Foreclosure.
SERVICE.

SIMMER
Six Trips

a

ITT HERE AS, EDWIN A. H UNTOON of Belfast,
iu the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
V?
by his mortgage deed dated the twenty-third day
of October, A. D. 1897, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 250, Cage 327, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of
real estate situate in Belfast, in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, bounded as follows, to
wit: Bounded on the northwest by land owned or
occupied by Joseph F. Smith; on the southwest
by land of Freeman W. Shepherd; on the southeast by land of Richard Woodbury and land of
Charles A. Russ, and land now or formerly of Walter I’hilbrick, and being the same premises conveyed to Elbert J. Monroe by Samuel J. Gurney,
l>y deed dated October 12, A. D. 1892, and recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 237,
Page 242; and whereas, the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Belfast, this seventeenth dav of June,
A. Lj. 1899.
SAMUEL J. GURNEY.
D.
3w25

Week to Boston

Commencing June 23, 1899, steamers Penobscot
and City of Bangor will leave Belfast alternately:
For Boston via Northport, Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3.00 l*. m., other days, except
Sundays, at 5.00 p. m.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor daily,
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at about 7.45 a. m.
RETURNING

5.00

Meetiug

p. m.

From Boston, daily except Sunday
From Rockland, via Camden, and Northport,
daily except Monday at 5.00 a. m.
From Bangor, via Winterport ami Bucksport,
Mondays at 12.00 noon, other days except Sundays at 2 00 P. M.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
at

If the

c. A.

which, although almost incredible, is nevertheless

j

What This Gentleman Says only Corroborates the Story of Thousands.

blear-,

Woman’s Boot made to sell for $1.50 for 87 CENTS,

His condition is considered serious.

Somerset, Mass, June 17. Capt Alex Ross,
of this town, has given a contract to a Bath,
Me, firm for a five-masted schooner of 3500
tons.
Capt Ross is master of the schooner S
P Blackburn, built in ’9(» and has been very
successful. The Blackburn has paid her
owners better than 20
per cent a year in
dividends and has paid about 27 per cent the
last year,
London, June 1G Advices have been received saying that the ship John R Kelley
of Bath, Me, Capt Chapman, from New
! York, March 10, for San Francisco, went
ashore, at Stanley, Falkland islands, May 24,
and would probably become a total wreck.
The Kelley registered 2255 tons net and was
j cleared from Newr York by Dearborn & Co.
She is owned by John R Kelley.

no

When in our advertisement of last week it read “Women’s Genuine Kid Skin
EG
Boots made to sell for $1.00, now 87c., it should have read a

expectation.

New York, June 13. Ar, sch Lizzie Lane, Bangor; ckl, sch Methebesee, Snow, Egmont Key; 14,
ckl, sch Jose Olaverri, Arey, Savannah; 15. sld,
sells John C. Smith, Kneeland, Brunswick; Lucia
Porter, Bangor; Win. Butman, Boston; 18, ar,
sells Willard Saulsbury, Bangor; Lizzie B. Willey,
Rivers, Brunswick ; sld, sch Melissa Trask, Savannah ; 18, ar, sch Celia F., smith, Jacksonville; 18,
'sld, bark Alice Reed, Sierra Leone; 10, ar, seh
Abraham Richardson, Bangor; Sallie Ton, st
Simons.
Boston, June 13. Sld. Bark Kremlin, Wiscasset,
to load for Demerara; sch Maggies Hart, Kennebec and Baltimore; ar. soli S M Bird, Newton
Creek.NJ; IP, ar, sch Wiuslow Morse, Winterport; William Butnaiu, Lowell, Newton Creek.
Philadelphia, June 18. Ar, sch Isaac Urbeton,
Trim, Saco; IP, cld, sch Rabboni, Lord, Belfast.
Baltimore, June 17. Ar, sell John 1 Snow,
Bristol, R. 1.
l’oitland, Jan 13. Sld, sell AY B Palmer, Newport News; Mabel Jordan, Turks Island.
Bangor, Jan 14. Ckl, soli Emma S Briggs,
Osborne, New York: 15, sld, sells Eagle, Trim,
Tottenville, s 1; Annie P Chase, Ellis, New York ;
17. ar, sch Estelle, Hutchinson, Turks Island via
Camden; cld, sells Post Boy, Bullock, New York;
Nat Ayer, Warren, R I; Lilian, Grin die, Boston;
2u, sld, brig Katahdin; Marshall, New York.
Perth Amboy, June 13.
Sld, sch Webster
Barnard, Bangor; 18, sld, sells David S. Siner,
Castine; Susie P Oliver, Bangor.
Providence, June 13. Ar, sch Hattie H Barbour, Erskine, Black River, Jr, 17 days; ar, sch
Georgia Gilkey, Charleston.
Brunswick, Ga, June 13. Ar, sells D I) Haskell.Eaton,New York : Norombega, Armstrong,do;
14, cld, sch Norombega. Armstrong, Satilla; 15,
ar, sells charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, Belfast;
Willie L Newton, Coombs, New York; cld, sch
-Etna, Chipman, New York; 18. ar, sell Mary A
Hall, Boston; 17, ar, sells Levi Hart, Pendleton,
New York; Florence Leland, SpotTord, Norwich;
10, ar, sch Melissa Willey, Bath,
Bath, June 14. Ar, schs Yale, Coombs, Boston;
R 1* Chase, Barter, do; IP, sld, sch Maggie S Hart,
Farrow, Balt imore.
Punta Gorda, June 15. Sld, bark Priscilla,
|
lvlages, Alexandria.
Pascagoula, June 15. Sld, sch Henry Clausen,
Jr.. Newport News.
Ar. sch Penobscot,
Jacksonville, June 18.
Dodge, Baltimore.
Port Reading, N J, June 17. Clil, sch Paul
Seavey, Pattershall, Portland.
Fernandina, June 18. Ar, sch Susan N. Pickering, Boston; 10, ckl, sch Win E Downes, Bath.

At

Capt. Prescott H. Nason, formerly of Belfast, died at Jacksonville, Fla., June 8th, at
the age of 74 years and 10 months. In early
life he lived in Belfast, and was among our
most enterprising and successful Ashing
skippers. He also did some business in the
coasting trade. In 1849 he went to California “before the mast,” in the bark Wm. O.

SHIP

Work,

THE HAND LA

econ-1

a

Chicago, St. Louis, New York, Boston, Philadelphia

their return they will soon go to house keeping at No. 7 Union street, and will be at
home to tbeir friends after July 15th. Mr.
and Mrs. Colcord were the recipients of many
gifts and their friends unite in wishing them
a happy and prosperous life.

New!

nickel. Still greater
omy in 4 pound package. Made only by
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

served from

belonged
mother, and is

POWDER

best)

Large package of the World’s
cleanser for

cake, bananas and cherries, which

once

WASHING

All Hand

a china tea set which
the bride’s great grandmore than seventy-flve years
old. The rooms were profusely decorated
with potted plants and syringas, which lent
their delightful fragrance to the happy occawere

of Castle, Montana.
He left home when
about 18 years of age and sought employment in Providence, R. I.
Here by strict

“Comfort” in the Sick Room.

I have used Comfort Powder for many
years. It certainly keeps the sick comfortable, cures prickly heat, chafing and offensive perspiration, and is a certain prevenCaroline
tive and cure for bedsores.”
Angus, Trained Nurse, New York.

cream,

DUST

Something

14th, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Cunningham of Belfast when their daughter,
Miss Mary E. Cunningham, was united in
marriage to Mr. Eugene Wood, son of Mr
James Wood, in the presence of about twen
ty relatives, Rev. Geo. S. Mills officiating.
The bride was very prettily gowned in a
light dress of herring-bone cloth, trimmed
with white satin under mousseline and
white satin ribbon, with folds of cerise velvet and w’hite roses.
Miss Letitia Wood, a
sister of the groom, acted as bridesmaid, and
Mr. George Wood, a brother of the groom,
as best man.
Miss Wood was becomingly
attired in white muslin, with pink ribbons
and white flowers in her hair. After the
ceremony the guests repaired to the dining
room where
they were served with ice

Absolutely Pure

Tuesday.

Lizzie Carver of

Wood-Cunningham. A very pretty wedding occurred Wednesday evening, June

of

Dr. F. S. Eveieth has taken rooms at
A. H. Lorimers’.

GOLD

U. S. District Court )
for the
of Maine,

District

l MOOSEHEAD

J) In

Bankruptcy.

FIRST

MEETING of the creditors of
DICKEY of Belfast. Maine, adjudged bankrupt upon his own petition, to prove
their claims against him and choose one or more
trustees of his estate, will be held at the office of
the referee, Belfast, Maine, on the 3d day of
July, A. D. 1899, at 9 o’clock a. m.
Hl'GH D. Mcl.ELLAN.
Iw25
Referee for the Waldo District.

THEALMERIN

WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston

BELFAST

ol Ci*e<lito*-!s

LAKE

the County of Waldo.
having demands against tiled are desired to present tin
anil all indebted thereto u
in

payment immediately.
Portland, June 13, 1 sq

•>

M.\ 1

A 1>MIN 1ST R A TORS NOTH

A beret y give noTiee tha'
appointed administrators

JOHN H. LANE, lat,
in the County of Waldo, den
All pers.
as the law directs.
against the estate --1 said drfor
same
settle)’
the
present
thereto are requested to m..
LE' "•
atelv.
t ll.vs
Sear's]»»rt, June 13, 18
.-

v

r
tjxecutor’s noth k
Fj give notice that he ha"
Executor ol the last will and

THOMAS W. BARTLET

I

in the County ot Waldo
A
bonds as the law directs
mauds against the estate
desired to present the sain”
all indebted thereto are reqm
ment imtuediatelv.
UEORtiE
Jackson, June 13. 189'J

n

UTOR’8 N<)ri( E

gives notice that lie has
EXE<
Executor of the last will ami

1

SARAH MY RICK, laof Waldo,
against the
ed are desired to present the
and all indebted thereto an
lit
payment iminediately.
Unity, June 13, 18‘J'J.
in the

! having County
demands

"•>

Knili-otttl Company.

CANCERS!

1
Clerk's Office,
Belfast, Me., June 6,1899.
j
Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting
of this corporation will be held at the Court House
in Belfast, Wednesday. July 5, 1899, at 10 A.
M., lor the following purposes, viz:
1st. To hear and act upon the reports of the
directors, treasurer and trustees.
2d. To elect nine directors for the ensuing year.
3d. To act upon any other business that may
4w23
legally come before said meeting.
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Clerk.
Per order.

PILES !

TUMORS!

FISTULA!

Treated without instruments, pain or loss of
blood. Have wonderful treatment for cancer in
breast, patients gain in strength and flesh at. once
and are not confined for an instant. Have patients
from all parts of N. B. and State of Maine. Twen-

ty-five years’ experience.
4w25*

W. F. PUTNAM, M. 1).,
Specialist, Bucksport, Me.

HARNESS
Shoe

SEALERS WEIGHTS.
Towns

are now

scales and

required by

measures

for

law to

use

of

16,1899.—2m24

Register Papers-

FIVE DOLLARS EACH.

sealers.

I^^Complete sets furnished by
FRED ATWOOD, W7interport.
June

....For Sale with

provide

GEO. W.
J

2w25*

PARTRIDGE,
Searsport, Maine.

Repairing

NEATLY AND PROMPTLY DOM

22tf

O. I. C. PIGS

MAKING

-AND-

J. A. | I ”vt
Wells Building, I’ll-'1

1

Annual fleet in*
Bt.j

The annual meeting of the
SEUM COMPANY will be held at
>’
office on Monday, July 3, at 4 r.
Belfast, June

22,189^.—2w2o

